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CHAPTER I 
DU.'ROOOCTION 
would sene to improTe the prediction of college perfol"'l!!8lloe. After 
renewing more than two decades of ever-increasing activity in the 
y . 
prediction ot academic success 11 fravers conceded that the multiple 
correlatic:m.s attained in 191!0 were in all likelihood ma.:d.mal and 
encouraged the perusal and application of additional and relatively 
untried techniQues in the prediction of educational outcome. With 
- 21 
regard to the status of recent prediction studies, T-ravers states: 
·•:aoth the appraisal and prediction of the outcomes of 
education require that the outcomes be defined in terms that 
make them measurable. Few investigations so far conducted 
have attempted to investigate scientifically the prediction 
of well-defined outcomes. Most of the investigations rep-
resent.~~ on the other hand11 the determination of the empirical 
relationship between scores on aptitude ~eats and grades. 
The determination of such empirical relationships provides 
information which may be of utility in specific situatione11 
y Henry Borow9 "Current Problems iu the Prediction of Co111!1ltge Per ... 
formance11 " J ourD&1 of the American Associa.tion ot Collegia.te Registrars (1946) jjl 22:14-26. 
gj Robert M. w. Travers11 ••significant Research on the Prediction of 
A.ca.demic Success, 11 in The Mea.wreme:nt of Student Adj ustme:nt and 
Achievem<m.t11 W.. T. Dona.hue 3 c. Ii. Coombs, a.nd Robert M .. w. Travers, 
Editcrs9 University of liichiga:n Press, Ann Arbor, JAichiga:n11 l9!e, 
PP• 147-190. 
Jl !2!!! .. tp p.. 175-
but it contributes relatively little to the general structurtng 
of knowledge of the educational process and to the extent to 
~ich certain specified educational goals can be achieved in 
certain specified individuals." 
The persistent inability of investigators to improve the accuracy-
ot their predictions and the specificity of the findings of reported 
prediction studies would appear to be, at least in part$ the result 
of both the exclusive interpretation of college success in tar.ms 
of semester grades and the nature of the statistical procedures 
almost exclusively in the consideration of scholastic prediction 
number of inherent problems. 
simple matter. The question of what constitutes success in college 
is net entirely resolwd by equating success with a numerical grade 
point average. The questionable reliability of such a criterion 
as college grades poses a vexing and seemingly insoluble problem in 
the prediction of academic success. The discriminant analysis tach-
niqua simplifies the criterion problem considerably since the group 
to Which an individual normally belongs serves as the criterion 
Which orients the analysis of the data.. In essence, the di st:lnction 
by answering one of Rulon's two qu~lu~tions concerning the analysis 
of a set of data for several groups of individuals. Multiple regression 
data so I may determine the group in "Mich an individual !'!!!per-
£2!:! ~?1• Discriminant a:nalysis is designed to a.nner th.e ~eetion 
~ow can I a.ne.ly~e these data so I m~ determine the group which an }j 
individual is most like?:~t It is the application of this latter 
----
solution to a problem ot scholastic prediction Which ~11 constitute 
1.. Statement of Problem 
!his stuq has been proposed tor the purpose of evaluating th.e 
utilit.y of a relatively new statistical technique as a research tool 
in the investigation of a sCholastic prediction problem .. 
tiple discriminant analysis of pre-admission and first semester data 
~11 be used as a basis tor the prediction of me.mbership in one of 
three academic groups: scholastic tailures 9 termdnal prospeots9 and 
transfer candidates in a program of general education at Boston 
Univerdty Junior College .. 
2.. J ustitication 
New approach to an old problem.-- The applioo.tion ot discriminant 
analysis has been confined primarily to taxonomic problems in bio-
metric research a.nd9 to a lsseer extent, to problems in psychological 
research with special emphasis on the classification of neurotic 
and occupational types. The multiple regression technique has been 
Pe J .. Rulon, 1111The Stanine and the Sepi!U"ile: A Fable, zr Personnel 
cholo s Ooregration Bulletin (1951), 4t99-ll4s 
use of discriminant analysis in the exploration of problema of a 
scmolastic W!l.ture has little precedent. The fmdmgs of this study 
may give evidence of the utility of a new and powerful research tool 
in an area that has and will continue to assume increasing tmportance. 
Imeroving admission and transfer tuncticnlh~ Specub.tion en 
the unique and future position of the junior college is found in 
!I 
Smith~s recent surve.y in which he states: 
BPredictions of burgeoning college and uni~rsity enrollments 
and of the inability of present facilithus to meet the demand 
~r college education focus attention increasingly on the 
junior college as a place Where youth may continue their educa-
tion in technical or general studies. Post-high school education 
faces this inundation of !!ltudents in the 1900's not only be• 
cause the econo~ it1 making available more leia1ure 'Which~ 
be in~sted in education but al$0 because mid-century mcvos 
make col~ege attendance the badge of social status which t.c 
generations ago was attached tc high school attend~oe. • . 
In an era of rising enrollments, it will became especially 
important to admit only those students 'Who have at least a reasonable 
chance to complete the program.. In addition.~~ since the primary 
enrolled in the program :must be viewed as crucial to both the 'II'J'elfare 
of the student and the philo&!lophical basi&!l of the program .. 
At this ~ime8 approximately fifty percent of entering Junior 
College fre~en continue their formal education beyond the sophomore 
1J Elbridge M .. Smith, -wn1oh Way Junior College Guidance and Personnel 
Service Programs?" a Junior College Journal (1957) 9 28:186 .. 
year.. .An even smaller proportion quality for transfer vd thin 
Boston University.. fb.e eventual increase in student enrollment 
may necessitate the need for more effective admission criteria than 
are presently m existence.. Increasing the present ratio of JStrmsfers• 
to •non-trand'ers,. is :most desirable in the light of projected 
trends .. 
Student appraisal and re-assesmnent .. -- The linear combinetion 
of variables which :maximize!! the ratio of the between means of groups 
sums ot squares to 'Within means of groups sum of II!Hluares has been 
called a discr~ant function. the multiple discriminant fUnction 
technique~ en extension of the two-group' case$ will be used in the 
study under consideration .. 
Multiple di scr:immmt malylt!itJ penni ts the sbml taneous oompari son 
of variables for two or more groups.. Geometrically~ multiple dis-
criminant analysb permits the reduction of the space occupied by 
the original variables. In effect~ a description is provided that 
serves to account for the inter-group variations by means of a smaller 
number of variables than the original number.. One is thus able to 
judge ~ich variables are useless and ~ich provide ge.nuine evidence 
concerning group separation. It now becomes posii'Jible to as11ess the 
similarity between the profiles ot antecedent variables for the 
groups under consideration,. 
Discriminant malysi s will be used in an attempt to di tA:tmguidl. 
between three groups of Junior College freshmen.. Comparisons on the 
basis of four separate batteries of variables will be made. 
!his systematic analysis of accumulated data Should aid in the 
re-assessment of students~ goals following completion of the first 
sam.t~ster program.. It may be possible ultimately to provide Junior 
College personnel in general and counselors in particular ~th a 
tr~sfer-ter.minal-failure profile of significant variables that 
would asdet in the evaluation41 classifioation41 and guidance of the 
individual case. 
3• Scope 
Variables selected for studz.~· A total of thirty-~ variablee 
are included for analysis.. A simultueou1 analyai.s of all the 
variables eelected for study would have resulted in peak predictive 
effectiveness but was considered prohibitive financially9 due to the 
enormus amount of computational labor involved. Dividing the 33 
variable battery into a number of smaller batteries might serve to 
decrease the predictive efficiency attained ~t it would alae serve 
to reduce the computation coats considerably. 
As a result9 the 3~ variable battery was divided into four 
lesser ones as follaws: 
Batter, #1--Dtfterential Aptitude Test 
a. Verbal 
be Numerical 
c.. Abstract Reasoning 
de Space 
e. Yeohanical Reasoning 









he Per suaai ve 
ie Social Service 
a. Pre-Vocational Goal Status 
be Brown ... Hol'tDllm·-Swrvey of Study Habits and Attitudes 
Ce Jervis Self-Description Invento!:l. ..... Self-Ideal Dis-
crepancy Score 
d. Jervis Self-Description Inventory--Self ... Other 
Discrepanqy Score 
e.. Frequency ot Counseling Contact 
a. High School Credit Ratio 
be Participation in High School Activities 
a 
de COop. C2--Speed 
e. Coop. C~·Level 




Study Population.-- Two distinct but comparable population sam-
ples will be included tor study.. The discrimma:nt analysis data 
will be obtained from an original swmple and used as a basis tor the 
prediction ot the group membership status o£ students m a cross-
validation or check. swmple. The original sanple will be ocmprised of 
those students ldlo entered the freshman class at Boatoa University 
Junior College in the tall of 1957· ~e crosa-validation sample will 
be comprised of students ldlo entered the preceding yee.rts freshman 
class of 1956. ~e official records indicate that a total of 563 
· individuals registered tor the entering freshman class o£ 1956., and 
50' individuals registered tor 1957" 
Students with mining data in a gi~n battery- were eliminated 
from the anall.yd111 ot that battery.. Hence., it might be pot!Ulli'ble for 
a student with :missing DA.T scores to be excluded from the DA.T battery 
- -
becomes all the :more evident 'When one o cndders that females were 
the remaining three because of the existence of significant sex 
in theae batteries. -
di.f'terenco•/ ln addition"' students with foreign educational high 
school experiences or etudents with previous hirioriee of college 
attendance were entirely eliminated tram analysis. 
Finally"' it is well to note that the size of the cross-valida-
tion sample is considerably mnaller thm that of the original sample 
for the simple reason that there was still time to make a concerted 
effort to obtain as much of the data as po2!1sible during the fall 
of 1951"' Since plans for this study were not initiated until 1957, 
it was not possible to plan as carefully :for the testing and re-
testing of students in the cross-validation s~ple. 
!ables 1 and 2 below s~ize the original and oross• 
validation sample population sizes of each group in each be.ttery 
included fer study. 
Table 1., Number of Students in Original Sample 
Included in Each Group for Each Be.t-
tery .Analysis 
Battery Elnd•o.f' ... Year Grou2 Statum 
Number l 2 {~ Tote.l {1} {2} ~~' {5J 
l (DAT) ....... ..;,.,.,.,.,,..,.,.,.,.,.,., '2 123 134 319 2 {!P',R) e o e e o eo e e" e" e e e • 51 186 138 315 
3 (~ ... Intellectual) ••• 50 119 129 298 
4 (Total Sample) eu e ue 58 146 152 356 
11 
jJ Failure21 terminal$ a:nd tra:ns.f'er students -were assigned to groups 
1, 29 a:nd 3"' respeeti't'ely .. 
fabl~ 2e Number of Students in Cross-Validation 
Sampl~* Included in Each Group for Each 
Battery halyllis 
l 
1 (Dl @@@@$@@@$$$@@@@ 
2 ( 0@061$0'0008$000@ 
3 (Total S~ple) •••••• 
104 140 113 
113 147 119 




"ion-mtel1~ctua1 Iampl~ is not inc1u~d since 
data were not avai1ab1~. 
10 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARQI 
an activity, and the mv in 'Which mc:.ust investigations b~gm, is by 
reviewing all the previous work done in the tield and report~d in 
the literature .. • Since th~ nature ot this study is primarily a 
variation on a well-played the.m~s !1!• 31 scholastic prediction, the 
probl~m ot ~xamining pertir.umt research becomes an enormous oneo In y 
a 1953 review ot the literature, Oosand alone lists 185 retereD.oes 
dealing exclusively ~th the problem ot predicting success in 
21 
institutions ot higher learning.. Mcintire appears to have achieved 
a reasonable solution to the problem ot delimiting scope 1Vhen he 
st&tes: 21 1'he problem ot revi~w.lng th~ literature rapidly becomes one 
ot selecting the most appropriate data that ~11 have a bearing on 
the immediate problem under consideration.~ 
gj Joseph P. Cosand, •Admissions Criterion: A Review ot the Literature.~~• 
College and University (1953), 26:le...a. 
21 Paul H., Mcintire, The Construction and Evaluation of' a Work le 
Test tor Colle e Freshmen31 Unpublished Doctoral Dissertations Boa 011 
Univerd ot duoation11 1957 .. 
w !!lc! .. " p.. 6. 
findings of scholastic prediction studies at the collegiate level 
will be foll01Nd by a surwl"' and critique of current prediction 
trends with special emphasis on the comparative nature of the 
atatistical procedures presently employed. Finally, an examination 
'Will be made of the findings related to the specific teclmiques and 
2. Traditional Approach: !be Single Predictor 
12 
Intellectual factors ....... Early prediction studies were preoccupied 
majority of studies credited high school achievement as correlating 
better with college grades than any other single criterion. Stmilarly9 y 
in an ext«nsive and comparatively more recent review, Garrett con• 
cluded that: "Among all the facwrs contributing to prediction of 
school continues to show the highest correlation With later college 
nificanoe of variables commonly selected for investigation in 
g Daniel Harris, 8 Factora Affecting College Grades~ A Review of the 
Literature, 1930•379 " Psychological Bulletin (1940), 37:125-166. 
y Henry Fe Garrett, 8 Review and Interpretations of Factort!l Related 
to Scholastic Success in Colleges of Arts m:~.d Sciences and Teachers 
Colleges," Journal of !tferimental Education ( 1949) 9 18:93• · 
J/lli!· 
13 
Table 3· Summary of Studies Reporting Coefficients of Correlation 
Be~en Various Single Predictor Variables and Oollege 
Scholarship 
Predictor Number of Coer- ':-.Bange of Median So De 
Variable ficients Re- Coefficient 
{1} )ZOrted {2} {~J {li} {!iJ 
High School 
Grades ............... e 32 e2;» to e83 .. ;6 Not reported 
High School 
.. ;48 .. 24 RankeeoGeeoeeeoooe .18 to $72 
General Achieve-
ment festse$GGG0$0 e23 to e85 .Le Not reported 
AChieve.me.nt ~sts 
in Specific Matter 
Fieldseeeeeeeeeeee .10 to ·10 .. 40 Not reported 
General Intel ... 
ligence Tests ........ 94 el7 to o67 e47 e24 
General Aptitude 
.. ;6 e43 Tests .................. .. 12 to e;l3 
Special Aptitude •• 15 .o4 to e65 .41 Not reported 
·among the variables li11ted with respect to forecasting efficiency .. 
Indeed, considered individually, many ot the studies reported con• 
tlicting and ot'too. contradictory results, 1111ggesting that ~!Noh 
findingl':!l may lack any meaning beyond immediate significance .. 
21 §I 
Crawtord9 :Bumham and Struit et al.. warn that w.ris:tiona in 
--
the applicability of previously obtained data9 particularly tor in· 
dividual prognoses.. In addition, the preoccupation ot prediction 
I/ Robert :M .. v.. Travers, .2£• ~ ... 
y Leo F., Cain,. John N .. Michaels and Alvin c .. Eurich, in 
ot Educational Researoh9 Walter s .. Munroe, Editor, Thl!!l Ma 
Company, New fork, 1950, pp .. 874•894 .. 
2/ Joseph P" Cosand, ~" .!ti_ .. 
!JI He A.. Cooprider and H.. R.. Laslett9 •Prl!!ldictive Values of the Stanford 
Scientific and the Engineering and Pb,ysic~ Science Aptitude ~sts9 • 
EducatiOII.~ and Psychological Mea1111rement (1948), 8:683-687 .. 
;/Albert B .. Cra'Wf'ord and Paul S., Burnha.m9 Forecasting Collee;e 
Achievement, Part I, Yale U:niversi ty Press9 New Havem 9 19469 pp .. 90-101 .. 
studies with intellectual f'ac:rtcrs and the general neglect of' non-
intellectual considerations led Struit et al. to conclude that 
--
15 
"even in fields mere much research has been done, the number ot y 
unlm.mm. or poorly identified and measured factors is still large .. " y 
Malloy upon inve!ltigating the survival problems of college 
fre~en notes that "the prediction of' scholastic success for college 
students has received attention from test constructors tor years. 
Yet, despite constant i:m.provementt~ and refinements, the most Wtlid 
meawres of' aptitudes and achievement still explain only about half 
the total variation in college grades .. e~ Chauncy and Fredericksoni/ 
proposed the following by 1m.y of' exploring this variance: ~ile some 
improvement in prediction of college success may come from further re-
f'ine:m.EI'lt ot the aptitude and achievement :m.eall!ures,~~~ it would seem that 
the greatest advances may come through a thorough exploration of' the 
measurement of' personal qualities.• Hence, a consideration of var-
']} Struit .!i .!:!• 9 2.P.• !!!.•s p .. 19" 
~ J om Malloy 11 •An hvostigation of' Scholastic Over ... and Under-
Achievement e.mo~ Female College Freshmen, re Journal of Cc:n.lxu~eling 
Pslcholoq ( 1954) s 4:26o-263.. · 
2J E .. Lindquist, Editors Educational Measurs:m.ent, American Council 
on Educs:tion, Washington, D.. c., 1951 .. 
!:JI T .. L,. ltelley, ~ducational Guidance; An Experimental Study in the 
Analysis and Prediction of' Ability of' High School Pupils,• Teac~rs 
College Contributions to Education, Number 71, Columbia UniTersity 
Press, 19llia 
later.~~ i'ollowing a wrvey of the literature, Rotlmey 111ritl1Ul: "Not 
one of the many studies reported shows any signific~t game cwer y 
the rewlts obtained by Kelley in his pieeer 11tudy in 1914,;1 
!he finding& of more recent atudies continue to be diacouraging. y 
Traver• in a 1949 review found that c orrelation• of specific 
peraanality characteristics ~th acholastic achievement were fbr 
"N 
the moat part negligible.. Garrett in a similar wrvey of the non-
intellectual factors affecting college wccess.~~ reportttd the find• 
mgs of 63 studies ~th correlations ranging from"""'30 to .64 and a 
'iJ J .. w .. M .. Rothney, 111Evaluative Attitudea and Academic Success.~~" 
Journal of Educational Psychology ( 1936) 9 21: 298o 
gj Robert M .. w.. Travers.~~ !2.2,• !!!.• 
y Henry F.. Garrett.~~ !22_.. ill .. 
!JI Ruth Monroe, "Prediction of Adjus'bnent and Academic Perfo~ce of 
College Students by a Modification of the Rorschach Method," Applied 
Psl;Cholog:y Monographs.~~ 1945 .. 
5/ Ruth )lonroe., "Rorschach Findings on College Students Showing 
1ritferent Conatellatione of Subscores on the A .. C .. E .. ," Journal of 
Conwltmg Psyohologz (1946), 10t301·316 .. 
§I c .. B. Patterton,. 111 The Use of Projective Tests in Vocational 
Counseling,• Educational and Pslohological Measurement (1957) 9 
17:533-555 .. 
1J Selby Clarke, 111Rorschach ad Academic Achievement," Personnel and 
Guidance Journal (1958), 36:339•344 .. 
of the literature would indicate that Rorschach scores bear little8 
if my. relationship to scholastic success and add nothing to 
multiple prediction eqmations. 
17 
conclude that: ~ile it is agreed that factors other thm scholastic 
aptitudes are of great importmce, yet most of these factors have 
not been adeqQately identified and measurede 8 
3• Some Current Tr\tndl: Multiple Predictors 
Multiple correlation.-- Combining the several variables of high 
school grades8 intelligences aptitude and achievement test scores 
uniforml;y results ~ higher correlations with ooll~e grades than 
ustng any single predictor independently. Garrett tinde that two-
variable combinations are comparatively more effective than the single 
r; 
predictor variable. Garrett also concludes that the beet prog-
nostic combination includes high school marks and an intelligence or 
aptitude test score. In addition 8 adding a third predictor does 
. 1/ 
little to improve the predictive value of the c ombination.o Harris 
reported multiple R9 s ranging from .($ to .00 with the most trequmt 
coefficient in the .6o•s .. 
i/ Re Me W. !ra.vertll.t .2£• !.!.!.• a P• 174. 
gj H .. F .. Garrett, .22• .ill•a p .. 128 .. 
18 
!I 
The i"indings of ~1unge1" with respect to long range prediction 
are less ccouraging than the pNceding studies indicate. Munger 
:tinde that eooibining scholastic aptitude test score 1'd th high school 
rank serves as an inadequate predictol." of length o£ stay in college. 
First semester point average and high school ranking al."e found to 
be more reliable indicators in this l."espeot8 suggesting that a 
sample o£ the student's work in college be obtained in order to 
improve the accuracy of prediction relative to college survival. 
dictions o£ a generalized natureD such. as first semester grade ~oint 
average, to predictions o£ achievement in more definitive areas, 
for example, a particular subject or curriculum. The assumption is 
that differential mental abilities exist at the college level. 
Thus, a giftn student's chance i"or success is considered relative to 
the particular tubjeot mattel." or oul."l."iculum selected. j/ ' 
Garrett ·:appears to have anticipated some c£ the present 
trends 'When he states::: 
"!!he trend may be the development of more pure measures 
of' primary mental abilities and the discovery of the patter.ns 
of' these abilities areas. Some have suggested that we are 
now in the p1"o£ile stage 'With educational mea.surement 'Wbel."e 
we know that a student stands high on an aptitude test 11 
relatively low in an arithmetic test 11 and so on 11 but do not 
know how to interpret these f"aots in terms o£ pl."Obable 
college success .. 
1 Paul Munger'» •student Persistence in College," Personnel and 
dance Jouma.l (1956) $ 36:241•243· 
t'he problem then becometll one of finding 1!!01'18 means of 
detel".m.inmg the order of importsnce of the various eha.r ... 
acteristics in the profile" so that we might have a better 
bas~s of predicting success in ~ given college. ~ find 
this order and the hidden factor contained in it ia our 
next step .. • 
19 
differential mental abilities exist at the college level. !hese 
findmgs11 wlile encouraging" were not entirely reassuring m th :res-
pect to individual prognosis. !~he findings of comparatively more 
21 
recent studies ha:ve been more encouraging in thia re$J!ect.. Stone 
utilizing the multiple regression technique as a basis for differential 
prediction of scholastic aQhievement in four college curricula at 
Brigham Young Univer8ity9 obtained R's of •507, e663.t ·131 end •w• 
On the bads of high school achievement and test m.eaw:res9 Horst 
developed 32 differE:~nt formulas to predict grade point average in 
32 specific course areas at thE~~ UniTersi t,. of Washington.. Such grade 
predictions are used as a basis for assisting students in the selec-
iJ A.. B.. Craw.f'ord5 "Individual DifterE~~:nces in Educational Guidance, • 
ifsycholo§ical Monographs (1938) 6 47:148·172o 
gl R.. R.. Wolf 9 J re 9 1111Difterential Forecasts of Achievement and Their 
Use in Educational Counseling 9 ~ P!f?hological Monograph~ (1939), 
51:1-53· 
21 J oics B .. Stone 9 •Differential Prediction of Academic Success at 
Brigham Young UniTersity/' Journal of Applied PqcholoR (1954) 9 
38: 109•110 e 
~ Paul Horsts "!he Differential Prediotion of Success in Various 
College Course Areass" College ~d University (1956)9 31:456-471. 
:Y 
Baker and Bater utilizing a factor ~alytical approach, 
revealed that differing profiles comprised of such high school 
•Perhaps the admission requiram~te tor courses at an 
iiutitution should be stated instead of the admission 
requirements to the institution. Further, it must be made 
clear that the success ot a student in the Universit,y depends 
very much on the program that he· elects to take.. Thus 
any attempt to predict success in the Univerei ty depends 
vll!it'y much on the program that he elects to tate .. • 
The prediction of relative achievement in different subject-
!!he difficulties are succinctly summarized by Cain, :Michaela and }/ . 
Eurich Who conclude that " ....... the unreliabilit,r.ot college marks, 
diti'erencee in departm~tal standards and procedures and the varying 
levels of ability ot students Who are attracted by different depart-
mente--all serve to complicate the interpretation of results.~ 
!/ 1 .. c .. Baker and G .. A .. Baker, •Factor Analysis ot High School 
Variables and Success in University Subjects tor the First S~ster 
in the University.~~• Journal of Experimental Education_(1956).~~ 
24t315·31S .. 
~~ .. , p .. 317 .. 
most college courses over a period of time as the function of both 
All these factors serve to complicate the criterion problem 
considerably. ~e assumption that college students possess differ~tial 
abilities seems to be warremted by the findings ot mol!lt investigators. 
~e unreliability of the criterion8 however8 vitiates the effective-
ness of the statistical methods e.mployed in the prediction of specific 
rather than gross outcomes. 
Factor analytic techniqaes.-- Over a half century ago8 Spearman 
introduced factor analysis as a statistical technique that "WOuld 
permit the isolation of a factor or group of factors in a batter, of 
mental tests, thus indicating the nature of the structure of mental y 
abilities and htmlml traits. Solomon and Rosner found that the 
application of factor analytic techniques to probl~s of an applied8 
rather than a theoretical nature 111 has only been recent., Nevertheless~ ~ 
Solomon and Romer in a 1954 review of factor analytic applications 
found but t1ro ~Studies dealing specifically uth factors associated 
with academic succEUUi!e The paucity of pertinent factor analytic 
1tudies available since the 1954 review de ea not indicate a change 
y E., C., Baker and G. A.. Baker 8 .!2."' ~ .. , ih 318. 
2/ Herbert Solomon and Benjamin Rosner, •Factor Analysis, 0 
ltenew of Educa:tional Research (1954) 11 24:421-438., 
Follo~~ng a preltmtnary ecre~~g of 61 high school variables$ 
!l Baker .!!, !!• retained 15 and subjected them to factor analysis. 
f.betr findings indicated that high school aohiev~t and differences 
be'twec high schools were both l!lignificmtg contributory :'influences 
~th respect to first semester college grades. In addition, success 
'Wi 'thin the high school appeared to· be appro:daately twice as im-
portant as coming from e. relatively suooessf'ul high e~ool. In 
gj 
another study, Baker and Baker successfully isolated factors 
associated with first semester grades in eight different courses 
offered at the University of California at Davis. 
21 Although Solomon and Rosner consider factor analysis to be 
one of the most popular research tools used in the behavioral 
to the possibility that: 
~ile factorial scores may be usefUl tor a theory of abil· 
ities, e.s soon as tes'ters make inferences to behavior in sig-
nificant situations (e.g., predict success in college subjects) 
lJ E. c. Baker$ G. A. Baker 9 E.. B.. Roebero and H. B. Shantzs •Factor 
Analysis of High School Experience and Success in the First Se.mester 
at the University of California e.t Davis.," Colleze and University 
(1955}e 30:351•358• 
Ee c. Baker and G. A. Baker, •Factor Analysis of High School 
iables .... "• ~· ~·~ 
2/ Herbert Solomon and Benjamin Romer, .12!.• .2!1• 
lJI L .. J. Cronbach.~~ in Annual Renew of Ps ohol 
and T. Kol'e.mar 8 Editors, A:mlual Reviewsa lnc • .t 
, P., R.. Farnsworth 
antord, 1956, P• 117 .. 
the.y enco~ter the s~e troubles as personalit¥ assessors. 
Group factors serve only ~ regression equations are 
constructed about the criterion in a single institution." 
1hat is to say, factor analysis r-.ders reaults that are abstract 
and general and hence conducive to theory building rather than 
predictive of specific outcomes. 
Discriminant anallsis.-- !he simultaneous though independent }/ !I 
discoveries of Osgood and Susci and Oronbao~ and Glaser concerning 
the ultimate interrelationship of all methods of assessing protile-
similarit.y, appear to have added impetus to the application of 
9 Fisher us earlier .findings.. Fisher we.s primarily interested in 
describing the degree o.f similarity betwem 'two groups£~ while others 
concentrated on assessing the profile similarity between two persons, 
Concerning the variety of methods available tor measw."ing 
!:JI 
profile similarity, Cronbaoh and Gl.~u~~.- note that: 
8A great many current investigations, partioularl)!" in 
clinical and social psychology, deal with similarity between 
profiles ot test scorea~o Suoh atudiea ~widely 'With regard 
D Charlea E. Osgood and George J. Suaci, 8 A Measure of RiJJlation 
Deter.minE~~d by both Mean Di.ftt~rence and Profile Information," 
P&ohologioal Bulletin (1952), 49:251 ... ~2 .. 
y Lee J .. Cronbaoh and Goldine c.. Glaser, 8 Assessing Similarity 
Betwec Profiles, u P!Jchological Bulletin (1953), 50~456-473• 
3/ R .. Ao Fisher, 1111'he Use of Multiple Measurements in Taxonomic 
Problems," Annals of Eugenics (1937) 9 7:119-188 .. 
!!/ Lee J .. Crcmbach and Goldtne c.. Glaser, .!!E.• .2!1•, p.. 456 .. 
to the probletms posed and the epeci:tio ve.riablas used, but 
they have in common m attempt to deal with seTeral scores 
or traits simultaneously. 
Specifically, discriminant analysis permits the simultaneous 
analysis ot differences between seTeral groups in rEu:Jpect to seTeral ]/ 
Tariables. Historically, Fisher first proposed the simple linear 
discriminant function as a possible solution to the probl~ of 
classif,ying an ~classified object into one of two groups to ~ich 
:u 
it belonge on the bade of a number of correlated Tariablee. 11-aTers 
is generally credited 'rith introducing the pol!lsibilities of this 
technique to the psychological literature. Although a number of 
theoretical considerations of the extension of the two gr?~ oases 
'J/$!:§1 
may be fo~d in the literature, it appears that Bryan presented 
the first feasiblE~ and detailed computa:tional routine aTailable for 
y R. A.. Fisher, !.!!.• ill• 
1/ R .. M .. w.. TraTers,~~ ,.The Uee ot a Discri:minatiye Function in the 
Treatment of P8,Ychologioal Group Differences," Peychcmetrika (1939), 
4:25-32. 
!:/ Joseph G., Beytw., "The Gaaerali&ed Discriminsnt Function::: Math-
e.m.atical Foundation and Computational Routine, 13 liarTard Education 
Re"t'i ew ( 1951) , 21 :::90•95 .. 
5/ M .. Tatsuoka and D .. Tied~, 1111Discriminmt Analyeie, 13 RE~"t'iew of 
Educs:tiona.l Research (1954> ~~ 24, 'P~ .. 415 .. 
"D.spi te the extensive theoretical developmwts noted 
here 9 discriminant ~~malysi11 ill! Tirtually unused in education 
and pqcholOQ'• About as m~~my applications ot discril'd:nant 
analysis have been made for the purpoae of ill stra the 
method ••• aa tor using the metbod ••• as a reaear ~th 
little explanation of it." 
available that make use of the application of the discriminant 
nellis of discriminant analysis as a research tool in the evaluation 
of a coun1eling program. !l'he results obtained are encouraging. 
~ 
Using the same techuique0 Hall euccess.f'ully distingui1hed between 
selected educational and occupational groups on the basis of the 
. ~ 
Differential Aptitude Test Batterz. On the other hendll> Ahmann • s 
discriminant function analyeis failed to differentiate effectively 
between students Ym.o were admitted to and successfully completed 
one of two progrsms of study, nAgricultural Science10 and •aeneral 
Agricultural68 on the basis of the variables used in the study .. 
}] Heney R. Kaczkoweki and J o:tm. W .. M. Rotlm.ey ll> •Discriminant 
Analysis in Evaluation of Counselmgll>11 Persomel and Guidance 
Journal (1956) s 34:: 231-235• 
gj Robert c. Hall 9 •occupational Group Contrasts in Terms of the 
Differential Aptitude Tests: An Application of Multiple Discriminant 
Analysis$ • Educational and P!Ychologioal Measurement {1957) 9 
17:556-567. 
~ J. Stllmley Ahmannll> "An Application of Jisher•a Discriminant 
Function in the Classification of Student•, • J oumal ot Educa-
tional Ps;ycholop- (1955}, 46tl84·188 .. 
y 
Ahmann, using a dichotomous criterion of graduation-non-graduation~ 
fbund the discriminant function technique useful in predicting the 
probability of survival in m engineering college on the basis of a 
mathematical aptitude test score ~d high school grade point y 
a.verageo Truesdell and Bath found, howe?er, that the prediction 
of academic attrition and survival by groups of teachers and counselors 
is .about as accurate as predictions made by the application of the 
usual, however, in light of the findings of previous research .. 
. "jj 
Meehl's classic review of clinical and statistical prediction 
studiee serves to eliminate all doubts as to the oonsistent and 
of techni~es used for esttmating the similarit.y of test profiles .. 
While the proportion of successful classifications achieved b,r 
!J J. Stanley Almmm., nPrediction of the Probability of Graduation 
of En~ineering Transfer Studet'l.ts9 • J oumal of E;perimmtal Education (1955), 33:281-287 .. 
Albert B .. ~esdell and J elm A., Bath, "Clinical and Actuarial 
g-,~~;-~~u..~~octions of Academ.ic SurTival and Attrition, • Joumal of toun-
aeling Psychology: (1957), 4:50·53• 
~Paul E .. Meehl 9 Clinical Versus Statistical Prediction: A 
Theoretical Analzsis and a ReTiew of the Evidenoe9 University of 
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 9 1954o • 
~ Gerald c. Helmstadter 9 *An Empirical Comparison of Methods for 
Esttmating Profile Similarit.Ys§ Educational and P![ehologioal 
Measurement (1957), 17:71·81. 
each method~ including subjective methods~ 1m.s significantly better 
than chance~ s:lgnificmt d:U'terences among the methods were .found 
to exist. Encouragingly enough9 the discriminant function technique 
achieved a comparatively high degree of success despite the fact 
Summary and critigue .. -- The findings of the l:lmited discriminant 
analysis studies a:vaile.ble are~ tor the most part~ e.ncouraging. 
\\bile correlational methods continue to mow little decline in 
mq eventually gather momentum. This does not imply that one 'Will 
eventually replace the other as the method for investigation., tor 
!I -
as Rulon cautions~ "Discriminant function is a speciee of multi-
?ariate analysis~ and .... its place in psyChological research is 
alongside of and not in place of~ or above or below other procedures y 
fbr multivariate analysis." Tiedeman suggests that the multiple 
regression approach attempts to predict the degree of excellence 
achieved by a given group~ whereas the discriminant technique pemits 
the assig.nment of an unclassified individual known to belong to one 
of several previously d(lltermined !:. priori groups. In essence~ the 
former is preoccupied 1ri. th differences within a group while the latter 
iJ Philip J. Rulon, uDistinotions between Discriminant and Regression 
Analysis and a Geometric Interpretation of the Discriminant PUnotion,u 
Harvard Educational Review (1951) ~ 21., p .. 174• 
gj Da.vid v. Tiedeman., "The Utility of the Discri:minant Ftm.ction in 
Psychological and Guidance lnvestigat1ons9 81· Harvard Educational 
Review ( 1951) ~ 21:161-113 .. 
!he distinction between factor analytic ~d discriminant techniques 
11 
ill not clear.. Tatsuoka. and Tiedeman in fact, note a certa:ln resem-
blance of purpose between both analytical approaches "in the sense 
that a parsimonious description and perhaps incidentally a meaningful 
one in terms of 'the particular field of research is sought Which 
satisfactorily accounts for the inter-group variations by means of a 
smaller nUmber of variables than the original p .. " 
One of the operations of discriminant analysis, then, bears y 
a striking relationship to that of factor analysis.. Cattell, 
is arbitrary in its combination of variables which best distingu:hh 
weakness of the discriminant .tunction :method if one ia searching for 
true organic 11!holeth at !he arbitrariness of variable selection in 
disorimin~t function snalysia may result in a oambination of 
weighted variables Which will ma:d.m.ize the differences between groups$ 
but "'ib.ether this combination is the expression of a unitary factor 
g lll .. Tatsuoka and D. fiede:m~, .2£• ill•' p .. 4J.O,. 
gj Ba~ond B.. Cattell$ Factor Analysis, An In;t:x"oduotion and Muual 
for the Ps cho st and Social Scientist, Harper Bro11 .. 8 New York, 
rather pessimistically that: 
111Discriminant anal,-sis does not contribute as factor 
analysis does to something beyond immediate prediction--
~ely to scientific understanding of ~at basic influences 
are operative.. That is to say, they are scarcely tools of 
inns·tigation.. They are, therefore 9 used more 1ddely in par-
ticular awlied problems than in pure science, for they contribute 
little or nothing tvrediction in terms of .!!,i~;tific concepts.," 
Contrariw.tse Cottle finds that the nature and number of 
factors 'Whioh emerged from a given study were a !\motion of the 
method of factor analysis used and the particular combination of 
variables e::nmined.. Variables with low factor loading!!! m one stud7 
may yield high loadinga on nn factors 'When combined 11!'1. th nn or 
additional variables in another stud,..., Despite Cattell's position, 
taotor analysis appears to be subject to muCh the ~~ critic!~ 
levelled at discriminant function techniques.. Regardless of the 
methodology emplo7ed,~~ generalization of the tindmgs of research 
must always be made 'With a view toward both the nature of the popula-
tion and varb.bles used and found peculiar to a given study .. 
In S'IDDary, the literature would indicate that discriminmt 
analysis has a unique contribution to make to the field of educational 
. 
research.. It provide~s information that i8 not obtainable by the 
usual correlational teabni~es, it resolves the criterion problem 
y Raymond Cattell~ ~· !!!e, pe m .. 
y WilliUt Cottle., "Interest in Personality Inventories, a PersolU'lel 
and Guidance J oumal (1954>, 33:162-167" 
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data of practicable significance. On the other hand9 discrimin~t 
~alysis is not w.t thout its limitations. Like correlational 
studies, the findings ot discriminant :fUnction analysis may otter 
little beyond tmmediate significance. In addition, the co.mplexity 
ot the rationale and the computations involved make it appear awesome 
~d forbidding to all but the statistically sophisticated or un-
suspecting amateur. 
Ftnally, there are some practical con-siderations that are not 
easily ignored. Since the techn.i que shows betweEI!l-group relation-
ships it does require that the same set ot data be obtained tor all 
members ot each group.. Those 'Who have had experience in collecting 
data c~ appreciate the tedium and difficulty involved. The greater 
the number ot variables, the more difficult the task become111 9 since 
the probability ot missing data has a direct relationship to the 
number ot variables employed. Also, there appears to be a lim! t 
to the number ot variables Which can be used practically~ since the 
amount ot machine computation involved increases exponentially beyond 
a certain critical number and the corresponding financial cost be-
comes increasingly prohibitive. The arbitrariness ot variable 
selection is., of course., a cost contributing taotor in many -ways. 
Devising a statistically reliable screEning procedure tor variable 
selection prior to the applicat~n of discriminant methode appears 
to be a most desira~e8 though presently unreali:ed8 resolution 
of the problem .. 
4• the Selection and Description of Variables Used in Study 
The preceding review of the research makes it possible to 
the importance of the selection of appropriate ~iables relevant 
to prediction and notes the attendant lack of methodological 
uniformity and objectivity in variable selection. He states: 
31 
n:aecause the preliminary operations m-wlved in the 
selection of predictive factors are often of a highly subjective 
and unsystematic character, it is difficult to outline any 
formal description of the procedure.. Yet the importance of 
preliminary exploration and indeed of fumbling cannot be 
over-emphasised .. vu 
selected for study, and a certain measure of intuitive predisposition, 
in light of the absEm.ce of more rigorous objective methods. ~e 
Differential ARtitude Tests.-- ~e Differential Aptitude Test 
battery* hereafter referred to as the DATa is comprised of eight 
tr 
separate tests. Briefly, the authors describe the sub-tests as 
follows: 
g Paul Hcu:•sta ~" .!!:!:."a p .. 37 .. 
~ George Bennett, Harold. G .. Seashore, Alexander liemrum 9 A Manual 
tor the Differential Aptitude Tests, !he Psychological Corporation, 
·~Th~~~ . 
1 .. Verbal Reasoning~ As its name implies,~~ this test is a measure 
of ability to understand ooncepte tremed in words. Emphasis 
is placed on the student's ability to abstract ~d generalise 
and to think constructively,~~ rather than to attain iiilnple 
fluency or vocabulary recognition. 
2 .. Numerical Ability: The N'W'i11!llriea+. Abilit:y: test is designed to 
measure underst~ding of numerical relationships and facility 
in dealing with numerical concepts. Emphasit is placed on 
the computational aspects of probl~·sol~ng in order that 
the dgnificmce of reading ability may be minimized. 
3· Abstract Reasoning~ This test is comprised of a number of 
figure analogies it~s intended as a non-verbal measure of 
the student's intellectual ability. 
4., Space Relatioxun This test represents a combination ot two 
former approaches to the measurement of the ability think 
in spatial terms,~~ !!!•.11 the capacity to imagine a constructed 
object from a picture of a pattern and the ability to determine 
how an object would appear it rotated in various ~Y•• 
5• Mechanical Reasoning: This test is comprised of a mechanical 
situation together with a simply ~rded question. 
the speed with 'Which one is able to respond to a simple per-
ceptual tasi:. 
7• LMguae:e Usage--SP!lling and Sentences: The Spelling 
is intended to mea~Sure the studEnt's ability to distinguish 
between correct and incorrect spellings of words. The 
Sentences section ot the Lanr;uaeae Usage test is designed to 
distinguish between correct and incorrect grammar and lW)rd 
usage, and to recognize errors in punctuation. 
!I 
The test manual provides separate norms .for .f~.n.••as A and B ot 
the battery. :Noms were ca:nputed on the basis ot more tlum 47 9 000 
pupils in grades 8 through 12 'il'lbo were tested in more than 100 oom.-
mt\l'lities m 26 states., Sizeable sex differences were obtuned on a 
number o:f' the tests and hmoe separate sex norms are provided through-
gj 
out.. In a survey of 90 pertinent studies, &mnett !! !!.• reported 
reliability coefficients ranging from e85 to e93 for all eight tests 
in the battery as most of four thousend validity coefficients are 
available., High school and college co~se grades9 general scholastic 
achievsnent, psychological test results and vocational success were used 
as criterion variables. These s~ authors tind that college graduates 
achieve markedly superior results on all tests, especially on tests ot 
Verbal Reasoning 9 :Numerical A'b:Ui;ty and the grammatical section of 
Languae;e U1age. 
21 
In a recent s~ Super characterizes the l!! as ~currently 
the best battery for use in educational guidance in high schoolea He 
of Which the!!! is in part guilty. 
g George K., Bennett .!1 !!_ .. 9 .22,<~> ,illo 
George Ko 'Bennett 9 Harold G,. Seashore and Alexander G. lfesman., 
e Differential Aptitude Tests~ An Over'ri.ew/' Personnel and Guidmce 
Journal (1956) $ 35:81-9lo 
?J! Donald E., Super, "The :tt:ultifaotor Tests: Summing Up 11 11 Personnel 
and Guidance Jo'l.u>na.l (1957) tt 26:17 ... 9). 
y 
Because of their factorial purit,r§ Super suggests that 
multitactor tel!!lt batteries have the advantages of being "1!!.-
criptive, multi potential and timel4UHllo" It means also, however§ 
that •they are likely not to be as predictive as certain other 
types of tests.,. The criticism. leveled earlier at factor analytic 
techniques ~uld also seem to apply here. The factorially pure 
!I 
tests Super contends, is prone to be abstract and g~eral in 
Although the DA.T was designed primarily tor use with high 
- ."JI 
school boys and girls, BEiltDlett,~ .!!• reported on the tmdings ot 
tour studies using college tresbmm populations and found that: 
nxn three ot the four colleges the tests all have adequate 
ceilings.. No :mean 8core is disturbingly close to the maximum 
po8sible score.. T.ne standard deviations, though on the Whole 
a little Dl.aller than· thoae tor twelfth graders,~~ are none-
the-leu large enough to indicate that the spread ot scores 
ia adequ.ate. 11 
inadequate in both level ot difficulty and spread of acorea., T.ne 
teat authors conclude that the !!! 
nu ....... will in all probability be less useful in those 
institutions ~ioh have highly selected superior stud~ta., 
In colleges whose students are not so highly selected,~~ 
expertmentation with the Differential Aptitude Tests seems 
to be decidedly ~rth~ile.• 
g l5onald E. Super, "T.ne Use of Multi ... Factor T<i!~st Batteries in 
Guidances• The Personnel md Guidance Journal (1956), 35:9-15. 
g/ Donald E. Super, w!he :Multitactor Teats·: Summing Up, n !2,• .!.!:!?..• 
Jl George K .. Bennett.!! !!.•» A llanual .... , !E.• .!!!,es P• 58 .. 
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Table 4 permits a comparison o:r the normative data for the 
Grade 12 population with a s~ple ot the Junior College population 
employed in this I!JtUdlf'o 
Table 46 DAT Form A Norms tor Grade 12 and Boi!Jton Universi't7 Junior 
l!OI"lege 1956 and 1957 Entering ITeshmen · 
l 
Grade 12 Boston University y 
N:2l.OO+ Junior Co~1ege Freshmen 
w:zoo+ 
Test Sex Kee S.D .. Mean S.D .. 
~lJ ~2} ~~~ :: ~)jl: ~~[: ~~ : 
Verb .. M 28.5 9o9 31 .. 1 7-4 
Rea a .. F rl1·4 10 .. 0 30o0 1·5 
Num .. 111 22.6 9e8 22.6 7e5 
Abi1. F l8e7 9 .. 2 l9o1 7e8 
Abe .. ),1£ 31 .. 1 10.1 ,, .. o 7e0 
Reas. F as ... 4 1le3 31e2 8 .. 3 
Space 111 54 .. 6 23 .. 6 46.6 23.6 
Rels. F 43 .. 8 a.s 35·3 19 .. 4 
Jl.eoh. 111 45·9 11.2 39 .. 1 12 .. 5 
Reas .. F 28 .. 1 11.2 25 .. 0 10o9 
Cler .. )4 57e6 12 .. 0 55 .. 8 9;,9 
F 64.3 1le0 63.2 10.6 
LU:l 111 52.2 26.3 fi:J..7 21.4 
Spell. F 66.1 22e5 71.2 18.4 
LU:2 M 39·3 16 .. 2 L!Oe3 11.9 
Sent a F J.aB.o 15.2 47e4 11 .. 1 
}] As reported 1n the test wm.uala 
!/Data provided by Dr .. Glenn Wa Wilcox, Deputm.et Ohai~,~~ 
Div:lsion ot Communications, Boston Universit.y Junior College .. 
ltulpection of Table 4 mdicates 'that the populaticm. sample 
used in this study is not unlike the twelfth grade popub.tion. 
Certainly, ncm.e of' the mean 1cores is disturbingly close to 'the 
ceiling. ~e two possible discrepancies, the Spelling and Mechan-
ical Reasoning sections, suggest that the Junior College program, 
by virtue of' its predominantly verbal nature, may attract superior 
spellers while discouraging candidates having technical aspirationa. 
Justification for the inclusion of this test batt•ey in the y 
proposed atudy mq be found in .A:nastad's critique of the DA.f 
-
battery. She states: 
~~~ a further development of the DAr, it wuld be help. 
ful to provide norms on combinations of tests tOil' the predicticm. 
ot certain common criteria. ~e available evid~ce on valid-
ity suggests, for exwmple, that the scores on two or three 
of the tests c~ effectively predict achievement in certain 
types ot curric:mla or vocations.. Tables ot norms for the 
ew.luaticm. of weighted composite scores em such tests 
'WOuld be of practical value .. " 
!/ Similarly, Super notes: 
· ,.!he DAT needs to be validated against more carefully 
selected and analysed criteria ot educational achi~nt, 
and against occupational criteria in greater variety and 
numbers; multiple correlation and dbcrimi:wmt function 
teclm.iques need to be applied in order to ascertam just mat 
each test contributes to prediction.,tt 
!7 Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing9 MaCMillan Co..,, 1954, P• 376 .. 
y Donald E.., Supers "~e llultita.ctor Test~: Summing Up.lil" !2"' .2!:!• 111 
p... l9o 
detailed multivariate analysis of !!! profiles as noted by the 
authors above» is indicative of a gap in the empirical applicability 
o£ this instrument. It is hoped that the present stu~ 'Rill contribute 
profile information that the usual univariate statistical ~thode 
Record along with Strong Vocational Intel"est Blmks is one of the 
two most frequently used tests of vocational interest:lh The KudM> 
drnce :measUl"i:ng prefel"ences in ten broad areas: o-~outdoor 9 l-..-och-
anical9 2--Computationala~ 3··Scientifica~ ~-Pe!"suasivea~ 5-•Al"tist~c9 
6--Literary9 7··Kusical 9 8--Social Service 9 ~d 9·-Clerical. One 
additional scale 9 the Verification or V-scale ~· designed.as a 
validity rather than a preference Easure for the purpose of identifying 
The KPR 
-
is in triad fom9 !•!.•» the subject is asked to indicate which of 
three activities he would like meet and 'Which he would like least. 
:Y 
The reliability coet.fici~ts reported b.Y. the author for 
each of the vocational sc•les range from a low of -.84 to a high of 
g Edward c.. &Pdin. in llie 
o :~car K. BU!"os 31 Edi to!" 9 
21 G. Frederic Kuder, Examiner Manual for the Kuder Preference 
1ecord9 Vocational Form C, Science Research Associates 9 Chicago, 
1953· 
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long term follow-up &~~tudies and the coneequ~t lack of e'lr.ld~ce y 
regarding the stability of te&~~t &~~cores. Bordtn states that, 
"You need to know how rapidly, how frequently, and under 1Vhat condi ... 
tiona changes in scores can be expected to occur." 
~e use of the KPR in the prediction of college scholarship 
- 21 
has not been especially encouraging. Romney obtained correla-
tions of .. 'Zf and ,. 29 between the literary scale and achievement 
in a freshman English class at Brigham Young University for freshman 
w 
males am females respectively.. In an earlier study, Yum reported 
comparable correlations for this sam.e scale ( ·335 and ·295) using 
the college grades of Univer1ity of Chicago freshmen as the 
jJ Edward c .. Bordin,~~ ~· .,2!! .. 
Y ~ .. , P• 742• 
'JI A. Kimbal Romney, 8 !1he Kuder- Literary Scale as Related to 
Achievement in College English,• Journal of Applied Ps:ycholog;y 
(1950) lll 34=4o ... 4J,. 
W K. s .. Yu:m, •student Preference in Divisional Studies and 
1'heir Preferential Activities, II! Journal of Psycholou (1942), 
13:193-000,.. 
~ Betty...J ane Mangold, An Anal sis of the Kuder Preference Record, 
Unpublished Master• s Thesis, ~urray College, 19 3• 
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Kuder sci~titic score and aciance grades, respectively. 
. y 
In a study of Com ell U:niverd ty freshmen8 Crosby found 
that the Kuder scores of high ~hieving students differed significant-
ly from the Kuder scores of low achieving students 1n corresponding 
subject matter tieldl!h ihe Kuder scores of both groups '!l'mre com-
bi:ned and correlated with grades. ihe follO\dng Pearsc:nian coef-
ficients were obtained: 
High and low scientific interest 
and chemistry gradeS••••••••••••••••• 
High and low scientific interest 
and biological grades •••••••••••••••• 
High and low computational interest 
and accounting grade••••••••••••••••• y . 
Crosby is careful to point out that these 
groups were included in the study. 
21 
Hake and iuedisili found interest measures to be highly 
ineffective as single predictor variables, but ~i te uae:tal 
combined with other measures in a multiple prediction e~ation. 
}{ R.. c.. Crosby, "Scholastic Aohievaent and Measured Interests9 • 
ournal of Avplied Psychology (1943), 27:101-104 .. 
~ R. c.. Crosby 9 ~· .!!.!• 
21 D. 1' .. Hake and c. H. Ruedillllili, .. Predicting Subject Grades of 
Liberal Arts Freshmen with the Kuder Preference Record, 91 J oumal 
of Applied Psychology (1949) a 3)3553·559 .. 
!I 
Frandsen's results were more e.ncour•gtng. He hJPOthesized 
that interests may correlate to a greater degree ~tb long range 
acbievaent than ~th achievement over a mort period of time8 
measured by the !!!, and long range achiev<ment in science as measured 
by the General Educational Develop4111t Test in Natural Scimce tor 
college sophomores. Since the correlation of interest preferences 
and intelligence rather than interest per .!!. may be responsible for 
the gross relaticnship obtained between academic success and interest y 
preferences, Brooke «nd:~and selected partial 9 rather than the 
usual simple, correlational techni~e by way of examining the nature 
of this relationship. B,y eltminating ~atever influence intelligence 
might have upon the relationship between interest preferences and 
grade point ratios, the authors found all but tour of the 31 partial 
correlations to be less then .1&0 with 21 of them in the .a:>•s or 
lees, end concluded that the KPR is of little value for predicting 
-
the academic success of students in most broad academic fields. 
"jj 
Frederiksen and Melville operated on the assumption that 
those students who stuey equally hard both the subjects in whieh 
l/ Arden Frandsen, .. Interests and General Educational Dewlopment9 111 
Journal of Applied Pqcholoq (1947), 31:57-66. . 
gj Melvin s. Brooks and Robert s. Weynmd, "Interest Preferences 
and !heir Etf11ct upon Academic Success," Social Forces (1954), 
32:281-265. 
JJI Norman Frederiksen and s. Donald Melville:~ .. Differential 
Predictabilit.f in the Use of Teet Scores$" Educational and 
Ps;rchological !leasurement (1954) 9 14:647-656e 
they are interested and the subjects in 'Which they are not 
interested., are responsible tor the low correlations obtained between 
interest tests and· college grades. The authors then proceeded to 
categorize student~ dichotomoudy111 those mo 'M>rked har.d in all 
subject-matter areas regardless ot interest and those students mo 
studied hard in particular subject-matter areas only as a function 
of interest. Significant differences in the size of the correla-
tions between interest scores and first year average grade for the 
two groups 'Mire obtained. 'While the nature of the differences sup-
ported the authors' origina.l assumption. tbe extent of the difference 
as well a.s the coefficients of correlation obtained. tor both 
groups,. were not reported in the journal. In addition. the Stroy 
Vocational Interest Blank 1m.s 'IU!ItHi in lieu of the Kuder Preference 
Record as a mea.sure of interest.. Nevertheless., Frederiksen and 
~elville•s novel experimenta.l design affords a promising approach 
to the scholastic prediction problem and might well account 9 in 
part., tor the discouraging results thus far obtained with the 
Kuder Preference Record. 
The findings of resea.rch tend to indicate that the !!!_ ha.e 
limited predictive potential. The instrument ma.y have some value 
as a predictor 9 honver, when the proper controls a.re effected and 
when used in oonjunotion with other variables in a multiple 
prediction equation. 
Cooperative English Test.-- The Cooperative English Test, 
hereafter referred to as the Coop .. 02, provides.four separate 
scores: (1) Vocabulary8 (2) Speed of Comprehensions (3) Level of 
Comprehensions and (4) Total Reading Score.. All items are of the 
five-alternative answer type. }/ 
according to Davis 9 to measure the ability (a) to abstract the 
con:textual meaning of a "!!rord9 (b) to follow the organization of a 
paragraph9 (c) to identify the main thought of a paragraph9 
(d) to draw correct inferences9 (e) to find answers to questions 
stated either directly or ~directly, (f) to identify the literary 
devices used to establish mood and tone9 (g) to determine the writer's 
intent, and finally, (h) to accrue ?lOrd knowledge .. 
u 
Bear, in a review of Coop. C2 studies, reported. reliability 
coefficients of .. 82 for the level of comprehension tests Form C2t9 
and .. 90 for both the vocabulary and total score111... Correlations 
ranging .tran .. 70 to co80 with intelligence test scores and from 
co39 to .73 with college grades were also recorded. 
21 
Votaw obtained a correlation of .. ;3 'With freshman grade 
w 
point average, While Chahbozi, at the Cornell College of Agriculture, 
g F .. B .. Daviss •:1.\vo liew Measures of Reading Ability/' Journal of 
Educational Pqchology (1942) fJ 33~364-372. 
y Robert Mco Bear, in Third Mental Measurements Yearbook, 0., K .. Buros 81 
Editor, Rutgers University Pret:us9 New Bru:nnick, N .. J ., 1949 .. 
~David F .. Votaw, •A Comparison of Test Scores of College Freshmen 
as Instrument1 of Prediction of Subseqtlent Scholarship.~~• Journal 
of Educational Research {1946)~ ~:315·318. 
l:J/ Parvis Chahbozi 11 8 1'he Prediction of AchieVEimEilt in a College of Agriculture.~~• Educational and Ps~chological Measurement (1955) 9 
a>:484-486 .. 
obtained a less impressive measure of a similar relationShip b,y 
reporting a correlation of .. 302 between the Coop .. C2 and first 
semester grades .. ]j . 
In a differential prediction study, Wallace found the 
Coop. C2 a!lerved beet as a predictor of hil!ltoey grades 'With coef ... 
ficients of .. 489 and .. 349 respectinly.. A correlation of .. 381 
between Coop.. C2 and over-all grade point anrage was also obtained., 
In light of these findings, it is not surprising that both y y 
Harris and Humber stress the importance of the inclusion of 
such measures in any prognostic attempt relative to academic sur-
~ .. -- The Otis ~ represents the third and highest level 
of the Otis-Quick-Scoring :Mental Ability Tests.. Items of different 
types0 !.•&•o arithmetical reasoning0 vocabulary0 spatial relation-
ships, analogiee are combined into a single test and arranged in 
ascending order of difficulty.. While the Otis G!:U§IU. was designed 
primarily for use with high school students, coll411ge norms oan be 
w ~ found in Bingham'e ··.~text~~> Otis Ga.mma Form A .. M.. split-half 
1 w.. L,. Wallace, 8 '-he Prediction of Grades in Specific College 
uraes 8 " Joumal of Educational Research (1951) 9 Uu587-597 .. 
gj Daniel Harris, ~· .2!1• 
2/ w. s. Humber 8 vt!l'he Relationship Between Reading Efficiency and 
Academic Success in Selected Uniwrsi ty Curricula, • Journal of 
Educational Psychology (1944), 2Dtl7-26 .. 
!JI Walter Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude !estin$, Harper and Broth4:)rs, 
New Yorks 1942, p .. 337 .. 
'if Arthur s. Otis, Jsianua.l of Directions for Gamma test, Forms A .. M .. 
and B .. 'M .. and New Edition::: Forms EM and FX, World Book eo .. ,New York., 1954. 
reliability ooetficients ot .. 90s .. 91, and .. 65 are reported tor 
1/ 
grades 10, llt~ and 12,~~ respectively.. Garrett reported correla-
tions ot .. 619 .. 39» .. 48.~~ .. 219 and .. 63 between Otis htelligence y 
Xest acorem and college grades tor the 1919·1947 period.. Super 
aummarized 'the findings o:f' seven studies reporting eleven coefficients 
ot ccrreb.'tion ranging trom .. 20 tc .. 56 With a median in the .!jO• s 
"j/ 
between Otis tes-t scores and college scholarship.. f.vler noted 
marked differences in the correlations ot Otis Intelligence Test 
tions ranged from a low ot .. 28 tor Germm tc a high of .. 7 4 tor 
concluded that the Otis Tests compared favorably with other measures 
o:f' general ability as a predictor of school or college achievement .. 
He noted furt.b.er that. 991'he Ot:is Tests are among the easiest and 
most economical to ad:m.mister and score of all the general ability 
Such positive attributes would warrant the inclusion o:f' this 
W G.. Frederic Kuder» in Third Mental Meal!lurements Yearbooks 0., K., 
Bures,~~ Editor. Rutgers University Press,~~ New Brunnick» N., J "D 
19h9ll p .. 331. 
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test as a measure of general intelligence in a multiple predictor 
battery .. 
College Entrance Exwmination Board= Soholastic Aptitude Test··-
!he CEEB Scholastic Aptitude Test, hereafter referred to as the SAT, 
is comprised of two sections, the Verbal and the M&the:matioal .. 
The SAT-Verbal is comprised ot tests ot word-opposites, word malogies, 
The SAT was designed solely as an instrument for the prediction ot 
-
probable suocH~ss in college courses involving verbal and quantitative }} 
materials.. Freeman was careful to point out that, "tb.e "ferbal 
~JBeotion is designed to meal!lure understanding of words, skill in 
dealing "With -m:~rd a.'lld thought rels:tionmips, and ability to read 
with undl:lrt:rtanding and discrimination.. The Mathematic section is 
designed to measure ability to handle quantitative concepts, rather 
than achievem-.t in the mathe:matios<~> u y 
Dyer and King reported the probable errors ot measurement 
rather than the reliability ooeftioients tor each ot the SAT tests 
. -
in terms of the standard scale.. The probable error for each test 
was fow.d to change very little from year to year and was some'Wh.at 
larger for the Mathematical than the Verbal score .. 
Henry s .. Dyer and Richard G. King, Colle e Board Scores Their 
and InterJ2reta'tion, College Entrance ination Boar Educa-
tional Testing Service, Princ.ton, N .. J .. , 1955, p .. 105 .. 
In reporti!J the tmdings of a compilation ot .§!!'. validi t.Y 
studies Garrett reported correlations in the middle forties be-
46 
freshman grade averages at eight colleges ranged from .39 to .. 63 
tor Verbal scores and .. 25 to .. L!O for ldathe.m.atical scores.. The 
medians were .,1!4 and .. 28 for the SA.~-Verbal and Mathematical, res-
pectively.. In addition, the authors :found that combining !!_! •cores 
~th high school marks or rank•m-elass improved the prediction 
substantially.. SuCh a combination of predictors yielded multiple 
correlation coefficients rang:Wg from .. l$8 to .. 75 with a median of <~>62,.. 
~ 
Davis in a comparatively recet critique does not feel that 
the!!! offers my singular advantage for the prediction of academic 
succei!H!I above and beyond that of tests that have been commercially 
available for twenty years.. ~mAny unique merit in using the Scholastic 
w Aptitude ~est,~ Davis offered, uis in the fact that one can be 
reasonably sure that the examinees w.Ul not have had a~rs to it 
1J H., F .. Garrett, !E.~~~ !!.l<~>s p .. 114~~~ 
j/ Heney S., Dyer and Richard G .. King, .2R." .!!!•s p .. 107., 
2/ F., B .. Davis, in Fourth Mental l!!easurement Yearbook$ !!£• ,2!!o 9 p .. 286 .. 
~ !llies pe 5· 
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'While it would appear that the comparative -value of the §!:! 
as a predictive instrument has been overestimated m the past, the 
findings of empirical validity studies justify its inclusion in a 
batter.y of multiple predictor variables. 
Surm of Study Habits md Attitudes....... ihe Survey of Studx 
Habits and Attitudes, hereafter ref'el"red to as the SSHA, was con-!/ -
struoted, according to the a.uthorls as a measure ot study methode$ 
moti-vation tor· stuqb and attitudes related to scholastic. activities 
questionnaires untimed and quite sim.ple to administer.. College 
norms tor men and women derived trom the scoreB of 2114 men and l.l.i46 y 
women in tw"el ve colleges are available in the teet !lllmUal,. The 
majority ot the 8tandardisation Bample were college freshmen. ihe y 
test manual reports reliability coefficients of .,92 and .84 on 
the basis of 178 University of Texas freshman males and 170 
}./ !lli· 
'William H. Brovm and w. H. HoltzmNl, -use of the Surv~ of Study 
its and Attitudes tor Counseling Students," Personnel and Guidaw.oe 
J oumal ( 1956) , 35~ 214-218. 
freshman, suggesting a high degree of stability of study habits and 
attitudes during this six month mterYal.. The vaU.dity eoettieictnta 
reported for mtim. varied from ,.27 to .. 66 with a mea.u ot e42; tor 
women thcty W<~~re f'ound to vary from .. 26 to e65 with an average ot o45, 
interesting perhaps were the wide differences obtained in the size 
of the correlations in favor ot the student group found to be sut-
f'icietly motivated to make inquiry concerning the interpretation }j 
of' their~ !Scores.. In a reeE~nt study the test authors found 
correlations of • 71 and .. 65 bet'Wllen ~ scores and first s111mester 
grades tor men and women respectively ~o W<~~re sufficiently motivated 
to make inquiry as against correlations of .. 41. md .. 43 for the men 
that the SSIA has a validity higher than that reported in the 
manual ~en employed in the counseling ot student a sufficiently 
motivated to seek help with their scholastic difficulties. 
'fib.en u1d.ng a combination of' ~ and ACE P!fchologieal Exami.na-
~ scores as predictors of' first semester grades 9 multiple correla-
tions of .. 720 and • 7~ for mm and womm respectively were reported y 
by the authors, indicating that the ~ mcree.a~d the size of 
]} Wape Holtzmau9 William F .. Brmm 8 and W .. Go Farquhe.r., 11 The 
SurYey of Study Habits and Attitudes: A New Instrument for the 
Prediction of Academic Succen, 113 Educational tmd Psychological 
:Measurement (1954> a 14:726-732 .. 
g/ William F .. Brown and Wayne H .. Holtzm.an 9 ' 8A Study-Attitudea~ Ques ... 
tion.naire tor Predicting Academic Suocess9 " Journal of Educational 
Pqchololl (1955) t~ 46:75-84 .. 
the correlation subat~tially. 
'While the~ appears to be a highly promising predictive 
device9 it 'WaS designed primarily as a guid~ce rather than a 
~ipulated by the testee if he so desires. In additions as 
49 
11 
Kr'll.'mooltz notes8 ~y of the validity coefficifmts must be re-
garded as repre&~~mting concurrent rather than predictive validity-. 
~ 
High.school activities.-- Maclachlan and Burnett tound that 
participation in high school activities may well serve as a valuable 
selection measure smce.it differentiates significantly betw~ 
J/ 
potentially and nan-potentially- superior college fre~en. Ftnk 
qn&ntified the social participation ot college fre~sn aDd found it 
to be significantly related to measures ot college achievement and 
other criteria of adjustment. Using the number ot extra-curricular 
w 
high ~School aotivi ties as the cri terion8 Gough uncovered significant 
adju~e:nt differences between high and low particip~t students. 
'21 
Li:ns reported that participation in secondary school extra-curricular 
i/ J oh:n D. L"\iiiiboltz9 ·~easuri:ng Achievement Motivation--A Review, tt 
Tournal of Counseling P!Yc'holoq (1957) s 4::191 ... 198. 
2/ Patricia s. Maclachlan and Collins W. Burnett, ~o are the 
Superior FrEushmen in College?• Perso:m:u:~&l and Guidmoe Journal (1954) s 
3211:345-349· . 
2/ Joseph Fink_. 19Collecting and Quantit;ying Social Participation 
Information., 00 Personnel and Guidan.oe J oumal ( 1956), 36::417•419· 
lJI H. G. Gough8 •Predicting Social Participations • Journal of 
Social PsJ2hOlogy (l952)s 35::227•243• 
"2J L .. J. Li:ns 8 88Pre-University Background and Effect of Various 
Factors upon University Success/' Personnel ~d Guidmce Journal 
(l954)s 33::157•15Be 
activities correlated significantly ~th freshman first samester 
11 grade point averages at the University of Wisconsin., Mning 
compared the high school achieve.ment of two intellectually comparable 
groups and fo'tmd that the extra-curricular participet group attained 
significantly higher school marks than the nan-participant group .. 
The evidence is undeniably and consistently favorable and hence the 
addition of some index of' participation in extra-class activities 
to a list of multiple predictors would seem to be warranted by the 
UniversityJunior COllege orientation test battery for purposes of 
providing the test author with standardisation data., Since it was 
felt that the validity studies of most paper end pencil personality 
warding than the utilisation of already existing measures of personality 
The construction of the ~ was based largely on a number of 
psychological premises presently in vogu.e8 the most important of 
'Which holds that the individuaPs attitude to'Wa!"d himself underlies 
g Charles lf., Twining$ "!!he Relationship of Extra-curricular 
Activity to School Marks»• School Activities (1957), 37:181-184., 
pf Frederick M. J errls,. Self Descrt;tion Inventory» Frederick M., 
Jervis, Durh&m11 New Hampshire, 195 
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and detem:lnes his behavior. This picture he has cf himself aa a 
peroon has been labeled the •self-concept .. .~~~ The §!!_ 1WU$ constructed 
for the purpose of translating an individual's self-concept into. 
c;pantitative terms useful tor guidance and research purposes. It 
has the added advantage ot being composed almost entirely of items 
that are positively stated, based on the assumption that an individual 
will reveal :more ot hi'mselt by accepting or rejecting a positive 
statement than by accepting or rejecting a negative stat~ent. 
!his more positive approach would_ seem to be less threatening to 
the individual taking the test$ and hence, more revealing. 
The !!!. provides t1ro aoorelu Self-Others Disorepau!l (s ... o) 
and Self-Ideal Discrepauol (S-I). !he fermer is a measure of the 
degree to 1'fhich the student belieTes he conforms to the opinion 
ether people have ct him, and the la.tter is a :m.eaeure ot the degree 
to which the student believes he is satisfied or dissatisfied with 
~was administered to 215 University of New Hampshire college 
treshmen and readministered to the se.me group two months later11 
yielding correlations of o38 to .68 tor the S·O and S-I scores11 
- -
respectively,~~ indicatiug that the self-ideal measure was more stable 
Boston Universit7 
·!cbool ·o:r Educat:i,c:>:t~ 
Librar:v· 
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than the self-other measure. !be standardization data are at }/ 
present incomplete. Calia obtained significant differences be-
tween University of New Hampshire and Boston tTniTersity Junior 
College freshmen s-o Discrepancy scores. ibis :may well be a 
function of the poor reliability of this scale as reported above. 
Certainly, additional normative data must be collected before this 
fo'W'ld significant differences for both. !E!, measures between high and 
low achieving students. Considerably researCh remains to be done, 
however., before the validity of this instrument can be ascertained.., 
21 . 
Vocational goals.-- In a very early study., Crawford found that 
those students 'Who entered college nth specific abts in mind and 
:maintained them made definitely superior scholarship records compared 
w 
with those students eo did not. 1brelkeld9 by means of the 
questionnaire technique., obtained vocational choice data from 
¥r Vincent Fo Ca.lia 9 nselt-Peroeptions and Student Behavior., Some 
reliminary Findings"" Unpublished Research9 presented under the 
general topic" Recent Research and Implications for Oounseling 9 
at the Annual New Egland :§egional Guidtw.ce Conferenoe8 !!pringfield9 
J!&!!U!I e s 1955o 
fl~· 
~.A .. Bo Craw.ford9 Incentives to Study" Yale University Press9 New 
Havenolll Conn., 1929• 
J:/H. ~relkeld, ~ducational and Vocational Plan of College Seniors 
in Relation to the Curricula and the Guidance Progrms in Forty-Five 
Penns,ylvania Colleges," Teachers College Record (1936), ·37:331·332. 
While in college were matched m ability and coapared on the baeie 
ot 1cholaetio attd:nmente 'While the tomer group wae found to be. 
euperior.w di:f'terenoes were aall end :not statistically sip.iticam:t., y 
Marshall and Simpson obtained vocational choice i:n:fQrmaticn by 
meanS O:f student illter'Tiftl!l Ud Classified StudentS aS IBdefini 'tee.~' tu 
.. tentatives9 n and "undecided• s." Students with definite choices 
rmked lowest in ability and highest :m achievement, students with 
tentative choices were found to be potentially brighter but rmked 
next to the *det:mites" in aohievem.mtJ the academic standing of 
the "undecided's .. was found to be consistently lower over the tour 
compared two groups of students en the basis of thE~ uistwce or 
non ... oxistence of a prbary intoret~t pattern 'With respect to high 
school achievement, schclat~tic aptitude test scores end college 
achievement. Students having primary interest patterns were found 
to be superior in both high achool and college achievement., 
!/ i., v. Marshall and E. w. Simpson8 •vocational Choice md College 
Grades.,• Journal of Educational Research (1943).~~ 37t303•305• · 
gj J elm Darley,. in Vocational Interests ?f Men and Women9 
E. K. Strong,~~ Stmtord University Press., Palo Alto,~~ California41 
1943· . 
a total lack of relationship between the presence or absence of 
educational end occupational goals of women and achievement in 
college. !lhe Weits, Clarke end Jones study, however.~~ found in 
addition, that men students having educational goals were better 
appears to be the total lack of uniformity in the procurement of 
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?d 
vocational choice data. Marshall and Simpson used the intema 
lJI 
technique. Darley employed the criterion of Mpri-.ry interest 
patternillt as measured by the Strong]!.!.~~ while the other inveatiga ... 
tors . employed. w.rious questionnaire forms. A uniform approach in 
the gathering of YOoational choice data wuld appear to be desirable 
l e'll'll'y Weitz, Jlary Clarke, Ora J o:nes, 11 The Relationships between 
oioe of a llajor Field of Study and A.oadel'lic Preparation aDi 
Pertor~oe,~ Educational ~d P!f2hologioal lleaauremen~ (1955), 
15~28-38. 
g! Ge s. Me Zorbaugh and Go F. Kuder 9 1111College Grades ~d Vocational 
Motives/' School and Socie3:, (1937) 9 46:62-~ 
'jf M .. V. Marshall and Ee Wo Simpson, .!:!2.• !!:!• 
!:JI J, Darley$ .!:!2.• ~ .. 
2/ B, M.. Guthrie ~d He w· .. 0'Neill 9 ~ftects of Dormitory Counseling 
on Academic Achievements illt Personnel Guid9:11ce Journal (1953) a 3b 307-309. 
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similarly found that counaeling did not tmprove academic aahieve-
Y 
ma:t. Scarborough and 'l~right• s study was hardly more encouraging. 
Student participation in an educational guidance clinic at DePauw 
University failed to contribute materially to either the stud~t•s 
in significantly greater numbers than did their control-group 
counterparts ~o received no counseling. In a similar stua,, 
'21 
Richardson and Perry obtained ~couraging results men using 
noted, the personal motivation of the student to seek counseling 
~ W. Less, and L .. Long, liliAn Investigation of the Effectiveness of 
oca.tional Guida.nce 9 llll Educational and Peychologica.l Measurement 
(195~9 14:423-433· 
gj B.. B.. s. Scarborough and. J.. C., Wright 9 111he Assessment of an Educa, ... 
tiona.l Guidance Clinic, !Ill J oumal of Counseling Psycholoq (1951), 
4:283-286. 
y Miriam Faries 9 ••snort !!:'em Counseling at the College Level 9 11 
J ourna.l of Counseling Psychology; ( 1945) Ill 2:182-184 .. 
!:!/ J"' R .. 1'oven9 "Appraising a. Counseling Progr11m1 at the College 
Level/' Occupations (1945)!1 23:459-466• 
'2J L .. H. Richardson and J. D. Perry 9 11Couuseling for Academic 
Recovery / 1 J ourna.l of Co\mseling P9chology (1956) Ill 3:136-139 .. 
§/ llUriam Faries!# .22,• ill•11 P• 183 .. 
11 
.... ., .. may well be the :mo8t relevant factor accou:ntiag tor the 
significant result8 obtained in this study .. " On the basis of these 
findings one is unable to conclude that a direct relationship 
exist8 between counseling per .!!. and academic achievement.. !he 
discouraging results thus far obtained appear to be due to a 
complexity of factors: the bi-polarity of counseling outco:mesll 
~"&•ll a student may leave or persist in school fbllo~ng a realistic 
self-appraisal depending upon the nature and extent of his particular 
strengths and weaknesses; the multiplicity of uncontrolled variables; 
and/or the general insensitivity of the cri terio:n employed.. In 
esf!lencell if one is interested in evaluating cou:nselingll criteria 
other then academic success must be employed.. If 1 on the other 
handll one is interested in predicting academic success first and 
evaluating counseling men-ices secondll then other predictor variable8 
:might be employed along ~th the number of counseling contacts 'Which 
must be viewed as a measure of motivation and little else .. 
fe~ contacts .. -- The progr~ offered at Boston University 
Jwior College is unique in meny respects.. Perhaps its fundamental 
goal might best be described as the ••uncovering of student potential. 11 
Each year hundreds of students who have been scholastically un-
successful in the past are admitted to the Junior College.. It is 
hoped that by means of a specially designed program$ a large 
majority of these students will begin to find themselves aoad~cally. 
Salient aspects of the progrwn stress individuali~ation of teaching 
methods (~th emphasis on guidance end counseli:ng)ll a remedial program 
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A core curriculum is selected as most appropriate for the achievement 
of the objectives of the type of general education program offered. 
This curriculum consists of a required program ot studies in ti ve 
subject areas: social relations, humanities, science, guidance, and 
communications. 7he team consists ot five instructors, one from 
each of the areas.. A team of instructors share common offices and 
teach the same freshman or sophomore sections. ]/ 
Anthony .!!, !!, .. found that: 
"Thia arrangement allowed instructors to discuss freely 
the day-to-day problems arising in teaching, to view prob-
lems of integration at close range, and to avoid ~•petition 
in subject matter presentation. The initial experience 
indicated that not only did the tewm approach help to accomplish 
integration but also helped the instructors to become more 
fully aware of the demands made on the students and on the 
faculty by the total program. of study.. For these reasons, 
the team system., 'Which -n.s started as an experiment., has been 
continued for the past three years a:s an integral part of 
the program at Boston University Junior College." 
as a teaching and guidance device in terms of the nature of the 
curriculum and the nature ot the student population. 
An evaluation of the effectiveness of this system is confronted 
with many of' the problems posed in the eiraluation of counseling 
hours with the various members of his team may serve as an additional 
U v. Ao Antho:ny9 C., Livesey, P .. E. Richter, and C. He Russell, 
~e Tewm Approach to General Education/~ Junior Collerae Journal 
(1956}, a6:405-4l0e 
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measure of motivation 11 but inferences concerning the eff«ilctivmess 
of these contacts do not seem ~ranted in light of the measure used,. 
An analysis of possible differences between te~ and counseling 
contacts may permit the making of more satisfactory inferences~~ how-
ever .. 
5e Summary 
Predictive methods ........ '!he present trend in the use of multiple 
rather than single predictor variables has resUlted in concomitant 
changes in the metl1ods of investigation employed in the forecasting 
of' academic success.. Although the lfAUltiple correlation technique 
is still the most frequent method of inW~stigation utilized~ the 
effectiveness of ether methods of multivariate analysis is currently 
being explored., The review of the literature ~uld indicate that 
factor analytic and discriminant function techni~es contribute 
prediction information that is not ordinarily procured men apply-
ing the usual regression methods .. 
Differential Aptitude Tests .. -- Although the predictive validity 
of each of the tests in the batter.y is promising~ the predictive 
efficiency of the various combination of scores in the battery has 
yet to be determined .. 
. Otis Gamma .. -- '!he predictive 'Validity o.f the Otis Gamma was 
found to be comparable to that of other widely-used measures of 
general intelligence.. In addition3 it ~s found to posses~fth,e 
distinct advantage of ease of administration and scoring .. 
Cooperative Engli!h Test CeT., ...... It WI!UI the oons«ilnsus of the 
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to any effort designed to forecast academic survival. The Coop. C2 
was reported as successfully providing such a measure. 
Kuder Preference Record .. -· It was hoped that the KPR would 
-
account in part for the variance presmtly unexplainable when using 
intellectual predictor variables exclusively. ~ere is some evidence 
to indicate that., when added to a multiple prediction battery, With 
the proper controls8 selected KPR scales do contribute substantially 
-
to the improvement of the prediction of scholastic success .. 
Survey of Study Habits and Attitud!.!, .. -· !rhe ~ is unquestion-
ably one of the most promising predictive mstruments reviewed .. 
Despite the fact that it was not designed originally as a screening 
device., the predictive validi~ ot this instrument tar exceeds that 
ot all other commercially available measures of non-intellectual 
Self-Description Inventory .. -- !rhe predictive validity ot the 
!P!, has not been determined.. It is hoped that the :findings of this 
study will provide evidence o:f validit,y .. 
Vocational goals.-- A definite relationship was established 
between the presence or absence of vocational goals and academic 
Extra-curricular activities .. -- Tne findings of research pointed 
conclul!lively to the existence of a positive relationship between 
participation in extra-class activities and student scholarship .. 
Counseling and team contact!.·-- The improvem<mt of stud<m t 
achievement as an outcome of counseling has not been firmly estab-
lished., The findings of the research were contradictory and hence 
inconclusive. 'When viewed as a measure of motivations the number 
of counseling and team contacts may l!lerve to improve tb!J accuracy 
of scholastic predictions. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH PROCEDURE 
1. Description and Quantification ot Variables for Analysis 
Batteey:j/:1 (DAT).-- The!!;! battery contains a total ot eight 
variables tor analysis. Since significant differences in the test 
performance of males and females,exist, only the raw scores of the 
comparatively larger male sample were subj acted to analysis .. 
Battery; 1/:2 (KP.R) ....... The !!! battery contains a total of ten 
larger male s~ple were included in the analysis. 
Battery~~ (Non-intellectual) .... The six variables assigned to 
this battery deal essentially with the personality characteristics 
of students.. Again, female scores were excluded from analysis .. 
l\'hile SSHA and SDI raw scores are obtained by the ueu.al methods 
--
of tallying responses on a multiple-choice type answer sheet, 
the remaining three variables were not standardized tests; hence, 
special scoring procedures were devised.. Vocational goal status 
Similarly, the rating scales reporting both frequency of first 
semester counseling contact and frequency of first semester team 
.1' 
contact were recorded on a 1, 2, 3 scale, representing a contact 
range of '"rarely, n noccasionallyu and ~equE~D.tly-4# respectively. 
Since the majority ot frequency ratings did not exceed a rating 
ot ssthree," the size ot the original five-point acale Ds reduced 
accordingly. Samples ot the materials used to acquire vocational 
goal end contact data will be found in Appendix A. 
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:Battery #14. (Total SMJ.ple) ....... 1'he "total sMt.ple 1111 battery contains 
nine variables.. The label "total SM!.ple" for Battery f4 reflects 
the inclusion or the variables of both sexes. In a s~se8 the 
~total swnple" battery is a catch-all for the variables that do not 
quality tor membership in my of the previous three batteries. !here 
With the exception of first semester grade pomt index, the 
remaining eight Tl!l.riables are obtainable prior to admission into 
the Junior College program.. In addition, all of' the Tl!l.riables •8¥ 
11total 8anplfl11 battery might be more appropriatflly label~Jd an 
"achiflvement" battery., The former label, however, Ds employed 
in all of thfl computations that follows and it tor ·reasons of 
consistency only, the "total samplflu label shall preTI!I.ile 
The SAT and C21' standard scores and Otis Ga:mma raw scores were 
- -
used as a basis tor the computations needed.. Participation in 
high school activities was r~Jlege.ted to a dichotomy ot non.-participa• 
tion vs .. participation end scored as a 1 or a 2 sequentially.. High 
school transcripts and personal history forms were e~in.ed fbr 
student acrtivity information. It a smgle high school activity 
wal!l listed on either form" the student was classified al!l a 
participant; otherwise~ he was considered a non-participant. 
Since high school rmk was frequently unavailable» the student' a 
credit ratio9 !• ~·$ the number of certified college credita 
divided b,y the total poasible college credits and reported to two 
dectmal places, was used instead. As such$ the credit ratio reflects 
two aspects of the student's high school experien<Hi~s achievement, 
and curriculum (college prep. vs. non-college prep.). 
Finally, the first semester grade point index based on a 
four point ~Scale and fwnd gratuitously recorded in the registrar's 
office was reported to two significant digits on the student data 
sheet found in Appendix Ae 
Grade point indices were computed by assigning honor points to 
letter grades as follows: A • 4, B • 3_. C a 2, D • 19 F 1111 o. The 
grade point index is then obtained by multiplying the number of 
honor points earned in each course by the number of corresponding 
course hours, adding the products and dividing by the total number 
of courl!le hours. Thus, a student 'Who has earned a B in a four 
credit course and four cv s in three credit courses would have a 
grade point index of 3 x 4 + 2 X 3 x 4 t 16 1111 2.2. 
2. Research Rationale 
'!'he prediction of group :numbership.-- The discriminant tuno·tio:n 
technique deals primarily 'With the multivariate definition of 
groups, a definition ~ich mathematically stresses the differences 
between groups. Its purpose in stressing between-group differences 
is to lead to the group identification of individuals in such a 
manner that the risks of erroneous identification may be minimised. 
In a "WOrd8 discriminant analysis permits the prediction of group 
m<!)mbership.. Geometrically, the performnce of each individual on 
the n variables in G groups ¥' be represented as a point in n 
dimensional space., Tiedeman suggests that if the points for each 
of the G groups appear to occupy different regions of the n dimensional 
have been obtained into one of the G groups is possible; on the 
other hand, if such points do not appear to occupy different regions. 
and in some respects more important. operation. Mathematically, 
it exhausts all the inform.at.ion 'provided by the n variable space 
tion space.. ~is transformation ~11 generally result in a reduction 
of the space occupied by the original variables 9 since the sise of 
the discriminmt function space is in the order of G-1 linear 
functions of these variables.. It em be seen then that the number 
28 which is considerably less than the original n variable space 
associated ~th each of the batteries included in the study.. Two 
discriminant tlmctions then will serve to exha.uat all the information 
provided by the variables in each battery relevant to group ... 
separation. 
ligen vectors.-- In addition to permitting predictions concerning 
group membershipjl the discriminant fwlction technique also indica-tee 
how :much each variable con-tributes to the discrimination between 
groups. In e££ect9 it is possible to deter.mtne the rela-tive import-
ame of each variable 1:n a battery md, hence, identity those 
variables that are contributing significantly to 'the inter .. group 
variation and those variables that are not. It is here that dis-
criminant analysis resembles factor analysis since it now becomes 
possible to account for the discrimination ~o:ng groups bymea:ns 
of a smaller number of variables than the initially larger number. 
The differential discriminative values obtained tor each variable 
arlit referred to mathematically as eigen or latent vectors. It is 
well to note that each discriminant function has its own set of 
eigen vectors. B.y ex~tni:ng the eigen vectors associated with each 
ot the two discriminant ftw.ctions 9 it becomes possible to interpret 
the two functionl!l as .factors representing certain psychological 
traits. 
!he identification of factors ~ disor~mt analysis rep-
resents in many respects a more dg:nit'ioan t contribution to knowledge 
than 'the prediction of group membership. !he former would seem 
to be capable of attaining a theoretical significance that the 
latter and more applied .findings would not permit. 
a student data sheet that was designed under the tutelage of J olm 
Alman, Director of thE~ O:f'fioe of Statistical RC~~search, Boston 
University.. !he student data sheet, found in Appendix A, served 
Because of the volume and complexity of the calculations involved&' 
the services of the electronic computer, :model IB\4 650 9 were en-
the multiple discrimin~t fUnction probl$m is appropriate for the 
650 programmer. Bryan's ma.thematioal stat~ant of the problem is 
stated as follows: 
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18G:i.ven n variates x1 9 x29 ,. .. e 9 x representing measure-
ments on G groups of persons 9 th.-e being Ng (g = 19 2, ...... 11 G) 
per sons within group g., An individual score 9 for example 
that of the pth person in group g on test j 11 would than be ~gj• 
Because the contemplatedmathematical development involves 
quantities 'Which are independent of the mean test scores, we 
may assume without loss of generality that x <ll • o tor 
p,g pg.JJ 
all values of j-. Hcwev.- the separate group means, such as 
igj: ~g ~ ~gj 
iJ Joseph G .. Bryan 11 "!he Generaliled. Di!!crimina:nt F\mction: hth• 
ema.tical Foundation and Computational Routine," Harvard Educational 
Review (1951) 9 21:90•95.. · 
m individual value being Ypg" The group mean of y9 of 
OOUrl!le9 is 
The sum of s•u!ilres of y emong groups is 
~ N y 2 
g g g 
and the sum of squares of 7 within groups is 
p,g (Ypg '"' Y1) 
2 
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The problem is to determine the COefficients '''1-' V2.9 "' e "fJJ Vn 
so that the ratio ct the among-groups sum of I!Utuares to the 
within-groups sum of squares is mu:i:mized.. It will be found 
that the :f.\m.otion 1\ has, in fact, sweral stationary points, 
each of 'Which is indicative of a distinct dimension* of the 
subspace defined by the group means.. To carry out thl8 process 
of maximization" we express the sums of squares as quadratic 
forms in the test variates ad then apply the ordinary tech-
niques of differential calculus.. !lhe manipulation is greatly 
simplified by the use of :matrix algebra.. Accordingly we 
introduce the symmetrical ~trices .. 
and the column vector 
v: .. 
T.ben the two sums ot aqmares become, respectively, 
\ 
v' Av and v'Wv, 
and their ratio ia 
., v~Av 
... v•l'v 
• .. 9 
ji 
(l) 
"bpon setting the partial deri va:tives of A with respect 
v1., v 2, ...... s v11 equal to zero, we i!l.rrt w at the matrix equation 
Now dividing through by v•Wv and collecting teruu11 9 1M! get 
(A • ~ W) v :: 0, 
and this simplifies to 
(R .. '~l)v::o, 
where 1 is the unit matrix a.nd i. a r 1A.. Therefore the 
coefficients. of the discriminant fUnctions are deter-mined 
by the b.te.nt vectors of R., and the corresponding latent 
roots of R equal the respective ratios of «mong-groups to 
within-groups sums of squares.. By co:ndderi:ng the rank 
of the matrix A, it is a simple mat to show that the 
number ot solutions ot (4) such that • 0 is at moat 
(2) 
(4) 
equal to the smaller of the two integers 6-19 n.. Con ... 
sequently e letting r stand for the smaller number e the total 
discrlmina.tive power of the test battery is exhausted by 
r linear functions defined in the manner stated.. Among 
these, all functions corresponding to distinct valuea ot ')\ 
are mutually uncorrelated u1 th~ stand.. Repeated roots other 
than aero are possible but unlikely to occur.. It one or 
more multiple roots should occur9 ho~er, the vectors corres-
ponding to any one of them are already uncorrelated with the 
vectors corresponding to all different roots and can be 
chosen in such a way as to be uucorrelated also among thsm-
selves.. The numerical values of these :t\m.ction.s are 
independent ot the origin ot coordinates s the units ot 
:measurement, and in fact independent of any non ... singular 
linear tra:nafdr:mation of the test variates .. "· 
Computational routine ....... Fortunately, the mathematical solu-
tion of the discriminant function problem has been translated into 
·the language of the Ifll 650 electronic computer.. Such tra:nsla• 
tioxu1 are referred to as cr•canned programs .. n A librar:r of cmned 
Iai 650 programs permits thE~~ solution of a. nmnber of statistical 
problems.. The use of sE~veral canned programs was employed to solve 
the many phases of the discriminant fUnction problem .. 
used in obtaining them may be best summarized by Table 5 alii follows:: 
Table 5., The Generalized Discriminant l"Uuction: A Detailed 
Summary of the Computational Routine Employing 
IBM Canned P.rogr.ms 
Phase Programs 
Number Employed Computations Obtained 








7., correlation matrices 
1.. adds w.1 thin sums of squares and cross• 
products tor each of the three groups 
tor each matrix resulting in the erriw.l 
ot the W-matrix 
3., resulting A-matrix is obtained by sub-
tracting W-matrix from T-matrix 
4. the inverse ot the W-matrix (~-1) is 
then obtained 
5 .. finally, rl.A is calculated 
(continued on next page) 
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Programs 
d Computations Obtained 
3 Granet • s pro- l .. the latent or eigen vectors9 scaled 
gram tor obtaining so that the largest elem4m.t is +1 
the Latent Roots 
and Vectors of a 2 .. latent roots 
Matrix 
,; .. number ot iterations required to 
obtain convergence 
4.. total trace of matrix 
5 .. sum of latent roots so tar calculated 
6 .. ratio of the sum of the latent roots 
so tar obtained to the trace 
7 .. the Check vector ~ion should approx-
imate zero 
4 Discriminant 1 .. In order to obtain the two dis-
Scores Load criminmt scores tor each subject 
Routine in the check samples9 both eigen 
vectors are multiplied by the corres-
pending original variables .. 
2 .. As a check9 the correlation of the 
pairs of discriminant scores should 
approximate 1ero .. 
Beaton Correla- 1 .. covariano e matrices and means ot 
tion Routine discriminant scores for each group 
in the check sample 
6 Revited Sweeney 1 .. inverse of each oova.riuce matrix 
Deck 
1 Chi Square 1 .. inverse of covariance matrices and 
means of the original sample end 
diaoriminant scores of check sample 
are used to obtain chi square .. 
by the Ill! 650 console and then transmitted to the IBI! 533 'llhich 
reads and. punches out the data by means of I EM cards.. 1'he data 
are then converted to printed form by feeding the cards into the 
IBM .402 Accounting Machine.. Detailed program instructions for all 
of' the computations will be found in. Appendix B .. 
Orosspvalidatione-• The proof' of the pudding lies 11 of course, 
in the accuracy achieved by the predictions af'f'orded by the data. 
Ideally 11 the discriminant £'unction data obtained from the original 
sample.~~ the Sitering tresbmm class of 1957, might have been used 
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to predict the group membership of' the entering class that followed. 
1b.is 'fiOuld have meant 11 however 11 a "Waiting period of one year before 
the number ot hits and misses could have been tallit~de An alternate 
possibility whioh avoided tht~ time lag "Was that of using the preceding 
class as a cross-validation s~ple... With the exception of the 
non-intellectual variables, all other data11 comparable to that included 
in the original sample, were available. Using the original sample 
data as a basis for prediction, it new bec~e possible to assign 
the members of the cros~~J-validation sample to one of' the three 
groups. The actual end-of-year group membership statui tor each 
student could be compared with his predicted group assignment, 8lld 
the number of hits and misses attained by .aGh of the three remaining 
batteries easily computed and compared. It 'WaS thb alternate 
possibility of using the preceding class as a cross-validation 
sample and for ~ich the end-ot-year status was immediately avail-
able that 'WaS adopted as a basis for cross-validating the present 
study .. 
CHAPTER IV 
1. Computation of M:~tans (i) md Standard Deviationa 
{S.D.) tor Each Group in the Batteries 
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'lhe nu sorter end 650 Console 'W'Eire u11ed to compute the group 
means am standard deviations of each variable in the battery. 
'lhe following tables present in summary term the group and total 
means and standard deviations for each ot the variables in the four 
batteries .. 
Table 6. The Mems end Standard Deviations of the ~ Study 
Groups and 'lheir Total tor Each of the Aptitude Variables 
Included in Battery #1 (D!T) 
VA:RIABLE 
1 
Verbal .......... r!f,.3 7 .. 6 3() .. 0 7el 34e2 6.6 3le2 1·5 
Numerical .. "e., 21.5 a .. o 22.2 6.5 ~l 7e8 22e8 1·5 
Abstract 
Reasoning .... 3le8 1·3 33·4 6.6 35·4 6 .. 2 33·9 6 .. 7 
Space ............... 39·5 2le7 45o3 22.9 51 .. 5 2le6 46.8 22.6 
Meohmical. co .. 36 .. 4 12.2 J$) .. 5 12. .. 3 42co2 10co9 lJ) .. 4 11.9 
Clerical .. ..,.., 54 .. 0 10 .. 4 56 .. 2 10.4 56 .. 6 9el 55·9 9 .. 9 
Spelling .......... 59e2 22 .. 6 6oe3 oo.:; 6le5 21.6 6o.6 21 ... :; 
Sentences ...... 39·1 12 .. 3 l$).6 10.7 41-4 l3e4 !p.6 12.2 
13 
Table 1 e 1'he Means s.nd Standard Deviations o£ the Three Study 
Groups and Tneir Total for Each o£ the Interest Variables 
Included m Battery #2 {KPR) 
-
VARIABLE GROUP ASSI GN'ME.WT 
l 2 ~ WTAL x S..,D. x s .. D ... X S.D. X s.:o. 
(l} ~2~ ~~' ~!i~ ~!2l ~21 !7~ ~~l {2J 
Outdoor .......... 35e0 14 .. 4 34·1 14 .. 2 31·4 16.0 36.0 15ol 
Mechanical ..... 37o7 l3o2 35o6 l2o2 31 .. ; 12 ... 6 ;4 .. 1 12 .. 8 
Computation-
26 .. 7 24 .. 8 a1 ....... 8 .. 0 23·9 9o0 9o2 24..7 9o0 
Scientific ...... ;r .. 6 .1o .. a 39o2 l3e5 4o .. 5 12.2 39o5 12 ... 6 
Literary ......... 19oO 7ol 2lo9 8.6 23o5 8e5 22.1 8o5 
Artistic .......... 22 .. 1 8 .. 2 23 .. 8 9o4 2; .. ; 9 .. 8 2;.; 9e4 
Musical ............ 15 .. 8 7e7 15 .. 3 '7~4 14 .. 8 7 .. 2 15 .. 2 7 .. 4 
Persuasive ..... 50 .. 4 1; .. 6 48 .. 5 14 .. 7 48 .. 4 14-9 LiB·1 14.7 
Social 
Service ..... 1!4.2 l4o1 43·5 14.0' 42 .. 9 15o3 43-4 14.6 
Clerical"'"''"•" 47 .. 5 12 .. 9 Ut-.1 11 .. 2 43.6 13"'4 44.4 12.6 
fable 8. The :Mems and Stendard Deviatiens c£ the Three Study 
Groups and Their Total fer Each c£ the Varie.b1EUl Included 
in Battery #3 (Non-Intellectual) 
VARIABLE GROUP ASSIGmiENT 
2 3 WTAL 
X 
1 
Pre ... vcce.tiona1 
Goal Status ..... 2 .. 1 .. 1 2.4 .6 2 .. 3 
·1 2.; ·1 
SSBJ\.o••••••••••• 2:(.9 10.6 29e4 12.,3 28.8 11.6 28 .. 9 11 .. 7 
sm ~Self ...Other .... 14.6 s .. a 15 .. 1 6 .. 4 15 .. 2 6.,.8 15.1 6.5 
-sm ::Seu.• ... Ideal.,. 39·8 11.3 !JD.6 22 .. 8 4J..o 21.7 U'J .. 7 21.5 
-Coun.se1 ing 
.6 Contact ............. 2 .. 2 2.2 .. 6 2 .. 2 5e9 2 .. 2 .6 
TeWft Contact ...... lo9 : ·1 2.1 .6 2 .. 2 .,.6 2 .. 1 .6 
Table 9• The Means and Standard Deviations of the Three Groups 
and iheir Total for Each of the Variables Included in 
Battery #4 (Total Sample) 
VARIABLE GROUP ASSI GNMEN!l' 
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1 2 3 TOTAL !' - s .. n. S.D. X X s .. D .. X s .. n. {1) (?) (3) (4) (5) (OJ {7) {8} (§} 
High School 
30·!+ Credit Ratio 26o9 25oO 22 .. 3 33·5 23 .. 2 3lo5 23e2 High School 
Activity 
Participa-
tion ........ 1 .. 8 
·4 1.8 .4 1 .. 8 .. 4 1.8 .4 Coo;e .. ·c2 
Voc~bula.ry J.e.8 4 .. 8 51 .. 6 5·6 ;:; .. ; 6 .. 0 52 .. 1 ; .. a 
Cool!• 02 
Speed .......... ;e.; 6 ... 2 53 .. 2 6 .. :; ;z .. l z .. ; ;4 .. 8 7 .. 1 
eoo:e .. ·ce 
Level .... .,.,.., ;1 ... 9 ;.1 ;:;.,; 6.,:; ;6 .. 1 6.3 54..4 6.,:; 
Otis~ •• 46.6 9·3 L!B.; 7"9 52.2 a .. :; J.e.B 8 .. 6 SAT-Verba!~ .. 
.373·5 46 .. 0 386 .. ; 62.8 430·9 74·5 4o3.,4 zo.l 
Sij ... Math-
ematical ... 372 .. 1 65 .. 0 394.,; 80.,0 ~4 .. 8 82.2 399e5 80 .. 2 
Grade Boint 
Index ......... 1.3 .6 2 .. 0 .4 2 .. 8 .; 2.2 
·1 
computations that follow.. A pei'Usal of the tables will permit a 
comparison of the various group means and the attendant variation .. 
Such a comparison may indicate the direction of possible group 
nte mean scores of all the aptitude variables in the .!?!:! battery 
indicate consistent differences exist for each of the three groups .. 
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for each of the aptitude measures~ as one mows along the failur&-
termina.l-transfer categories~ respectively. In a.ddi:tic:m~ the 
c~paratively smaller variabilit,y associated ~th many of the mean 
scores for the transfer group suggests that students in this group 
tend to be more homogeneous. aptitudinally. The dispersion for the 
two language usage tests~ spelling and sentences$ was found to be 
as large or larger for the transfer group. indicating that the 
slightly larger m.aan transfer scores are~ in all probability11 not 
significant .. 
In the Kuder battery11 progressive increases are found in the 
mean scimtii'io and literary interest scores for groups 1 81 211 and 
3 respectively11 ~ile progressive decreases in the musical, per-
suasive, social service and clerical interest scores are noted for 
these same groups .. 
There appear to be no systematic change~! in scores or variabilit7 
for the :non ... intellectual data matrix. A perusal of the •total sample'~ 
batter7 does im.pl)f the existence of some rather definite trends, 
however.. nte :mean scores and the attendant variability of the 
reading achievement (Coop. C2) 11 intelligence (Otis) and College 
Board (SAT) teste show a progressive increase for the three study 
groups, indicating that ~ile the mean scores may be higher for the 
terminal and transfer groups$ the extent of overlap is oonsiderable11 
particularly for the latter group. This reversal of relationship 
in the size of the dispersion associated ~th the higher achieving 
groups tor the ~ and o~~~total sample• batteries is perplexing9 to 
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say the least, but would seem to imply that the psychological char-
acteri sties being measured by the instruments in these two batteriea 
may be genuinely different. Distinct differences would seem to 
exist in the ability., aptitude and interest level tor each of the 
three groups. The higher achieving groups tend to have higher levels 
of abilit.f and aptitudes and higher literary and scientific interests, 
while the poorer achieving groups tend to have less ability and 
service and clerical fields. The disparity of the dispersion 
patterns found in the ,!!! and ntotd sample" batteries I!IUggests 
that th.e homogeneity of the scores of students 'Who fall in the 
more successfUl categories is greater in the case of vocational 
aptitudes and decidedly leu in the case of reading ekills 9 ability 
and scholastic aptitude. lienee, while the mean scores of these 
latter three measures for the transfer· group are comparatively 
highs the scatter or spread of individual 1cores within the group 
is considerable. The statistical significance of these differences 
2.. Computation of Sum of Squares of Cross Products 
for' Each Group (~ x'pgixpgj) in Each Battery 
in the four batteries serve as an important basis for the computa ... 
tion of the intercorrelations that follow.. The group sum. of squares 
of cross products of each variable in the four batteries w.Ul be 
found in Appendix c .. 
3• Computation ot the Intercorrelations ot the Variables 
in Each ot the Three Groups tor Each ot the Four 
Batteries 
17 
While the computation or the intercorrelations or the several 
variables in eaCh group and tor each battery must be considered as 
only incidental to the computations that follow, it is nevertheless 
interesting to note the extent ot the intercorrelations tor the 
variables in each group and then tc compare the differences in the 
size ot the corresponding inter-correlations tor each ot the three 
groups.. This does not mean to imply s ot course~ that such di:f'.terences 
are statistically significant. A group-by-group comparison or the 
intercorrelations may permit speculation only as to ~at combination 
ot variables are responsible for existing group di.tterences. Tables 
10 9 11, 128 and 13 present a summary of such intercorrelations .. 
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Table 10. Intercorreb:bions o£ the Eight Variables tor Each Group 
end the Total Population in Battery #l (DAT) 
VARIABLE GROUP l 2' 3_ 4 5 6 7 a 
{l} (2, {~J {4) {;} {~ \7} {aJ {9] {10} 
l Verbaloeooeoeo l X .;6 
·31 e57 .40 -.. o; ·33 .. 6o 
2 X e.26 .. 4:; e~35 ·37 .... o; :re .42 3 X .22 ·34 ·33 ·39 - .. oa -49 
T X .. :;4 .. 42 e43 .. 41 •• o3 .. 26 .. 48 
2 NU~nerical ......... 1 X 
-43 .. 29 .. :;o .. 14 .. w .. 46 
2 X .. It> .. 35 .a:> .. 14 .o6 .. 09 
3 X .. 29 .26 .. 24 .17 .a; ... 29 
T X ... :;7 .:;2 ... 2; .. 16 ... 2; ..,'Zf 
3 Abstract 
Reasoning ......... 1 X .. 4; ..;o .. 04 .. 01 .. ;4 
2 X .. 34 1'131 .. 1; .17 .. 12 
3 X .. LJB .. :;4 .. 29 .. 13 ·23 
T X .44 .. :;a .19 .. 12 .. 22 
4 Space ......... .,""" 1 X 
·57 -.10 .... o; .. ;; 
2 X .. 64 .. 16 
- .. 12 .. o6 
3 X .. 62 <i'21 ..... o4 .. ~ 
T X .. 63 .14 ""<1106 .21 
5 Mechanical 
Reasoning. " • " .. 1 X ... .. 02 .. o; .. 4; 
2 X ..... o; -e12 .. la 
3 X .. o6 - .. 07 .. 21 
T X .. 02 ..... o6 .. a; 
6C1erica1 ....... 1 X .. 1; .oo 
2 X .. 11 ..... oa 
3 X .;o6 .. o6 
T X <i'10 .. oo 
7 Spel1ingu<i'ue 1 X .. 46 
2 X .. 32 
3 X .;a 
T X .;a 





Table 11., Intercorrelations of the ·T.~n:; Variables tor Each Group 
and the Total Population in Battery #2. (KPR) 
1 Outdoor ....... l X 
.18 -·~ ..13 -.11 .. 1~ ..... :J.S ... .,52 ...... o1 - .. 46 
2 X .. ;a ..... ~ .4J, •eiD 
-24 - .. 28 - .. 52 .. 02 -.,52 
3 X .,4J+ - .. 2; .. .lp - .. 18 e26 ..... o; ..... 52 -·25 ... .,54 
T X .. 32 - .. 25 ~31 -.,16 .. 24 - .. 15 --52 - .. 12 --52 
2 Mechanical..., 1 X .... 14 .. 31 ..... 48 .03 ... .,o; -~42 - .. 29 ..... 2) 
2 X .. o3 .. 36 - .. 42 .01 -.22 ..... 28 -.22 -.11 
3 X .. 14 .. 42 - .. 42 .. 13 .... oa ... .,32 
- .. 2:{ - .. 43 
T X 
- .. 07 .. 35 .... 44 .,06 - .. 11 .... 31 
- .. 24 - .. 25 
3 Computational 1 X ol6 .02 .... 10 -·25 -.10 - .. 22 .. ;1 
2 X .. 19 oOl ..,.,24 ""o11 .oo 
--23 .. 48 
3 X .. 22 .02 - .. 3·3 - .. 20 -.21 .. oa .• 37 
T X .. 19 .. 01 - .. 27 - .. 17 -.11 .... oa .,43 
4 Soietiticu 1 X ..... 33 - .. 29 ..... ~ - .. 49 .. o8 .... .,10 
2 X •• 30 -.14 -·42 -.44 .. o; ..... 26 
' 
X 
-·21 -.o4 -·35 ... .,47 - .. 04 - .. 34 
T X 
- .. 27 •oll •o37 -.,46 .. oo - .. 28 
5 Literary ........ 1 X .. 14 -·19 ..2; - .. io - .. o4 
2 X .. 10 .. 21 ..... o9 
- .. 29 .. o6 3 X - .. 06 e13 .oo - .. 1; .04 
T X .. 04 ell -.,01 -.20 .o2 
6 Artistic ..... ., 1 X .... o6 - .. 10 
-.28 -"19 
2 X 
-.96 -·34 ..... 2) -·33 
3 X .;50 - ... 25 -·47 - .. 30 
T X .. 1; -·'Zl -034 - .. 30 
7 Musical ......... 1 X .14 ..... 09 - .. o4 
2 X ..... o, 
- .. m - .. o2 
3 X - .. 09 ·-.. 13 --~ 
T X .. 01 ..... us - .. 12 
8 Perwasi ve • ., 1 X 
-·07 .. 36 
2 X .. 02 
·37 
' 
X .. o; o32 
T X .. o1 
·35 
9 Social Service l % - .. 4; 
2 X •e30 
3 X -.01 
T X -.,17 










Table 12.. Intorcorrolations ot the S~:lri, Variables for Each Group 
and the Total Population in Battery ·13 (Noo-Intell eotual) 
VARIABLE 
l 
Pre ... Vocational 
Goal Status .... 1 eX' .oo •el9 .... 26 .... 05 .. 14 
2 X .oo ..... 14 ..... og .16 .. so 
3 X · .. 06 e03 ..... o1 .. oo .. 12 
T X e03 ..... og .... os .o6 .16 
~············ l X .21 ..... 03 e13 .. og 2 X 
- .. 01 .... 17 .. 12 .18 
3 X ..... og - .. 26 .. 07 .. 17 
T X ..... o4 
-·19 .. 10 .. 16 
~:Solt-Other ... 1 X ..33 -.,ol .,07 
2 X .. 51 .. os .. 14 
3 X .. 36 .. o6 .. 11 
T X .. 42 e05 .. 02 
SDI :Selt-Idea.1 .... 1 X ..... o4 •e02 
- 2 
--07 •e17 X 
3 X .01 - .. 02 
T X .... 03 •e07 
Cot.mso1ing 
Conta.ct., ..... eeee l X 
·35 
2 X .. 42 
3 X ·29 
T X .,34 





Table 13 .. Intercorre1a.tions of the Blue Variables tor Each Group 
and the Total Populs:tion in Battery r/14 (Total Semple) 
VARIABLE GROUP 1 2 2 {~) ~ 6 1 8 9 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) <z> ~8) <2l (10) (11} 
1 High School 
Credit Ratio .. l X el8 
-·01 - .. 16 -.12 -.10 •ell -.oa .. 38 
2 X .. a:> .. oa 
- .. 07 .. 02 - .. 04 .. 10 - .. 02 .. 19 
3 X .. 2f .. 13 - .. o; .... o1 .. 01 ... o6 el4 a-04 
1' X .. 22 .02 ..... o; .. oo ..... o1 .. 02 .. o6 .. 17 
2 High School 
Activity 
Participation 1 X ..... 14 el3 .. 01 .. o6 -.03 ol9 
·30 
2 X .. 01 .. 03 .o6 .. o4 .. 21 .. oo .16 
3 X -·01 .oa .o6 ..... o4 .. o; .... o2 eOl 
1' X ..... o; .. o6 '<!'05 .. oo .. 03 .. 01 .o; 
3 Coo2 .. C2 
.. 4; .;4 .62 Vocabulary ... 1 X .. ;o .. 3Q 
·33 
2 X 
·29 ·34 .12 .;2 ..... 03 e31 
3 X ... 61 ... ;1 .46 .(:IJ .a.. .. 48 
T X .. ;o 
·45 ·31 .. 64 .. 17 .42 
4 Coo2• C2 
Speed ........... l X e74 .. ;4 ~58 .. 46 .. 36 
2 X <>11 .. 1.!4 .40 .. 19 e36 
3 X .. 67 .. 48 ·65 .. 18 o47 
1' X o74 .. ;1 .. 6o .. 26 .. 47 
CHit$0000 1 X .. 38 .. 43 .. 42 .. 24 
2 X ... 31 .. 40 .. 18 
·30 
3 X e42 .. 64 .. 29 .. 48 
1' X .. 43 .. ;6 .. 29 ... 43 
6 Otis Gamma. .... " .. 1 X .68 .. 6o 
·53 
2 X .. ;2 .. ;4 
·35 
3 X .. ;; .. 5() .. 4o 
1' X .;a .. ;; .. 46 
1 .§!.!~:Verbal ...... 1 X 
·41 .;4 2 X .. ;4 .. 48 
3 X .. w e56 
1' X .. 42 e57 
8 SAT: MathE!il'U.t• 
- ical .............. 1 X .. 38 
2 X .. 21 
3 X 
·30 
1' X .. 32 
9 Grade P6mt 




As the earlier mathematical statement of the problem suggestsjil 
discriminant analysis involves computing the within-groups cross-
product matrix 1'(~ the among-groups cross-product matrix A11 inverting 
1111 post multiplying by matrix A and obtaining the product :matrix 
rlA,. It is this latter matrix (lt"lA) that provides for the deter-
:mination of the eigen· vectors.. ~ables containing the aijs '~~~'ij.~~ end 
"'ij-laij elements for each of thei~ respective batteries without 
regard to group will be found in Appendix D .. 
;.. Computation of the Eigen Vectors 
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According to the earlier mathematical description ot the prob-
lem.~~ the latent roots ( )\.1 +A~ and corresponding latent or eigen 
vectors (vn) of the product matrix rlA may now be computed.. It m~ 
also be well to recall that since the n~er ot discriminant functions 
corresponding eigen vectors will be obtained tor each battery of var-
iables.. ~e residual vectors associated with each of these eigen 
putations ... 
Table 14. Eigen end Residual Vectors tor Battery fl (DAT) and 




Verbal ...... • • 1 .. 00000000 o .. oooooooo ...0.45200388 ... o.ooool~9 
Numerical .... 0 .. 04338936 .oooooooo ... o .. 66303397 ... o.oooooo17 
Abstract 
Reasoning ..... 0 .. 09368482 .. 00000000 ...0 .. 08667178 -0 .. 00000138 
Space 0 .. 02022393 .. 00000000 ...o .. l6345205 ...0 .. 00000022 
Mechanical 
Reasoning ...... -0 .. 00404731 .,.00000000 1.00000000 o .. oooooooo 
Clerical .. " ... 0 .. 16348104 .. oooooooo 0.689235130 -0.00000150 
Spelling ...... -0 .. 02702797 .00000000 0.04945791 0 .. 00000012 
Sentences .... ...0.19458195 .. oooooooo 0 .. 21755457 0 .. 00000303 
* i\ & 0 .. 18213350 ll 7\.. 0 .. 01088731 
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Table 15. Eigen and Residual Vectors for &:ttery :J/:2. (KPR) and Cor-




Outdoor ...... 0.03847736 o.oooooooo o.eo669oo3 o.ooooo231 
Mechanical .. loOOOOOOOO o.oooooooo -0.34167132 o.oooooam 
Computa-
0 .. 35432554 tional .... o.ooooooo1 1.00000000 o.ooo00351 
Scientific .. -o .. 32798184 o.oooooooo -o .11455422 0.00000098 
Literacy ..... ...0 .. 18944072 o.oooooooo -0 .. 31775188 -o .. 00000039 
Artistic ...... 0 .. 28874767 o .. oooooooo ...0 .. 00879809 -0 .. 00000562 
Musical .. " .... Oe5772325l o .. oooooo17 0 .. 41891828 o .ooooi.J042 
Persuasiw .. 0 .. 17129747 o .. oooooooo 0 .. 38576843 o.oooooo35 
Social 
SE~~rvice .... o .. J.¥3884791 o .. ooooooo; ()..05055396 0 .. 00000642 
Clerical .... "' 0 .. 51551195 o .. ooooool4 o .. l80l.!0728 o .. ooo03lo4 
*A liB 0.,12262959$ fl: Oe03l35!e09 
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Table 16. Eigen and Residual Vectors for Battery 13 (Non-Intellectual) 
and Corresponding Latant Roots* 
Variable 
Pre-Vocational 
Goal Statue •••••• Oo57293474 o.oooooooo 1 .. 00000000 o.oooooo26 
~ ............... 0 .. 00528285 0 .. 00000000 0,.01827000 o .. oooooooo 
SDitSelf•Other .... 
-
0.01785823 o .. oooooooo 0.00452867 0 .. 00000002 
!!!,.:Self-Ideal ...... 0.00479257 o.oooooooo ... o .. 00054954 o .. oooooooo 
Counseling 
0 .. 48536708 Contact ............ .0.~359892 o .. ooooooo2 o.oooooo~ 
Team Contact ...... 1 .. 00000000 o .. ooooooo5 ...0.93780571 Oe00000052 
* ?\a Oe04~73, il = o.o1524a97 
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Table 17.. Eigen and Residual Vectors fer Battery 114 (Total Sample) 
and Corresponding Latent Roots* 
Vector #=1 Vector #2 
Variable Ei~n Residual Ei~&n Residual [lj {2 t;J t-, {2} 
High School Qred-
0.01364142 -0 .. 01361970 o .. oooooo66 1 t Rt.tio ........ o .... o.oooooooo 
High School 
Activity Part-
icipation .. ., ....... 1 .. 00000000 0.00000007 1 .. 00000000 -o .. 00027556 
Coop .. C2 
Vocabulary .......... 0 .. 06381092 o.oooooooo O .. l90485f9 0 .. 00003127 
Coo • C2 
peed ................. 0 .. 01927694 o .. oooooooo -o .. 18375064 0.,00000419 
Coop. C2 
Level .................... o .. 00076o78 o .. oooooooo 0 .. 11129615 -o .. ooooooo8 
Otis Gamma .......... o. o .. OLJ433147 OoOOOOOOOO 0 .. 00515845 0 .. 00001553 
SAT-Verbal ......... .,. 0.00522932 
-
o .. oooooooo -Q.,02282198 0.00000227 
~-Mathematical .. 0 .. 00038239 o.oooooooo o .. oo68o235 0 .. 00000013 
Grade Point Index ... o .. 682193Q8 -o .. ooooooo 2 0 .. 06911807 -o .. ooo33899 
* ]\.. C le.40184ro 11 ~A = o .. o3472574 
Conventionalisatio.n of eige.n vectors.-- A copy ot the computa-
tional routme a:ud a math$l'i!.atical description of the problem. ot ob-
taining eigen vectors w:lll be found in Appendix B., 
In malyz:ing tables 14, 15$ 16$ a:ud 17$ it Will be noted that the 
largest element of the first and second eigen vectors is unity ( +1).., 
This effect is achieved by dividing each element in a column by the 
largest element :in that column., a process referred to as conv~m:tioo.al• 
izatim... 'While comrentionalizatio:n chmtges the witt~ ot measurement, 
1t does not change the interpretation concerning the sepa.ratian ot 
groups$ the only concern in discriminant malyl!liae 
Computation checks., ...... To check the calc.ulations of the eigE~t 
vectoraa the corresponding residual vectors are also computed"' 
!1 
Gra:net suggests that the residual vectors should approach sere"' 
Tables 14. 15. 16 .. and 17 indicate that thbl is certainly the case"' 
In additioDa the residual vectors also indicate the extct to mich 
the criterion for convergence (seven llipificmt digits)'flll'l.s :met., 
The instances of a sere of leills thm eeven dgnitlcent digits are 
fi!S'fl and may be attributed to the :intervening effects of romd-oft 
Criteria for convergence., ...... The eigen or latent vectors are 
punched out by the Illl 533 when the iteration process oonvergeth 
g 1b.lliea Granet 9 IBI §50 Proqm to Obtain the Latent Roots and 
Vectors of a Matrb::~ uo.da.ted9 P• 2. . Mimeographede 
1/ Gran.t9 !!!.• .!!!.• 
•oanvergenoe resul~s W-hen all the differences b~en corresponding 
{jeotoril are l!luf'f'ioientlJ small as determined bJ the orittm"ion." 
Convergence to seven significan~ digits om be secured bf the Ilti 
650, if romd-off' error does not occur~& !able 18 reports the :number 
Contribution of eige:n vectors to the discrimination between 
groues ....... !able 18 below reports the :number of' iterations needed f'or 
convergence, the total trace (latent root) tJ the portion of' trace 
used (iee•a sum of latent roots so far calculated), and the ratio of 
the sum ot the latent roots so far obtamed to the trace. This 
lat~er ma, be expresl!led a11 a pero(!lll~age and i:ndica~es the percentage of' 
~he dispersion accounted tor, ~ the first and second discr~mt 
:nif'icance of each ot the two functions for group separation. 'b. 
all i:nstanoes8 moat of the variance •1 be attributed to the first 
root, suggesting ~hat the second root ma.1 :not be contributing sig• 
nificantlY. to the inter-group vari~ce. g 
Rao repor~s an approximate tee~ of sta~istioal signif'icmce 
Which makes it possible to evaluate ~he contribution of each dis-
criminan~ ~o ~he total discrimina~i:ng power of the variables. The 
chi square ~est ( '}(!- ) is used as a bade for determining atatistioal 
signif'ica.:nceo The chi square tor each root is obtained by the 
formula 7\.1 (N ... g) where ?\.i is the latent root rot rlA (proportion rot 
!/ c. R. Ra.o 9 Advanced Statistical Methods in Biometric Research11 
J olm Wile, and SmstJ Inc .. fJ London, 1952, PP• 318..313· 
Table 18. The Number of' Iterations Needed tor CcnTergence a.nd the 
Comparative Contributions of the First and Second Latent 







of' !race Used" and the Percentage of' Trace Accounted £or a 
by the First md Second Latent Roots 
Number o£ Total Proportion % of' Ve.rimce 
of Trace Used Attributed to 
Root Iterationa Trace (Latent Root) Root 
l2J t3l Qii {:2~ {2l 
First 9 .19302:177 .18213350 94e36 
Second 9 .. 01068731 5.,64 
First 23 .. 15398490 .. 1226e59 79-64 
Second ll:t .. 03135!Sl 3le36 
First a .. 05767854 .o424e73 73-56 
telleotual) Second 1 .01524891 26 .. LJ.i. 
4 (Total First 9 1 .. 436568~ 1 .. 401842) 97e58 
Semple) Second 17 2 .. 42 
trace used)$ N :h the total nwaber ot atud.a.ta in the aample and g 
is the number ot groups. ~e first latent root is distributed as 
chi square -.1 th K +· g .;.. 2 degrees of freedom. 1'3bere K ia the number 
of -n.riablea used. ~e correapondiug reeidual or second latat 
root is a chi aquare nth (K-1) (g ... e) degrees of freedom.. Latent 
roots haYing chi square -n.1ues that are :found to be aigni:ficmt at 
group discrlmiuatione 
Table 19 pondte an evaluation of the contribution ot tho 
first and aeeond roota to the variation in their reapootive dim.csionsl!J 
In every case$ the f:trst root only 'Wl!le found to oontri'bv.tte aigni:ficant-
ly to tho group eeparation. 
Table 19e ~e Chi Square !rest o:f Significance o:f the Contribution 
ot the First and Second Latent Boots to Group Separ&tion 
&tteey 
·a Number Root t~ do:fe Level ot Si~i:ficcce {1) {21 UJ (5) 
1 (DA.f) &II II Gtl e e eee. Firat 51-54 9 $001 
Second 3e!t4 1 o90 
2 (KP.R) @@ G> $ .. $ $ $ $ $ Firat 3Be25 11 o001 
Second 9o80 9 .40 
3 (Non ... Intel1oc-
tual) ............ Firat 12.51 1 e05 
Second ~50 5 ·50 
4 {fetal Sample). Firet !84.9 10 eOOl 
Second 12.25 B .m 
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Rele:tive eigniticence ot variables.-- In order to obtain en 
understanding ot the relative mportence ot each variable in a 
battery, it is necessary to m\tltipl;r each ot the eigen vectors by 
the corresponding total standard deviations ot the original var-
iables. The standard deviations necessary tor ~ltiplioaticn may 
be found in Tables 6, 7 ~ 8 and 9.. Tables S:l~ 21, 22 and 23 below 
roots tailed to contribute significantly to group separation.. Such 
calculations would9 ot course 11 be meaningless.. Since all ot the eigen 
vectors associated ~th the second latent root in each batter.y tailed 
to attain statistical significance, the relative weights ot the second 
tour significant digits beyond the decmal point .. 
Table 20. Contribution ot Each Variable to the Total Discriminating 
Power ot &ttery =#l (DA f) 
-
Variable Eigen Vector J1 x Xotal S.,D. ... Relative Weight ... 
{lJ {2} {~} {~ 
Verbal ................. 1.0000 7 .. 48£5 1·liB25 
Numerical ............. 0 .. 0434 7·4516 0 .. 0323 
Abstract Reasoning .. 0.0937 6 .. 7117 0 .. 6269 
Space .................. 0.0202 22 .. 5895 0 .. 4563 
Meohanicaleeeeeeeee -o .. oo!t> ll.90lio ·--0 .. 0476 
Clerical ................... 0.,1635 9 .. 8968 1.,5975 
Spelling .............. -o .. 02?'0 21 .. 3317 -4 .. 8423 
Sentences ............. -o .. l946 12 .. 2370 ... 2 .. 3813 
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Table 21.. Contribution ot Each Variable to the Total Disoriminatmg 
Power ot Battery :/1=2 (KPR) 
Variable X Total S.,D. 
1 3 
Outdoor ................ 0 .. 0385 15 .. 0660 o .. 5ooo 
Mechanical ........... 1.0000 12 .. 80l$0 12 .. 8043 
Computational ........ 0.3543 8 .. 9931 3 .. 1864 
Scientific ............... -0.3280 12.5636 -4.lal9 
Literary ................. -0 .. 1894 8 .. l!Be -1 .. 6067 
Artistic .................. 0.2887 9·4343 2.7237 
Musical ................. Oo5772 7·3835 4..2618 
Persuasive ............. Oel772 14.6670 2 .. 5990 
Social Service ..... 0 .. 4888 14.6oll 7 .. 1371 
Clerical .............. 0.5155 12.5841 6 .. 4870 
Table 22.. Contribution ot Each Variable to the ~tal Discriminating 




Goal Status ....... 0 .. 5729 o .. 6906 0 .. 3956 
SSHAe•••••••••••• 0 .. 0053 11 .. 7085 0 .. 062) 
-
!B[:Selt-Other ..... 0 .. 0178 6 .. 5073 0 .. 1158 
SDI:Selt-Ideal ..... o .. ool!B 21 .. 5227 0.1033 
-
Counseling 
Contact ................. -0 .. 2036 0 .. 5922 ...0..,12:)6 
Team Contact .......... 1.0000 0 .. 6382 0 .. 6382 
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Contribution of Each Variable to the Total Discriminating 
Power of Battery =/#.~. (Total Sample) 
High School 
Credit Ratio"'.,. 0.0136 23.2;42 0.3100 
High School 
Activity 
Participation •• 1.0000 Oo3840 0 .. 3840 
Ooop. 02 
Vocabulary ......... 0 .. 0638 5 .. 8190 0 .. 3712 
COOE,. C2 
Speed .................... 0.,0193 7~~>1022 0.1371 
Coop. 02 
Level .................. o.oooa 6 .. 3377 0.0051 
Otis G!UiimQ.,,.,..,,.., O.,OJ.-143 a.6a>6 0 .. 3845 
.§!!-Verbal .......... o.oo52 70 .. 1458 0 .. 3648 
§!!-Mathematical Oe0004 ao.m68 0.032:> 
Grade .Po:b\t 
Index ................... -o.6822 7·3765 ... 5 .. 0322 
Abstracting from the preceding tables, the variables and their 
corresponding discriminating values Da7be arranged in rant order 
from one algebraic sign to the other on discriminant function one 
tor Battery 4/=1 (DAT) 8 as follows: 
Verbal Rea~!ioning 











-o .. 0476 
-2 .. 3813 
-4 .. 8423 
Positive and negative values ~ be viewed as representing 
oppod te ends of a continuum. 11Verbal Reasoning" and the two 
'
1Language Usage" tests, "Spelling•· and ~sentences" appear to be 
the only variables that vary considerably from zero... In effect# 
it appears that a verbal reasoning vs. verbal mechanics aptitude 
factor is responsible for the separation between the three groups .. 
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The variables and the corresponding discriminating values for 
Battery #2 (IPR) are arranged on an interest continuum as follows: 
-
Mechanical 12.0043 
Social Service 7"'1371 
Clerical 6.4870 
Musical 4 .. 2618 
Computational , ... 1864 
Artistic 2.7237 
Persuasive 2 ... 5990 
Outdoor 0 .. 5800 
Literary -1 .. 6o67 
Scientific 
-4.1®9 
the pret~Emce of an intellectual interest di:m.ension9 !•.!.• 9 a technical-
service (mechanical, social service, clerical) vs. academic (scientific, 
literary) intwest :factor.. Perhaps,~~ iliapplied vs .. creative" would 
serve as an alternate and more precise description o:f the nature 
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The variables and correspond:ln.g discriminant values for Battery 
1/=3 (l'Non-Intellectualn) and discriminant tunction one are ranked 
on a continuum having positive and negative pole !!I :in the :follning 
Frequmcy of Team Contact 
Pre-Vocational Goal Status 
SD! Sel.f-others Score 
-
!!!!, Sel:f-IdE~al Score 
SSRA 
-
0 .. 6382 
0 .. 3958 
0.1158 
0 .. 1033 
o.o6ro 
None of' the discrim:inant values in this battery- is very large. 
This is not surprising :in light of the f':in.dings of Rao • s test ot 
signi.fican@e Which suggests that the first discrim:inant function 
ot this non-intellectual battery has only marginal significance as 
a discriminator., The largest positive values8 trequmcy of team 
contact and pre-vocational goal status, and the only negative value, 
tre~ancy of counseling contact, indicate the possibility of the 
existence of' a. motivf!l.tional dimension. 
The nine variables md corresponding discriminant values for 
Battery 14 (JllTota.l Sa:mple~m) on discri:minmt .function one are arranged 
along a binary continuum as follows: 
Otis Gamma 0.,3845 
Participation in 
High School Activity 0&38~ 
Coop.. C2-Vocabulary Oe3712 
SAT ... Verbal 0.3648 
-
High School Credit Ratio o .. ;16o 
Coop.. C2-Speed 0.1371 
~~athe.matioal o.o;a> 
Coop.. C2-Leve1 0 .. 0051 
Grade Point Index -5 .. 0322 
The grade point index appears to stand alone as a discrimi:nator .. 
The sizes ot the discriminant values ot all other variables in the 
battery appear to be relatively inconseq~tial. Using the two 
extreme scores as a basis tor interpretation, one might inter the 
a safer interpretation would utilize the grade point ind«X variable 
and thus ignore all the others~ implying the existence ot an achieve-
6.. Computation of Discriminant Scores for Eaoh 
Student in the Original Sample 
The coefficients of the discriminant function ms.y now be 
determ.U1.ed by the use of eigen vectors ot the product ma.trU: trlA. 
reported in Tables 14,~~ 15.~~ 16 and 11. It now becomes possible to 
transform the set ot variables in a battery on each individual into 
a set of G-1, or 2,~~ linear functions of a battery of variables. 
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G<!llOil*tricallys such a transformation provides one with a means of 
viewing the points., found originally in the 8., 10., 6, and 9 variable 
space respectively, in the reduced 2 discriminant function space. 
As Tiedeman notes, "Study of the location of these points in the 
discriminant function space for E~~ach of the groups f:in eaeh of the 
batterie~ permits one to define regions for the classification of }/ 
individualj!J into one of G groups.n, 
of the two discriminant functions obtained for each of the bat-
teries., the first discriminant function only contributes significant-
ly to group discrimination.. Hence, all of the information concerning 
group separation in the original variablE~~ space may be reduoE~~d or 
Despite this finding, the two discriminant scores for each 
student were computed and plotted in space., This was done for 
two reasons: (1) a uni-dimensional diagram would make the visualiza-
tion of the separation of groups difficult if not impossible, and 
( 2) vi Wing the o antributions of both discriminants graphically 
might prove informative .. 
Deter.mination of discriminant scores .. -- In order to obtain 
the discriminant scores of each student for each of the four batteries, 
'jJ David Tiedeman, •The Utility of the Discriminant Function in 
Psychological and Guidance Investigations,~ Harvard Educational 
Review (1951), 21, p .. 76., 
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the fol"'m.lalll dilloussed earlier8 y '= V1X1 + VeX2 + uu + VnXn$ where 
y is a discrimmaut score; V1 the firat eigen vector~ x1 the ftrst 
original variable; v2, the aeoond eigen vector; aud x2 the second 
original variable, etc. The second discriminant score i11 o'bta:lned by 
employing the same formula but substituting the second set of eig«t 
vectors in the equation. 
Co:mpute.tio~ check....... ~e correlation of the fir1t ~~nd second 
discrimuumt scores for each battery of variables serves as a 
check on the computations reported in Appendix Ee Such a correla• 
tion should approximate seros since the two discrimine:nt tmctions 
represen.t differen.t dimensions 1n Ca.rtedm space and hen.oe, should 
be mutually uncorrelated. The correlation of the discriminmt 
scores in each battery was found to approximate zero in every case. 
Diagam of individual discriminmt fUnction l!lcores for each 
batterl·-- !the first and second dbcriminmt functions of each 
battery m.~:y be depicted as horizontal and vertical u:es of rectangular 
coordinates and the pair of discriminant scores for each studeDt 
:!'MY' 'be plotted as a point in this plane. Figures 1 11 2, 38 and 4 
show that these points have been plotted in a different sllape for 
each group 11 circles for group 111 the scholastic failt~es~ 
triangles for group 2$ the terminals; md aquares for group 3$ 
the transfers., As indicated below, an exammation of these fig-
ures permits "fisuali~ation o:r the ext«tt of group separation and 
overlap. Figures 1, 211 3, and 4 indicate the m~mner in which scores 
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Figure I - The Maximum Discrimination Between Three Groups 
Provided By The Independent Linear Combinations 
(Discriminant Functions) Of Eight Variables In 
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Figure 2 - The Maximum Discrimination BetweenThree Groups Provided By The Linear Combinations 
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Figure 3- The Maximum Discrimination Between Three Groups Provided 
By The Linear Combinatior:ts (Discriminant Scores) Of Six 
Variables In Battery# 3. (Non-! ntellectual) 
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Figure 4- The Maximum Discrimination Between Three Groups Provided By The Linear Combinations 
( Discriminant Functions) Of Nine Variables In Battery #4 (Total Sample) 
.,:, 
2 
Since different shapes f'or each group were used in. plotting 
the scores of' each 1ndividual 9 it is possible to see the extent 
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to which the different shaped points tend to be segregated from 
each other. Some clustering of' like-shaped points may be observed 
tor each of' the battery of' variables. the t!WlOU.Ut of overlap, while 
considerable, varies f'or each of' the four batteries» suggesting 
that the accuracy of group classification will vary according to 
the extent of' the clustering of like-shaped points. l~ile it 
is difficult to assess comparative difterenoes in the clustering 
of' the first three figures, the amount of' clustering associated 
with Battery #4 (total e~ple) is clearly superior to that attributed 
to each of the preceding batteries. 
7. Computation of' Obi Square--the Assignment 
of' Students to Groups 
Crolln.J•validation ..... - the proof of the pudding, :!'!!.•' the accuracy 
of' the predictions permitted b,v the discrtminant analysis data, 
may now be appraised.. This may be accomplished by computing the 
chi square values for each student in a crol!ls-validation sample. 
These computations allow the assignment of' each student in the 
cross-validation 1ample to one of' three groups to which he molt 
likely belc:mgl\h It then remains to compare the group assignments 
of' each student 'With their actual end-of'•year status.. In this 
way, one illll able to gain some measure of' the predictive accuracy 
attained by the discriminant analysis data of the original semple. 
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Rationale of computations.•• Although the second discrim~ant 
scores ~re not found to contribute significantly to group separation~ 
they were nonetheless used in the computation of chi square. This 
was somewhat unavoidable~ since all the machine computations were 
completed before the discriminants were subj acted to a test of 
statistical significance. The use of the second discriminant adds 
little or nothing to the accuracy of the predictions that follow. 
Using the original population samples discriminant deviation 
scores (Xl "" Xl}, on each ot the t'f.'O discriminantl!l were obtained 
tor eaoh individual in each ot the three academic groups. A 
2 x 2 discriminant coYariance matrix was th.m obte.ined for ee.ch ot 
the groups. three t.,2 nlues may then be computed for each individual y 
in the checi: sample according to the formula employed by King~ 
~ • d*c'"'ld~ where d' represe:r.da& the difference between the first 
discriminant score of the student in the cross-nlidation sample 
and the corresponding mean discriminant score for each of the groups 
in the original sampli1 9 c·l is the inYerse of the covariance matricea 
obtained above$ and d repreaents the difference between tho second 
diacriminant score for each of the groups in the original sample. 
Rationale of interpretati~.-- Appendix F reporta the three 
chi aquare values for each student in the cross-validation sample. 
!J lhchard G. King9 The Prediction of Choice of Unde 
ot Concentration in Harvard Colle i 1& 
, Unpublished Doctoral ssertation9 
f Education, 1958• 
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It may be well to assiat in the interpretation of theee •lues 'b7 the 
uae of an illustration. The chi a~are date for the tiret student in 
the DA.! check aample in Appendix F are recorded as tollowst 
Actual 
Student End-of-Year .A.Sd@)Utd ~ Identification l Statue Sex Status 
001 l 1 1 1~ 
001 1 1 2 170 
001 1 l 3 Jga 
The tirat colum "ftt.lue (001) serves to identif.r the atu.dent m the 
cross-validation sampleJ the second column contains the stud~t•s ac-
tual end-ot-~ar status., where 1 ia e~e.ted with tailure., 2., tendne.l 9 
and 3a transfer; the aex of the atudct is id~tified by clasdtymg 
males and :temale1 e.a 1- and 29 reapecti.,..lY; the le.st columna or ~ 
-n.lu.ea., indicatea the distance this particular studen:t is a~ i'rom each 
oi' the corresponding groups liated m columu 4a or to put it m more 
g~trioal terma., the extent to 'Which the student's predictor score com-
bination approaches eaob of the three regions o:t the t1m discriaint!ID.t 
:f'unction space defined 'by the n variables in each of the tour batteriea. 
The atudent is thua assigned to the group or region tor 1ihich hie -/! 
value is the ~allest. In this illustration., student ~Ol•s9 smallest 
;e value is 124. !he oorrespcD.ding group ntllber · m the preceding col'I.Bl 
is l ad he is thus assigned to membership m thia. group. Column 2 
indicates that he i1 actually a member o:t group 1., 'Which agreea with the 
prediction and thus consti tu.tes a ~:1 t. 9 ~bles 24. 25, 26., ~W.d 21 below 
summarise the .,.b., o:t hits ed miases attained by each o:t the batteries. 
The ftriati on in the n-mnber o:t stud• tm in each group from. 
validation population is not identical for each of the batteries 
of predictors. Wbile considerable population overlap exists for 
many students had incomplete test records, and hence mi~t be in-
eluded in the population sample for one battery of predictors but 
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Table ~.. A Summary of the Accuracy o:f the Predictions Made Using 
Discriminant Analysis Data o:f an Original Sample of 
Battet•y =/fl (DAT) Variables to Predict the Membership 










27 l 33'~ I '· ~•w'- ,j
47 
;--; 
! }.j.! ,,5 ... , 
6o 92 152 bp 
33 44 77 43 
54 74 128 42 
Table 25.. A Summary of the Accuracy o:f the Predictions Made Using 
Discriminant Analysis Data o:f ~ Original Sample of 
Battery #2 (KPR) Variables to Predict the :Membership 
Status of a Cbrresponding Cross-Validation Sample 
Predictll)d Actual 
Group Grou;e Member shi_2 
Identity 1 2 3 Hits Misses Total %Hits (l} (2) l2) (4) (~) {§) i7) <ei 
r·--~ 
1 !55 i 
•-··'""'N"r.: 
50 34 55 84 139 bp 
2 ~ 154\ 39 54 63 117 46 
... "' ., ~··.: 
3 __ 34 43 \1;6( 46 77 123 il 
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Te.bl~ 26. A Summary of the Accuracy of the Predictions Made Using 
Discriminant Analysis Data of an Original Sample of 
Battery 13 (Non-Intellectual) Variables to Predict the 
Membership Status of Members of the Same Sample 




48 54 32 102 ~ 1 \ 32t f_."., ..... l 
2 9 r39l t ........ ,} 21 39 30 51 
3 10 32 
f''"'··-·•'-~ 
1591 50 42 92 54 
Table 'Z7 o A S~ of the Accuracy of the Predictions Vade Using 
Discriminant Analysis Data of an Original Sample of 
&tteey :/1:4 (Total Sample} Variables to Predict the 
Membership Status of a Corresponding Cross-Validation 
Sample 
Predicted Actual 
Group Grou2 Membershi2 
Identity 1 2 
<fu 
Hits Misses Total %Hits (1) (2) J31 : (5) (0) : (1) {8) 
1 ·as 0 48 26 14 65 
14 
\''''-----' 
62 64 2 l62< 21 35 91 f t f1'"'-~ '<''<'j-
3 6 15 !6(;'l i ' \ 6o 21 81 74 
battery as a basis for prediction~ of 152 students assigned to group 
l membersh~p status.~~ 6o act\ta11y belonged to this grcn1p11 While of 
tlte 92 111ho did not 11 &J fell in group 2 end 32 studants in group 3~ 
or a total of 6o hits and 92 misselh !Ibis means then that for 
group 1 predictione 9 something like ~% of these predictions were 
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hits., 
The percentages of hits tallied for groups 2 and 3 are in ~e 
order of the ~oup 1 predictions8 with percantages of 43 and 42a res-
pectively. The predictive effectiveness of the !!!. battery is not 
unlike that of the DAT. The percentags of hits reported in Table 
-
using the non-intellectual battery as a basis for prediction, a 
comparatively high percentage of hits$ 57 and 54a for groups 2 and 3 
are obtained$ but a less then chance predictionjll 24 per cent. jll for 
group 1 is recorded. Table 27, w.hioh summarizes the predictive 
accuracy attained by the .liltotal sample'• battery, :b::i.dicatefll that 
this battery is by tar the most successful predictor ~th hit 
percentages of 65 8 64, and 74 tor groups 1.~~ 2, end 331 respectively. 
In essence then, the predictive effectiveness achieved by the 
'
11tote.l sample.!~ battery is clearly superior to that achieved by the 
remaining three.. The 1?!! and ~ batteries must be considered poor 
seconds at best. While the non-intell~tual battery appears to be 
useless as a predictor of group 1 memb~ship, it ~oes hold promise 
as a predictor of membership in the remaining two groups.. Inter-
estingly enoughjll the total s~ple and non-intellectual batteries 
both hold greater promise of success as predictors for the high 
achieving group than the, do for the poor achieving group. 
Significance of the discriudnant functions .. -- Perhaps one of 
the most striking findings in this study h the fact that all the 
essential information concerning the sep~ation of three academic 
groups on the basis of four separate batteries of predictors is 
contained in one-dimensional-space,. !•.!.•,. may be explained by a 
single factor. ~hile two discriminant fUnctions were obtained 
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for each battery,. Rae's statistical test of significance indicated 
that only the first discriminant function was significant in eftry 
Since Rae's test found all ct the first discriminant functions 
of each battery statistically significant,. one may conclude that 
the number ot hits predicted by each ot the batteries is significantly 
better than one would expect on the basis ot chance alone. 
The nature ot the discri:ll.:inant tunctions ....... The existence ot a 
verbal reaBoning vs. verbal mechanics aptitude factor would imply 
that so long as a prospective candidate possesses the re~isite 
verbal aptitude tor academic learn1ng 9 the absence of' language 
skills (spelling and gram:mar) is not detrimental to succetnl in the 
program.. This is probably due to the tact that the latter is more 
amenable to rehabilitation than the fermer. 
'The identification of' a technical-service vs. academic interest 
factor With failure-transfer respectively,. represents the kind of 
interest factor that one would deem essential tor success in the 
program9 especially since science and the humanities constitute 
two major areas of' stuqy in the curriculum., 
The nature of the motivational factor is an interesting one~ 
since the implication is that sc long as a student has a vocational 
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goal NAd seeks help tJ:om his i#E~~am members~ hie chmoes for succes89 
i.e..,~ attammg trms.ter status9 are thereby increased. 2.he negative 
~lue of the frequency of counseling contacts is difficult to assess9 
since it :m.q lack sipificmce,. Aasummg that the tre~moy of 
counaeling contact11 doe11 contribute significantly. to the discrildna ... 
tion9 one •q be le4 to conclude that ditfermcea m need or the 
nature of the ·motivation to seek help are relat$d to group membership 
atatus. 
!o some extent thie is true8 mince students in academic difficw:ty 
are encouraged to consult with their counselors periodically. In 
.addition.~~ it would sea reaaonable to infer that the student l'lhO is 
having problems ot an emotional.~~ personal.~~ vocational nature.~~ is 
most likely to seek aeeistanoe trom his counselor.~~ end is also 
likely to mmi:test such problems in other behavioral areas as wells 
including per.tormmoe in school.., 
In the "total aa:mple11 battery s the grade point index 'M\s found 
to be overwhelmingly lilipificmt s which is not aurprising in light 
ot the ~•r in which students are assigned to groups... The faculty 
teem claiiUilifiee students as adismil!lsals 111 M •terminals• or tBtrms:terarl' 
largely on the basis o:r semeeter grades.., lvbile the other variables 
in this battery are on occasion used in the making of such deciaicnss 
grades are by' tar the molt sipifi.4laut wriable used by the faculty 
team. in the assignment of etudents to groups ... 
Crosa ... ftlidation .. --A comparison of the nu.ber of hits ad. 
misaes .tor each battery points to the differential d.ieori:minat1Ye 
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power associated ~th each of the batteriese The non-intellectual 
battery was found to be the least effectivE~ discriminator, with the 
1?!.!: and !_!! batteries rEIZI.king next end approximating each ather in 
predictive eftectiveness. The total number of hits attained b,y the 
~otal sample .. battery was b,y tar the most impressive.. This is 
not surprising since the criterion, group member ship 8 is ..ell sat-
urated with the predictor variable, grade point index. 
The faculty team convenes on two occasions tor purpoaes of 
student assessment and olasl!lifice.tion.. At the end of the first 
semester t~ students having three or more deficiency units are 
subject to dismissal .. · An F in any coursj :h comparable to t'WO 
deficiency units 3 and e. D in any course is comparable to one 
deficiency unit.. Similarly19 at the end of the freshman year 3 
students are subject to dismissal on the same basis.. The end-of• 
year faculty decisions regarding students' qualification for terminal 
or transfer status also depend largely on course grades. Students 
having scholastic averages of approximately C or 2.0 are invariably 
assigned terminal status.. 'While the line of demarcation is not 
clear-out 19 a better than average scholastic record is deemed 
ess~tial for transfer candidacy .. 
It is readily seen 8 then 8 that whether or not a student is 
dismissed, permitted to sta.y, or qualifies tor transfer, is dependent 
in large mea.sure upon the nature of his scholastic a.chievement. 
Summa.ry end~ im:plica.tions .... - The lack of significance of the 
second discriminant fUnction tor eaCh of the batteries8 the 
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relatively large prepondsr~oe ot prediction misses ~d. the overlap 
of group distributions demonstrated in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.~~ pro-
vide evidence ot the relatively small amount of group separation 
achieved by use of each ot the four batteries .. 
'While the 13total samplesa battery is more impressive in this 
respect, it tends to lose its adv~tage wnen one considers that the 
first semester grade point average was .found to be the most sig• 
ni.ficant variable in the battery. It seems likely that by the end 
of the first semester, members o.f the faculty team may be able to 
predict the end-of-year status of their students as effectively,~~ if 
not more so, as the discriminant ~alysis data permits£ Perish 
the thought 19 after all the work9 but such may well be the case .. 
This would not be surprising, however, since both discriminant 
analysis and the faculty team le~ heavily on the same predictor 
variable.~~ !!!"» scholastic grades. The prediction accuracy attained 
by the discrimin~t analysis data does not appear to ~rant the 
making of any de.finitive policy decisions relating to admirn::ion or 
dismissal. For example, the use of the .!!! battery as a basis for 
admission would have resulted in the rejection of 6o% of the 
applicants me might otherwise have qualified for terminal or trant!ilf'&r 
status by the Em.d of the freslunan year.. A selection policy based 
on a sizeable prediction error has, of course, severe negative con-
sequenbes for both the student and the institution concernedc 
Until the cost of the simultaneous analysis of larger numbers 
of variables is reduced, or until more effective predictor variables 
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are found, the impU.ca.tions ot these &dings would sec to 
indicate tha.t (1) the results are promising but not presatly 
I 
applicable; (2) the idatitica.tiQn of signitic~t discriminating 
factors is an advantage ct the discriminant analysis method~~ not 
attributed to the intuitive contributions of 'the faculty team. 
!he non-aignifio~oe ot a. large number of variables in ea.oh 
progeae It is difficul-t to juatity their coJAtinued use in :future 
testing programs, assuming that scholastic prediction is the sole 
orlteriCD tor their mcluaion., T.b.is asaumption ia not Wl'll"'ranted» 
ho...eYer $ in the case ot the DA! and KPR61 Wl.ich are u11ed prb!arily 
- -
to assist students with their educational and wcatioJAal pbns., !he 
remammg two batteries are uother matter 9 however 9 and appear 
subject to revision m light of 'the findings of this studye !he 
!!!!. and SDI $ which were included originally to identi.fJ' attitudes 
and other personality variables ccmducive to scholastic achievement" 
should be eliminated from fUture test batteries. It ia di:tf'icult to 
battery because of the ovenmelmng aignitioance of the first aemester 
grade point index. A discr:lmhut analyais of the variables in thi11 
battery with the exclusion of tbis latter variable 1VOUld allow for 
a more enlightened appraisal of their ~rth as predictors of sur• 
viva.l and achievement. 
Finally.~~ some cHnsideration must be given to the relationship 
of the findings of this study w1 th those of previous research reported 
in Chapter II. The hierarchy of predictive effectiveness attributed 
to the variables ex~ined in this study as a result of correlational 
analysis appears to be for the most part consistent with that obtained 
as a result of discriminant analysis. This is especially true of 
scholastic achievement .. the DA'!I.' verbal reasoning score, and the KPR 
- -
literary and scientific scales in their respective batteries. The 
one significaat difference appeared in the case of two gross pre-
dictors of scholastic suecesss the ~ and !£! batteries. Correla-
tional studies point to the consistent predictive superiority of 
aptitude measures over interest measures.. The findings of this 
study indicate, however, that relatively little difference in the 
It is difficult to offer conjecture as to the reason or reasQns for 
this inconsistency, but it may be due, 1n large D'!.!llasure,~~ to the 
peculiar nature of the population studied. Since many of the 
candidates accepted into the progr~ are marginal students, it is 
not unlikely that aome of the relationships may be unusual. 
CHAPTER V 
S'OlUIARY~ LIMI!CA.TIONS OF STO'DY,.AND SUGGESTIONS lroR FORmER RESEARCH 
lo Summary 
Restatement of the problem .. -- This study '\vas undertaken. as an. 
attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the multiple discriminant 
fUnction technique in. the early assigamen.t of Boston University 
Junior College students to one of three academic groups& scholastic 
fa:Uures, terminal prospects, and transfer candidates, to which 
they must e~entually belong ... 
Purpose.~- Discriminant analysis represented a som~at novel 
approach to the predictive problem. It was hoped that the applica-
tion of this techni~e to a scholastic prediction problem ~uld 
avoid or resolve problems commonly encountered by the more popular 
regression methods and provide evidence of a tresh snd more in-
formative approach to prediction.. In addition, it was also hoped 
that the findings of this study ~uld be of practicable significance 
in tl1a:t they might serve to improve the admission and transfer 
.function of the Boston Un:i:versi ty J mior College.., Finally 8 an 
attempt ~s made to identify the ~ariables responsible f~ success 
and failure in the program which would provide the faculty with 
import~t implications for guidance. 
Study population .. -- Boston Univerdty Junior College was designed 
primarily to prepare and screen students~ previously adjudged marginal, 
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either because of a poor higb school histor.y, mediocre psychological 
test scores, or defective communication skills, for transfer to a 
degree-granting school in the University. B.y the end of the 
freshman year, the faculty te~, comprised of five instructors 
representing the various disciplines and having the same students 
in common, assessed their students' progress and assigned them to 
membership in one of three academic groupt\ll.. Group 1, the scholastic 
f'ail:w.•es, included students 'Who 'Withdrew for academic reasons as 
well as those 'Who were dismi11sed by the faculty team. Group 2111 
the terminal category, 1m.s oompri\Md at tho11e students 'Wlo completed 
the fre~Shman year with an average record and would thus be permitted 
to complete their sophomore year in the progr~, but 'Who were not 
deemed capable of coping with a program beyond the two year level .. 
Group 39 the transfer candidates8 were high achieving students ~o 
qualified for direct transfer following completion of their free~ 
year or mo were eligible for m elective course at the degree-
granting school or college in the UniVllWsity to which they would 
probably transfer following completion of' their sophomore year .. 
The entering freshman class of 1958 was used as a basil! for the 
data obtained in this study .. 
Variables employed ..... - 1'hirty-'ll~Nie variables were used as a 
basis for the prediction of group membership.. Since a simnlt~eous 
a:nalyl!iS of these variables was found to be prohibitively expensive, 
the procedure of assigning each of the variables to four smaller 
batteries of predictors was adoptede This served to reduce the cost 
of the analysis although some sacrifice in predictive accuracy 
had to blli9 made., The variables included in each of the four 
batteries of predictors were as follows: 
Battery #1 Differential Aptitude Test 
1.. Verbal Reasoning 
2.. Numer :ical Reasoning 
3 .. Abstract Reasoning 
4.. Space Relation!! 
5 .. Mechanical Reasoning 
6 .. Clerical-·Speed and Accuracy 
7 .. Language Usage 1-·Spell:ing 
a .. Language Usaglli9 2--ssntences 




4 .. Scientific 
5 .. Literary 
6 .. Artistic 
7 .. Musical 
s .. Persuasive 
9 .. Social Service 
10 .. Clerical 
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Battery :f/:3 "Non-Intellectua1'1 
1. Self-Description Inventory--Belt-Ideal 
Discrepancy Score 
2. Self-Description Inventorl••Self-Oth~ 
Discrepancy Score 
;,.. Suri!f of Stu$y Habits and Attitudes 
4., Pre-Vocational Goal Status 
5.. Frequency of Counseling Contact 
6.. Frequency of Teem. Contact 
le Scholastic A~titude Test--Verbal 
2 .. Scholastic Aptitude Test-~athematical 
;, .. Cooperative Enslish Test (C2T)--Vocabulary 
4 .. Cooperative Enslish Test ( C2T) --Speed 
5 .. Cooperative En~lish Test ( C2T)--Level 
6 .. High School Credit Ratio 
7 .. Participation vs .. Non-Participation 
High School Activities 
8.. . Otis Gamma, Form AM 
9.. First Sl!m1ester Grade Point Index 
in 
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Since sex differences were lmo1m to exist for the variables 
in the first three batteries, the male scores only were included 
in the analyses of these batteries.. The scores of both sexes were 
pooled in the analysis of the "total samplelll battery. 
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to be useful tor prediction purposes but ~re net able to avoid 
the criterion problem of definition and measurement.. In addition, 
correlational methods dealt exclusively ~th the differences that 
exist within the group and did not permit among-group comparisons& 
Discriminant analysis was found to avoid the criterion problem 
entirely, since group membership ~s the criterion.. While dis• 
cr~ant analysis did not treat ~thin-group differences, it did 
permit the analysis of the differences ~ong several groups.. Its 
purpose in dealing with among-group differences ~s to lead to the 
group classification of individuals in such a way that the chances 
tor mis-classitication were minimized. Multiple discr~ant 
. 
little precedent as a method tor the investigation of the problem of 
scholastic prediction .. 
Methodology·•- Discriminant analysis permits the assignment 
of a previoualy unclassified individual to one of several groups 
to which he must belong.. In effects discriminant analysis allowfiil 
one to answer the questions "'Which of these several groups does an 
individual having a particular set of psychological characteristics 
most resemble'l'1 Discriminant analysis, then, allows for the pre-
diction of group membership. 
An analysis of each of tm tour batteries of variables described 
earlier was made to predict mem'bership in one of t lree aoademio 
groups: group 1, failures; group 2~ termin&ls; and group 3, tran$fers .. 
The discriminant analysis data obtained from the entering Junior 
College fresb.mau class was then used to predict the group member-
year's freshman class. Comparison o£ group assignments with actual 
validation sample was not possible in every case. Since ma~ of 
the variables in the non-intellectual battery for the preceding 
a ~ans of cross-validating the predictions. In addition to making 
second important operation$ viz.$ the identification of factors 
-
responsible for the existing group differences. The number of 
factors obtained was a matter of G (number of groups) - 1 or 2 
discriminant functions. These functions were interpreted as factors 
·resembling certain psychological traits. Rao's statistical test 
of significance was used to ascertain the significance of these 
factors for group discrtmination. 
Findings.-- The predictive effectiveness of the four batteries 
varied considerably, suggesting that there are variables not in-
eluded in the batteries that ~ account for success in the program. 
T.he battery of six non-intellectual variables was found to be the 
aptitude battery did not afford predictions superior to those made 
by a battery of interest variables. The comparatively high degr-ee 
ot accuracy attained by the fourth 'battery-1'ftll.s attributed almost 
entirely to a single variable9 first s~ester grade point indexe 
With the possible exception of this latter battery9 the tcuous 
predictions tmposed severe limitation; on the reconstruction of 
admissione ~d. guidance policieee 
Rae'• statistical test of significance indicated that only 
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the first of two possible functions or factors accounted entirely 
tor the group d.iscr1m:lnation in f!lYeey oaae.. Four factors were 
identified as cou:tributmg llllignificantl,- to the disorbdnation 
between groups: a verbal reasoning versus wrbal mechanics &ptitude 
factor, an applied. verna oreati ve i:o:tenat factor 8 a motivational 
factor and an achievement factor.. ~ese findings suggeated that 
the student who has verbal reasoning aptitude and creative 
mterelts (litera.r,- and acientitic), freq_uently sought help from his 
teachers" and gave prcmiae of achievemSAt durmg the firlt semester., 
waa most likely to attain transfer status by the end of his 
fresbman year.. Contrari'Wiae, the student who had poor verbal 
rea~:Jonmg aptitude despite the po~uilession of verbal mechanical skills. 
had applied or practical interests (mschmical9 social service8 
clerical)~ freqQ~tly sought assiatance from his counaelors 
and l"arely from his instruotors8 and aohie'ftd poorly during the 
firat semesters was most likely to withdraw or be dismissed for 
academic reasons .. 
fb.ese results were found to ha'ft direct implications for the 
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~ and ~ •re especially cited as ineffective :measures of' attitude 
and other personality characteristics indicative of success in the 
scholastic prediction$ !e.!.• $ as educational and vocational planning 
instruments. An evaluation of' the worth of the variables in the 
total s~ple battery for prediction purposes proved indecisive 
because of the over-shadowing influence of the grade point index. 
The rank-order of' predictive significance indicated by previous 
correlational studies was found to ·oo generally consistent 'With that 
obtained by the findings of this study., The order of' predictive 
importance attributed to correlational studies and the findings of 
this study wre as f'ollow~u grade point index$ P!!, verbal reasoning 
scores KPR literary and scientific sooress and such non-intellectual 
-
variables as frequency of faculty contact and pre-vocational choice 
status.- It was hypothesized that the one possible discrepancy$ 
the relative predictive equivalence of the aptitude (DA.T) and interest 
(ltPR) measures$ 'WaS possibly due to the peculiar nature of the 
population sample employed in the stu~. 
~ Limi ta.tions of the Study 
Cross-validation.-- While using the class preceding the original 
population used in the study as a cross-validation sample may be 
regarded as a statistically legitimate procedure, the classification 
of students in a new entering freshman class on the basis of the 
discriminant analysis data would s~ to constitute a neater and 
12} 
more systematic approach to the problem of crosa-~idation. It 
woulds in addition, permit the collection ot the six non-intellectual 
variables not provided tor by the cross-validation a~ple used in 
the study .. 
S~pling limitations.-- The student population attracted by 
the unique nature ot the program may hardly be considered typical ot 
students matriculating to other colleges and universitie8.. The 
tindingl may have application to programs of a similar nature" .!.•!! .. , 
junior colleges offering a general education program and serving 
a transfer function, primarily. Each school should, howeftr" be 
encouraged to develop discriminant weights balted on its own popula-
tion needs., 
Tn• :f.' indings attributed to three ot the ba-tteries are based on 
an exclusively male population sample.. A discriminant analysis ot 
the same data9 for a comparable female popula-tion would have been 
informative, but money was again found to·, be a deterring factor .. 
Efficiency of discriminants .. -- A single discriminant analysis 
or all 34 variables in the study would have increased the accuracy 
of the predictions" signiticantly9 but was again found to be pro-
hibi-tive because of the cost factor., In addition9 excluding the 
grade point index from the .~~ttotal sample'• battery would have resulted 
in a battery of pre-admission variables entirely. The findings 
based on m analysis of such a battery would have obvious implications 
tor admissions and selection procedures., It can be readily seen that 
the lack··o:f.' sufficient :funds served to limit the extensiveness of 
. the research and the curiosity of the investiga:tor .. 
3· Suggestions for FUrther Re1eareh 
Specific suggestions.-- Many of the 1:\:mitat:lons of the study 
discussed above represent fertile ground tor continued research. 
A simultaneous analysis of all J3 variables in the study9 the 
establishment of discriminant data for females as well as males a 
the desirability of using a future population s~ple in verifying 
the data and a discriminant analysis of a pre-admission battery of 
variables -would all serve to improve the design and potential con• 
tributions of the study. In addition, variables found to contrilmte 
little, or notlting~i to the total discriminating power of· the battery9 
might be replaced by more promising variables .. 
General suggestions .. -- It would be interesting9 indeed9 to 
compare the accuracy of team predictions with that of the actuarial 
predictions obtained in the stua,.. In addition$ discriminant 
analysis is seen as having applications to other aspects of the 
program.. An analysis of the various curricular trl!ll:u~fer groups 'WOUld 
be especially useful for guidance and policy-making purposes .. 
The number of groups in such a study would be a function ot the 
number of schools and colleges in the Universit,r to which students 
from the Junior College may transfer.. The groups :may be further 
divided into success and failure groups$ 1·~· 9 graduation or 
at'trition.. Suoh a study would of course be more encompassing than 
the present study both with respect to the number of groups treated 
and the length of ti:m.e needed for completion. 
Until better one year predictions are effected$ howevera 
there appearm to be little point in extending the period of time 
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APPEUDIX A 
EDUOAUONAL AND VOCATIONAL PU.Nl\'ING FORM (PRE-VOCATIONAL W:OIOE DATA) 
FREQUDT CY OF TEAM AND COUNSELING CON TACT ruU.!NG SCALE 
SNDENT DATA SHEET 
EDUCAT I Ol'TAL AND VOCATIonAL PLANJ'!ING FORM 
Name 
--~(1~a-s~t~n-a_m_e~)--------------7(~f~ir-s~t--n_a_m_e~)----~(~m~i~d~d~l-e~i-n~it~~~·a~1~)------
Date Section number 
--------------------
-------
Do you plan eventually to transfer to a degree-granting program and 




Undeo ided ;---"! 
-
If you plan to transfer~ do you wish to transfer to a school or eollege 





' . . 
If you plan to transfer to a school or college inside the University, 
check the school or college of your choice. If you have more than one 
choice, be sure to indicate this by checking the appropriate boxes below: 
College of Liberal Arts 
College of Business Administration 
College of Fine and Applied Arts 
Sargent College of Physical Education 
School of Education 
School of Public Relations and Communications 
College of Industrial Technology 








If the ansv1er is outside the University check the type of school or college 
of your choiceo 
Liberal Arts -------------------------------------1-, 
Business Administration ----------------------------------c:l 
Education ------------------------------------------------c=J 
Public Relations ---:----------------------- !:f 
Fine & Applied Arts ~----------~--~-------------------L -~ 
Engineering -----------------------------.;.. ________ [I 
.Other (please specify) -------------------------------0 
What occupational field or fields do you~ to enter? List them on the space(s) 
provided below., 
1. ---------------------------------- 4. ----------------
2. ---------------------------------- 5o ------------------------
3o --··-------------- 6e -------------------------------
Which of the occupational fields listed above do you feel is most appropriate for 
you? 
~ 1. ----------------------------- 3e --------~------------------
2 .. -----------------
(If you feel tl}.o'jtt none are appropr~~te or are totally undecided, then indicate this 
by w-.rriting "none" or f1undecided11 on the ·line abovee ) 
Assuming you have a vocational goal or goals, do you feel ---
t/ Definite C:::J or 
about your goal(s) 
(check the appropriate box) 
STUD~NT-CONTACT RATING SCALE 
Name o~ Student ,Seation No*-~1-a-s~t~--------~Fi~r~·s-t~--------~Ea~.d~d~l~e~ ~-------
Course 
-----------------------------
Would you please indicate below, by checking the appropriate boxt the 
extent to which this student has consulted with you during the semester, 
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IBM 650 PROGRAM 
TO OBTAIN 
THE LATENT ROOTS AND VECTORS 
OF A MATRIX 
by 
William Granet 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATION LABORATORY 
6.50 Program to Obtain 
The Latent Roots and Vectors of a Matrix 
William Granet 
The problem of finding latent roots and vectors of a matrix arises in the 
statistical analysis of multivariate data, as well as in numerous problems in 
physics and engineering. Particular statistical applications are (1) Hotelling's 
Principal Component Factor Analysis, (2) Tucker'S "inter-battery" factor analysis, 
(3) The multiple group discriminant function, and (4) The canonical correlation 
between two sets of variates. The first two of the above require the latent roots 
and vectors from a symmetrical matrix, t~e latter two employ an asymmetric matrix. 
The program described below utilizes the well known power method of obtaining 
the latent roots and vectors, and is applicable to both symmetric and asymmetric 
matrices alike. Limitations on matrix size stem from the memory capacity of the 
6.50 (2000 words), and also depend upon the number of vectors to be obtained. The 
basic program is written in three different versions for matrix sizes as follows: 
I. Limited to 20x20 matrix with no restriction on the number of roots 
and vectors to be obtained. 
II. Limited to 2.5x2.5 matrix, and not more than seven roots and vectors. 
III. Limited to 34x34, with no limit on the nun1ber of roots and vectors 
to be obtained .. 
I and II are llfu;Lly-automaticn in that the roots and vectors are obtained 
successively (largest root and associated vector first, second largest next, etc.), 
without card handling or reloading. Operational procedures are identical for I 
and II. For III the basic progra~ is divided into three parts, each of which must 
be reloaded for each root and vector. Speed of calculation for all three programs 
is a function of matrix size and the rate of convergence, the latter depending 
upon the local density of the roots. 
The program uses 8~igit floating decimal arithmetic, and convergence to 
seven significant digits can be secured if roundoff error does not intervene. 
1lt3 
The number of digits to be tested for convergence may be changed at the discretion 
of the operator, and the machine can be set to stop at the end of every other itera-
tion cycle to allow inspection of the rate of convergence. 
Mathematical Description 
The mathematical method follows the development of Bodewig {"Matrix Calculusn, 
page 309), a summary of which is given below. It is assumed that the dominant root 
is real, i.e., denoting the latent root by )l , we suppose that 
and is real for all i. 
Denoting the matrix by A0 , letting v be an arbitra~ vector, and defining vm=A~ 
"M 
Bodewig shows that ~ V: ::::: ).i ~t where x; is the latent vector, 
and that 
By choosing m sufficiently large, vm is, to a desired d~gree of a,ccuracy, 
identical with the latent vector. The iterated vectors, vm, are obtained by 
successive multiplication of v by the matrix A0 , 
Ac. v = v, 
Ao V1 = V,. 
A~ v .... ::::. V3 and so forth. 
Convergence results when all the differences between corresponding elements 
of vm and vm·l·a~e sufficiently small as determined by the criterion for convergence. 
After each multiplication by A0 :a the components of v~ are scaled by dividing by 
its first component. 
Once and~-' are obtained, the program uses Weilandt's deflation to 
obtain a matrix A~ such that A;Xt. =0. The dominant root of this matrix is A L 
'With associated vector, z2 • Bodewig shows that A~.' has the form A A \. 1 1-:::::; ,.,-AJ')(.I V 
with v an arbitrary vector and v 'x, = l 
2 
By choosing v = (1, o, ....... ,o), it will be noted that A1 is obtained from A0 
by subtracting A, X1 from the .first column of A0 , leaving the other columns 
unchanged.. (This .feature of Weilandt ~s .le.flation allows the original matrix to 
be retained on the drum at all times.) 
Iterating on A~ produces the vector z2 at convergence, scaled so that its 
.first component is unity. The second latent vector of A0 is then obtained from 
where ~I 
A,.,-~~ 
We note here that xa as referred to above is scaled so that its first element 
is unity.. This scaling is general for all vectors internally; however, when the 
x vectors are punched, they will be scaled so that the largest element is unity, 
and the latter scaling is used in the·checking process. 
Having obtained the first two latent roots and vectors, we require the matrix 
A2 whose dominant root is )l3 .. This deflation, by Bodewig's development, takes 
the .form 
Since we take v = (1, o, ..... ,o), we note that again we need modify only the 
first column of A~. 
The general .for.mula for obtaining the ith modified matrix from which the 
( l + I )st latent root and vector is computed, can now be written as 
Once z3 is obtained .from Aa? x"' is obtained by a recursion process which can Ji 
best be described for the general case.. We define a rna trix Tk as 
7K -::::: r. + hK lK V/ ..... .,., . (..-1 
where AK 
Bodewig shows that the ith latent vector is obtained from 
'Xi = T, T,_ ••• 7;.., i!i which can also be written as 
3 
150 4 
To check the calculation of X:~.'~we revert to the relationship Ao I)C i ::::::: A i 16 i. 
. ~· .. 




Comparison of the magnitudes of the residuals with those of the elements of ~,~ 
.·:,}·_;; 
gives an indication of the extent to which round-off error has intervened in the 
process. Since all elements of x:~. are unity or less, the residual elements should 
have exponents of 44, for example.~~ when round-off error affects the sixth decimal 
position .. 
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The program is entered onto the drum from a standard ?-per-card format which 
is self-loading. The elements of the matrix may be entered in the same fashion so 
as to load row-wise in consecutive locations starting with location 0000, or by 
any other loading routine that accomplishes the same end. Matrix elements must be 
in the standard floating decimal form xxJxxxxxxxx, the first two digits giving the 
exponent and sign over the low order position. (The matrix may be loaded in fixed 
decimal form provided the loading program includes a routine for converting from 
fixed to floating decimal. Under these conditions, however, the matrix must be 
loaded ahead of the basic program in order to have room on the drum for the con-
version routine.) Console settings are as follows: 
Storage Entry Switches to 70 1951 1951 
Control SWitch to Run, Display Switch to Lower Accumulator 
Program Switch, OVerflow, and Error Sense Switches to STOP 
The loading of the program and matrix is followed by control card 1, which en-
ters onto the drum the matrix size and convergence criterion, then transfers control 
to location 1400. The details of this card are as followsg 
Control ~ !2" 1 
+ + + + + 
J0000001400JOOOOxxOOOOJOOOOOyOOOOJ3500dl069JOOOOOOOOxxJ 
r:': = matrix order 
d = convergence criterion 
Blank 
y = 7 minus remainder of xx divided by ?o For example for a 
lOxlO matrix, y = 7 - 3 = 4. 
It has been found convenient to make up a set of control cards, one for each 
matrix size, as a part of the program library. 
Wben the iteration process converges, the machine will punch out in standard 
?-per-card format the latent vector and sundry other information as follows: 
The latent vector is punched, scaled so that the largest element is +1. 
5 
Following the vector is the Information Card showing: 152 
W2 Latent Root 
W3 Number of iterations 
W4 Trace of A0 
W5 Sum of latent roots so far calculated 
W6 Ratio of the sum of the latent roots so far obtained to 
the trace .. 
Finally the check vector 
)([: 0 
is punched., 
After punching is completed, the machine ·comes to a programmed stop to allow 
inspection of the results.. Program start switch is pressed to start the calcula-
tion of the next latent root and vector. 
If at any time during the iteration process it is desired to inspect for rate 
of convergence, the control switch is changed to Address Stop, with 1128 set in 
the Address Selection Switches., The program will stop at the end of every second 
iteration cycle, displaying the nth approximation to the latent root in the lower 
accumulator, the (n-l)st approximation in the upper accumulator, and the number of 
iterations in the distributor. 
NormalltY calculations continue, when the program start button is pressed, 
until the differences between all elements of Vm and Vm-1 are sufficiently small 
as determined by the criterion of convergence. The convergence criterion is stored 
in location 1011 as the shift instruction 35000dl069e The convergence test is 
made by placing the difference, without the exponent but in standard form, into 
the upper accumulator, thusly : 
!xooooooooojooooooooool ., 
A left shift of 1, it will be noted, zeroes the accumulator, hence the difference 
is zero to 7 significant digits. If there are two non-zero digits in the difference 
the convergence criterion is not satisfied.. If d=2, two digits are shifted off, 
producing convergence to 6 significant digits, etc. While the convergence 
6 
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criterion can be changed at the will of the operator qy manual entry through the 
console, experience indicates that it is better practice to follow the convergence 
of the latent root at the console. If convergence fails and oscillation of the 
latent root is noted, it generally indicates that the vector will fail to reach 
convergence no matter how long the iteration continues. Or it may be that the la-
tent root has fully converged, but one or more small components are failing to con-
verge. In these cases it is best to force the punch-out and examine the residuals. 
A forced punch-out takes the program into the punch routine as though the con-
vergence test had been satisfied. This is done by means of an Address Stop at 1128~ 
followed by a manual transfer of control to 1227. Following a forced punch-out, 
pressing the Program Start Key will automatically take the program into the calcu-
lation of the~ vector. If, however, it is desired to continue iteration on the 
~ vector after a forced punch-out, this should be anticipated and a STOP proce-
dure used. (If a forced punch-out is used during iteration for the first vector, the 
iteration can be resumed by a transfer of control to 1400. Note that this applies 
only to the first vector.) Using the punch-out routine starting in 1227 automati-
cally uses the vector so far obtained by iteration to set up conditions to compute 
the ~ vector. The STOP procedures, outlined in the table below, make provision 
for restoring conditions so that iteration can resume on the same vector. 
Stop and restart procedures in the table below are classified by the stage of 
the computing, and whether a restart is expected to be delayed or immediate. (A 
delayed restart is assumed to involve an interruption in which the program and 
matrix are erased from the drum.) If there is doubt it is always best to assume 
that a restart will be delayed. In particular, when the operator has presumably 
calculated all desired roots and vectors, it is best to use the stop procedure for 
a subsequent delayed restart, 3B or 4B. Should a change of plans occur, calcu-







1. Iteration on 
first vector 
has converged,. 
2,. Iteration on 
first vector 
has not yet 
converged,. 
3. Second or sub-
sequent vector 
has not yet 
converged. 



















Console to STOP setting, Address 
Stop at 1900, Control Card No. 3 
through 533. 
Address Stop at 1128, then tl'!ansfer 
control to 1227. Press Program Start 
to punch out residuals for inspec-
tion. 
Console to STOP setting, Address 
Stop at 1900, Control Card No. 2 
through 533. 
Console to STOP setting, Address 
Stop at 1900, Control Card No. 3 
through 533. Then transfer control 
to 1227 to obtain residuals,. 
Console to STOP setting, Address 
Stop at 1900., Control·cards No .. 2 
and No. 3 through 533. (Program will 
stop at 1900 after the punching 
caused by card No. 2. Push Computer 
Reset and Program Start to obtain 
punching from No. 3 • ) Finally, 
transfer control to 1227 to obtain 
residuals. 
Automatic 
Console to STOP setting, Address 
Stop at 1900. Control Card No. 3 
through 533. 
Restart Procedure 
Press Program Start Key 
Conso"le to START setting. Load 
program and matrix, cards punch~ 
ed by the stop procedure; follow-
ed by Control Card No. 4. 
Transfer control to 1400, press 
Program Start to continue i tera-
tion process. 
Console to START setting. Load · 
program and matrix, cards :Punch-
ed by STOP procedure, followed 
by Control Card No. 1. 
--
Console to S.TART setting-: Load 
cards purich~d qy Control Card 
No~ 3 . (transfer control .to J.98~ 
to .locl,d), followed by Control Card 
No. 4. - . · 
Console to START setting. Load 
program a~d matrix, cards punched 
out by Control Cards No. 2 and 
No• 3, followed by Control Card 
No. 4. 
Press Program Start 
Console to START setting. Load 
program and matrix, cards punch-
ed by Control Card··No;,; 3, followed 











START procedure ... Storage Entry 









70 1951 1951 
70 1901 1940 
+ + + + + 
No. 1 J0000001400jOOOOxxOOOOjOOOOOyOOOOJ35000dl069jOOOOOOOOxxj blank 
No .. 2 
No .. 3 
No. 4 
where xx = order of' matrix 
d = convergence criterion 
y = 7 minus remainder when xx is divided by 7, e.g. 
for xx = 10, y = 7 - 3 = 4. 
+ + 
j69xxxx8003j6~8003j blank 
where xxxx and yyyy are as follows: 
For Program I .. 
II. 
xxxx = 0930, yyyy = 0930 + n-1 
xxxx = 0935, yyyy = 0935 + n-1 
where n is the order of' the matrix., 
+ + 
j69xxxx8003j69yyyy8003j bl~nk 
where xxxx and yyyy are as follows: 
For Program T .. 
II. 
xxxx = 0400, yyyy = 0470 + kn-1 
xxxx = 0625, yyyy = 0710 + kn-1 
where k is the number of' latent vectors previously calculated, 
and n is the order of the matrix. 
+ + + + + + + + 
0000001956JOOOOxxOOOOjOOOOOyOOOOj35000dl069jOOOOOOOOxxj6919521957J2hl0941958I6919551446 
where xx, y, and d have the same meaning as in card no. 1. 
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GENERAL NOTES ON INTERRUPTION PROCEDURES FOR PROGRAMS I AND II 
Because these programs are "fully automatic", all procedures .for interruption 
must take into account the automatic nature o£ the program. Once convergence is 
reached the program contains a programmed stop after the punching is completed. 
Interruption may be made at this point, as explained in the procedure table. 
Interruption at any other stage must allow an iteration cycle to be completed, 
hence the Address stop at 1128 is always used. (Note that most conditions requir-
ing a STOP procedure call .for a change in the setting o£ the storage entry switches.) 
Transfer o£ control to 1227 starts the process o£ computing and punching out 
an obtained vector ~ though convergence had been reached. In other words, the stop 
at 1128 and transfer to 1227 by-passes the convergence test and proceeds to the 
sub-routine to which a successful convergence test would normally take the program. 
Hence, after the punch-out the program is ready to go to the iteration routine 
obtaining the next smaller root and vector. The STOP procedures punch out in.for.ma-
tion which, when reloaded, will restore certain locations to their states previous 
to using the sub-routine starting in 1227. Cards punched out after the transfer 
o£ control to 1227 are never required in restart procedures, and the same is true, 
l 
o£ course, .for cards produced by the automatic punch-out. 
When the accumulators show the latent root has converged but the convergence 
test is not completed, it is tempting to .force the punch-out so as to be able to 
examine residuals to see which components o£ the vector are delaying convergence. 
If this is done it is necessary to use the full stop procedure to be able to resume 
the iteration. For this reason .frequent examination of the vector residuals is 
inefficient, and should not be done unless there is a good chance that no .further 
iteration on the vector will be desired. If failure to converge is accompanied 
by oscillation o£ the latent root, as seen in the accumulators, and this has held 
true .for several iteration cycles, experience indicates that there is seldom any 
improvement with further iteration. One might as well force the punch-out as 
though convergence has been reached. 
10 
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OPERATING PROCEDURES, PROGRAM III 
Program III allows operation on a matrix as large as 34 x 34.. Because of the 
additional storage required for the matrix, Program III. is in three parts, each 
of which must be loaded at the appropriate point in the operation. The program 
decks are denoted: 
III A, The Iteration Phase.. Performs the iteration, checks 
for convergence, punches out the z vector, the information 
card, and the first column of the deflated matrix .. 
III B, ~ Transformation Phase. Calculates the latent 
vector from all previously calculated z vectors, scales the 
latent vector so that the largest component is +1, and punches .. 
III c, ~Check Phase.. Calculates and punches the residual 
vector.. Sets up the deflated matrix for the next iteration 
cycle. 
For all three programs the storage entry switches are set to 70 1951 1951, 
and other switch settings are the same as for programs I and II .. 
~ Iteration Phase, A .. 
Program III A and the matrix in standard ?-per-card form are followed b,y con-
trol card 5, which transfers control to location 1450 and enters information re-
garding the matrix size. To start calculation of second and subsequent vectors, 
however, use Control Card No. 6, assuming no interruption has taken place. The 
course of the iteration may be followed by setting the console to address stop 
at location 1505. The stop on every other iteration cycle will show the nth 
approximation to the latent root in the lower accumulator, the (n-l)st in the upper, 
and the number of iterations in the distributor. 
When the process has converged, the z vector punches from consecutive loca-
tions starting with 1233 in standard ?-per-card form suitable for reloading into 
these locations.. The z vector is followed by the information card. Finally, the 
11 
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machine punches out a group of cards which dump all information necessary for a 
restart procedure at a later time. These consist of the contents of certain 
registers acting as counters, all latent roots so far obtained, and the first 
column of the deflated matrix. Use of these cards is described under interruption 
procedures. 
If the process fails to converge after a number of iterations, the punch-out 
may be forced so that the operator can obtain and examine the residuals before 
deciding whether further iteration is desirable. The punch-out is forced by an 
Address Stop at 1505 followed by transfer of control to 1780. As before, the 
forced punch-out by-passes the convergence test, and punches cards as though the 
test had been successfUl. Phases B and C are then used to complete the cycle and 
obtain the residual vectors. If it is desired to resume iteration on the same 
vector, the restart procedure described belowmust be used. 
The Transformation Phase, B. 
This phase calculates the latent vector from the z vectors obtained by the 
iteration process. The latent vector is punched,scaled so that its largest element 
is +1. After convergence is reached (or forced) for the first z vector in Phase A, 
Program III B is loaded, followed by Control Card No. 7• 
For the second and subsequent vectors all previous z vectors must be loaded 
into consecutive locations starting with 0000. The z vectors must load in order, 
z1, z2•••• The loading is done by means of the Phase B loading routine. The order 
of cards is 
(1) Phase B loading routine, followed by Load Control Card, 
(2) Previous z vectors in order, 
(3) Blank card, 
(4) Program III B, and 
(5) Control Card No. 7o 
The above procedure assumes no interruption after convergence has been reached or 
12 
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~ Check Phase, c. 
Program. IIT C is £ollowed by the matrix deck (uses standard ?-per-card load 
routine which is incorporated into III C.), and finally Control Card No. 8 which 
transfers control to location 1343. The residual vector is calculated and punched, 
and the first column of the deflated matrix calculated and transferred to locations 
necessary for the next iteration cycle. 
To start the next iteration cycle, load Program III A followed by Control Card 
No. 6 which transfers control to location 1381. The cycle continues as described 
above. 
INTERRUPTION PROCEDURES, PROGRAM III 
Procedures described below allow for restart under several conditions. As 
with Programs I and II, procedures are somewhat different for the first iteration 
cycle. 
We note first that under any conditions where examination of the residuals 
is desired it is necessary to complete all three phases of the cycle, regardless of 
whether convergence is reached or forced. However, if the iteration is to be 
interrupted before convergence, and it is known that resumption of the iteration is 
necessary, Phases B and C can be eliminated from the STOP procedure. All that is 
necessary is to force the punch-out, saving the output cards. Interruption be-
tween completion of one latent vector and calculation ·of the next, of course, re-
quires completing the cycle through Phase c. For any interruption procedure the 
output cards o£ Phases B and C are never reloaded as part of the restart ~oceduree 
PROGRAM III CONTROL CARDS 
+ + + + + 
Card No. 5: j0000001450jOOOOxxOOOO!OOOOOyOOOOj35000dl469IOOOOOOOOxxl blank 
This card ·is identical with Control Card·No. 1 except that 1450 replaces 1400 
in Word leo ll469 replaces 1069 in Word 4e 
1.3 
;5t 
INTERRUPTION PROCEDURES FOR PROGRAM III 
~ 
~""~ Interrupt Restart STOP Procedure Restart Procedure 
when 
1. Iteration for A .. Tlllm.ed.ia te Normal use of Phases B and c. Load Program ·III A and transfer con-
! 
any vector has trol to 1381. 
converged. 
B. Delayed Normal use of Phases B and c. Load Program III 0, matrix, cards 
from last III A punch-out, and 
control-card No .. 9 .. · Then proceed 
normally to Phase A .. j 
2. Iteration for A. Immediate Address Btop at 1505. Transfer con- Load Program III A, matrix, ··the z I I 
first vector trol to 1780 to force punch-out. vector ptinched from Phase A, and 
has· not con- Continue with Phases B and C to control card No. 5 .. I 
verged. obtain residuals. 
.. 
B. Delayed Same as above, except that B and· Same as above. 
0 are not necessar.r unless resid-




3o Iteration for· A. Immediate Same as No.2 - Immediate Load following cards--in order given: 
second or sub- (1) Program IIT c, 
sequent vector (2) Matrix, ·· 
has not con- (3) All cards, except z vector,·· 
verged .. punched out from last previous 
Phase A punch-out;---
(4) Control Card No. 9 · 
Follow after programmed stop with (5) Program III A . . 
(6) Last z vector punched out from 
Phase A, .. 
(7) Control Card No. 6 
-




Card No .. 6: j0000001381j blank 161 
.+ 
Card No .. 7': J0000001377l blank 
. + 
Card No .. 8: jOOOOOOJ!343j blank 
+ 
Card No. 9: 1 ooooool348l blank 
Phase B Load Control Card: 
+ + + j000000153ljOOOOxxOOOOj blank 
where .:x:x: is matrix size .. 
PLUGBOARD NOTES 
The plugboard used·for all programs is a standard 8-word read and punch 
through storage entr,r C. Punching should provide for an emitted 12-punch in 
Word 1, col .. 1 .. 
LOCATIONS OF ITERATED VECTORS 
Since it is sometimes of interest to inspect individual components of the 
vectors during the iteration process, the locations are given below. The 
location numbers refer to consecutive locations starting with the given number .. 
During the iteration process the first component of the z vector, i .. e., the 
contents of the first location in the consecutive group, is the approximation 
to the latent root. It is these values that are displayed in the accumulator 
at the end of each second iteration cycle. 
I 
Latest approximation to the z vector 0870-









For Program I the first column of the deflated matrix is stored in 
consecutive locations beginning at 0450;: the obtained z1 are stored in 
consecutive locations beginning at 0470. The corresponding location numbers 
for Program II are 0685 and 0710; for Program III they are 1199 and 0000. 
For Program III the z1 are stored on the drum beginning with 0000 only during 
use of IIIB .. 
The read instruction of the 7-per-card loading routine is 70 1994 19511 
located in 1988. 
COMPUTING TDliE 
A close approximation to the time required for a single iteration cycle is 
given by the formula 
t = .2 n(n+l) secs. 1 
where n is the matrix size.. The number of iterations to convergence is a function 
of the local density of the latent roots; on about a dozen matrices of varying 
sizes, mostly arising from statistical data, the number of iterations to 7-digit 
convergence for the first vector has varied from 10 to 40. There has been no 
indication that this is related to matrix size. The number of iterations for 
the second and subsequent vectors is usually greater. 
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RANDOM MACHINE ERRORS 
With relatively little loss, calculations may continue when random machine 
errors occur in certain situations as·follows (In all cases, restart procedure 
causes the program to begin calculation of the z vector assuming that the 
previous approximation is in the proper storages.): 
Programs I and II 
(1) If error occurs before the first latent vector begins to punch, 
transfer control to 1400 through the console. 
(2) If error occurs before the second or subsequent latent vector 
begins to punch, 
(a) Follow the restart procedure described in item 4B or 3B 
of the chart for interruption procedures for Programs I 
and II when possible. 
{b) If error occurs during iterations for a second or subsequent 
latent vector, then transfer control to 1000 through console. 
Progrqm III A 
(1) When error occurs at any time in phase III A calculations for 
the first z vector, then transfer control to 1450 through console. 
(2) When error occurs at any time in phase III A calculations for the 
second or subsequent z vector, follow the restart procedure 
described in the chart for program III in item 2A with the 
exception that the z vector is left out in the loading for 
restart .. 
FINAL REMARK 
This program uses "MAIN SIR11 (File Number 2 .. 0.001), the standard seven-
per-card punch··routine (File Numbe. 1 .. 3 ,.001), and the seven-Per-card loader 
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APPENDIX C 
'-HE GROUP SUMS OF SQUARES OF CROSS PRODUCTS FOR EACH 
GROUP ( ~x' x ) IN EACH IM.TTEB1! 
p pgi pgj 
Table 28 .. Sums of Squares of «ross Products tor Group 1 (Failures) 
in Battery #1 (DAT) 
~-- ' 
. . 
1 Verbal.,,. .. 35621/08 21041/06 1278.2 5853o0 2270 .. 7 ... 2J.e.4 354le6 
2Numerlcal 2104.6 3919e4 l536el 3155 .. 5 1772 .. :; 7211/09 l!490e0 
3 Abstract 
Reasoning 1278 .. 2 1536 .. 1 3a>o"o 4379 .. 5 2763 .. 4 188.6 112"7 
4 Space ....... 5953 .. 0 315; .. ; 4379o5 $319o5 9389·5 ·1381 .. 0 -951 .. ; 
5 Meehan-
ical ...... ., 2270"7 1712 .. 3 2763 .. 4 9389 .. 5 9206 .. 9 -143.2 826.0 
6 Clerical .. ·-249 .. 4 721 .. 9 188.6 -1381 .. 0 -143 .. 2 6691 .. 9 2210,.; 
7 Spelling .. 3541 .. 6 WS9 .. o 112 .. 7 -951 .. ; 826 .. 0 2210 .. ; 3172; .. 4 
8 Sentences ;4821/08 2785 .. 1 1908.7 5399 .. 0 4192.4 OOel 7963 .. 0 
2785 .. 1 
1908.7 
5399 .. 9 
4192o4 
28 .. 1 
796; .. o 
9375·7 
TablEt ~.. Sums of Squares of Orosi Products for Group 2 (Terminals) 
in Battery #1 (DAT) 
-
Variables 1 .:. 2 3 4 5 6 7 
{1} {2} {3J {4} (5J ((;j {7J (~j 
1 Verbal ..... 6176 .. 8 1463.0 e461 .. 8 6897·3 3980.; -417.8 4396.6 
2 Numerical 1463.0 5179e9 2ll2e0 6342·3 1962 .. 6 ll75el 969·9 
3 Abstract 
Reasoning 2461 .. 8 2112 .. 0 536o .. 3 .63;6.1 3081 .. 2 12.44 .. 7 2864 .. 6 
4 Space ....... 6897 .. 3 6342 .. 3 6356 .. 1 Q&98 .. o ~9 .. 7 lQoo4 .. 5 -1235 .. 2 
5 Mechanical 3980.; 1962.6 3081 .. 2 2231 .. 0 18546 .. 7 -763 .. 4 -3774 .. 4 
6 Clerical .. -417 .. 8 ll75el 1244-7 4704 .. 4 -763.4 131.86.1 2857 .. 6 





1044 .. 3 
1897 .. 5 
2893·3 
...;nl3 .. 8 
8613e1 
8 Sentenaes 3869 .. 2 m .. a l01Ji. .. 3 1897-5 2893·3 ...J.ll3 .. 8 8613,.1 lQ076e 2 
Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 a 
!1} {2} ~~' ~4J ~2~ {6} ~1~ ~8, (9} 
1 Verbal ••• 5830·4 1513 .. 2 1877·3 6332.8 3776.2 -661.1 Li496.8 58.41.0 
2Numerioal 1513.2 8240.1 186; .. 6 5943.4 2781 .. 6 1599 .. 4 5694 .. 4 .4101.0 
3 Abstract 
Reasoning 1877·3 186; .. 6 5118.0 8486.1 3071 .. 5 2189 .. 4 2341 .. 1 2525·9 
4 Space ........ 6332 .. 8 5943 .. 4 8486 .. 1 62331 .. 5 19746.; 5411 .. 4 -2.538·5 10~1 .. 0 
5 Mechanical 3776 .. 2 2781 .. 6 3071 .. 5 19746 .. ; 16016.7 841 .. 7 .... a;; .. 7 4031.8 
6 Clerical .. -661 .. 1 1599.4 2189 .. 4 5.411.4 841 .. 7 11062. 2 1694 .. 4 1010 .. 6 
1 Spelling 4496 .. 8 5694 .. 4 2341.1 -2538.5 -2155·7 1694.4 6~3 .. 5 14512.0 
8 Sentences 5841.0 .4101.0 2525·9 10401.0 l.JO:S1e8 1010.6 1451 e 2 e4l73o 2 
Table 31.. Sums o:t Sque.res o:t Cross Produots for Total Population 
in Battery #l (DAT) 
Ve.riables l 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 
~1} t2~ ~2, [!lz ~~j !21 {Z~ ~al {9) 
1 Verbal ..... 17859 .. 9 5997 .. 4 6700 .. 1 22.f29o2 11703o8 -619o6 13l$9o7 l39Q8e7 
2 Numerical 5997-4 11712 .. 8 5975$4 l$59 .. 4 7151·3 3756 .. 9 11454.6 7959ol 
3 Abstract 
6780 .. 1 Reasoning 5975o4 14370 .. 1 aJ.87 .. 6 9789 .. 2 3996 .. 6 5693o1 5849o0 
4 SpaC<huo 22929 .. 2 1$959 .. 4 2ll87.616ef81;.2 54384 .. 0 moo3.6 -9481.9 18937 .. 5 
5 Meohq~ · 
ica1 ...... 11703.8 7151·3 9789 .. 2 54363o1 J.62>3o9 586 .. 4 -4548 .. 4 11705 .. 4 
6 Clerical .. -619.6 3756 .. 9 3996 .. 6 D003.6 586 .. 4 3121!4. 7 7000 .. 1 187 .. 5 
1 Spelling .. 131$9.1 11454 .. 6 5693.1 ~61.9 -4546.4 7000.1 Jl6]58.8 31382..7 
8 Sentences 13308•7 9959.1 5849.0 lB937·5 11'705·4 167·5 31382.7 




Ve.r;l.able 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ill ~2} (2) HiJ ~2l ~21 !7J ~~l :J2r : :J1ol :In> 
1 Outdoor 10525·9 1777o4 •l596o6 1031.2 -599e0 1066o2 -l004o4 •5aQ9o3 ... 149 .. 6 -4367.0 
2Mec:rum ... 
ice.l .... 1774 .. 4 8872.6 ... 743 .. 7 2279-1 ""2304. 3 147e8 -1~-9 -3807-4 -2746"1 ·1733"6 
3 Compute.-
tione.1 -1596"6 
-143·1 3273e0 686.7 43 .. 7 ·351.1 -789.,1 ... 568.,0 -1258e9 2711 .. 8 
4 Scien-
tific .. 1031 .. 2 2279ol 686.7 5974 .. 2 -1278"4 -1325 .. 6 -1021 .. 9 -;6;1 .. 5 596.,9 -700 .. 2 
5 Litera ... 
-599e0 -=23()4 .. 3 .ry ...... 43e7 -1278 .. 4 2581 .. 0 U>6.1 -52Be2 12W, .. 1~ -505.8 -178•5 
6 Artist-
ic"""" 1066.2 147e8 •351.,1 -132!;5e6 U>6.1 3435 .. 3 -202.8 -558.2 -1646.2 -1017 .. 9 
1 Musical -1004.4 -129e9 -789e1 -1027 e9 -528.2 -232.8 3046.0 736 .. 7 -471 .. 0 -228 .. 1 
8 Persue.-
live .. -5009 .. 2 -3807 .. 4 ... ;68.,0 -3651 .. 5 121,1.4 ·558 .. 2 736.7 9411 .. 9 -678o7 3201o7 
9 Socb.1 
Service ·149e6 •2746 .. 1 ·1258e9 596 .. 9 -506 .. 8 -1646 .. 2 -471e0 -678,.1 10076.0 -4160 .. 9 
10 C1eri- ... 
ce.1oee -4367 .. 0 -1733e6 2711.8 -700.2 -178.; -1017.9 
-228.1 3201.1 -4160.9 8552e7 $ 
'fable ;;.. Sums of Squares of Cross Products for Group 2 (Terminals) in :&ttery #2 (KPR) 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
h} {2} ~2} n:~; {5J {6} {7} {8} {2} {10} {11) 
1 Outdoor ~264 .. 4 6619eO 
-3995·9 9962 .. 8 -3074 .. 4 ~79e5 3734e5 -13793e0 582.5 -10302 .. 9 
2 Meehan-
ioal .. 6619e0 18825e 2 465 .. 0 7445·5 -5619 .. ; 167.,3 -2550 .. 4 -6267e3 -4730e5 =1951e6 
3 Computa-
465 .. 0 e54.; Oo5lo0 tiona.1 -3995·9 10222 .. 0 107e2 -E;89e8 •9llo5 2 .. 7 -3599 .. 2 
4 Scien ... 
tU'ic.. 9962 .. 8 7LJ45 .. 5 e54o3 23122.,6 -1,467.1 ... 2188.7 -5339e3 .;LUi$).4 692e 2 •5023e 5 
5 Liter-
ary .... ·3074•4 -5619.3 107 e 2 -1,467 el 9364e4 973.,5 ~·166oo9 •l457e4 •4362o2 768.9 
6 Artist .. 
ic .... .,., ~79 .. 5 167.3 -2589.,8 -aaa. 1 973·5 11187 .. 5 552 .. 7 -5003.,2 -3412 .. 8 ... 4;64 .. o 
7 Musical •3734e5 -2550 .. 4 
-91le5 -5339·3 l66o .. 9 552•7 69~ .. 3 787 .. 4 -367; .. ; ... 223 .. 8 
8 Persua-
sive ... -13793·0 -6267.3 2 .. 7 -111!p.4 · -1457 .. 4 -5883 .. 2 787 .. 4 27389·5 4!p .. 4 7714 .. 8 
9 Social 
Service 582 .. ; -4730 .. 5 -36 .. 0 692 .. 2 -4362.2 -3412 .. 8 -367; .. ; ~-4 ah853e4 -5848 .. 4 
10 Cler-
ical .. -1032 .. 9 -1951.6 6o5lo0 -5023•5 768.9 -4384.0 -223.,8 7714 .. 8 -5848 .. 4 15800.,9 
~~~·--~~----~-~"-~----·--·- ~·--~~-~~--- ~. 
..... 
cJ 
Table ;4. Sums ot Squares ot OJ.ooss Products tor Group 3 ( Xre.nsfers) in Battery t~ (KPR) 
1 Outdoor 3514SeO 12255e9 •h973e2 10618e9 •3296e8 5636e2 •hlOe4 •17180e1 •84l6el •l5854e7 
2 Meehan-
ieal •• 12255.9 21902.8 ... 2339.4 8829e8 -61J$Jco7 2197e0 -999e9 •8377e9 =7118e7 •l0010e7 
3 Compute. ... 
tiona1 -~73e2 •2339e4 11700.9 3369e3 265e 2 .... J$J6oe1 .;..1816.,0 -~-li080~5 1532e7 6;85e4 
4 Soien ... 
tific.. 10618.9 8829.8 3369·3 20294.5 ... ;a66.o -6ole2 •4a.>4e2 •11780e6 •983e6 --7630.9 
5 Liter-
tu''!fe e"' -3f96e8 -614oe 7 265.2 .. 3a66 .. o 9968e2 ... 600.5 1129 .. 0 l7e2 •2596eO 589.1, 
6 J!.rtist-
ic., ..... 56;6.2 2197.,0 •W6oel -6ole2 -600 .. 5 13307e0 2946 .. 2 -5041 .. 0 -9706 .. 2 -5465.; 
1 Musical •410e4 
-999·9- -1816 .. o -4m4. 2 1129.0 2946.2 1129 .. 8 •126le3 ..,8)39e9 -3205.6 
8 Pcran.aa-
BiYOee•l7180e1 •8377•9 -1!080.5 -11780.6 17.2 -504le0 •l26le3 30799e9 1043.0 8976e9 
9 Social 
Ser?ice -8416.1 ·7118.7 1532e7 •983e6 •2596eO •9706e3 •2039e9 1043e0 3216oel 
-217·4 
10 Cler ... 




Table 35• Sums of Squares o:f' Cross Products for Total Population of Battery #2 (KPR) 
9 {10 
1 Outdoor 71500.5 19655.9 ·10521·3 21957.6 •6507•4 -36308e 3 -8142 .. 2 -30198•4 
2 Mechan-
ica1u 196;5e9 516W.f.e5 -2439 .. 4 17765e8 ... 15195e7 2,;82e5 -3402.0 -18049e5 •J4238e2 -12677•4 
;;zeo.puta-
tione-1 ~0527 .. 3 -f439 .. 4 
4 Sci<~D.-
tilic .. 21957 .. 6 17765e8 
5 Liter"' . 
ary,.... ...6507 .4 "11519~h7 
6 Artist ... 
ic •••• 10768.4 2382.5 
1 Musical •5274e6 -3402.0 
8 Persua-
25475·7 6859·9 133•7 -7173•8 •3471e5 -4463e1 •3263•3 15461o3 
6859•9 49120o7 •9118.4 ... l$)15e7 ~5 .. 1 •26773.,6 158 .. 2 -13751.0 
133·7 -9118.4 22667 .. 4 883.1 9093.1 ...524·5 ·7684.1 544·7 
-717;.8 -~15 .. 7 88;.1 280;.6 .. 7 3265.6 -11599.2 -14Bo6 .. 7 ... 11078 .. 9 
-3471 .. 5 ·10685 .. 1 0093o1 3265.6 17172 .. 7 329·3 -6133 .. 2 -3525·4 
sive .. -36308•3 "118049 .. 5 ... 1.,463.1 -2.677;.6 -524·5 ..a1598 .. 2 329·3 67763.,2 892 .. 3 00200.,9 
9 ::?ocie-1 
Service -8142.2 -1~.2 -3263•3 158 .. 2 .,q6f4.1 ·14006 .. 7 -6133 .. 2 892·3 67155·5 -10113 .. 1 · 
10 Cler-




Table ;6.. Sums ot Squa-res of Orosi Product~ tor Group l (Failures) 
in Battery #3 (Non-Intellectual) 
Variable l 2 3 4 5 6 
(1) {2} {3) {4) (5) (6) (7) 
l Pre ... Vocation-
a1 Goal Status 28 .. 0 -~' ... ~ .. 2 -168 .. 9 -1 .. 1 3·1 
2SSHA ................. 
- .. 6 5590 .. 8 646 .. 8 -e2 .. 5 44 .. , 31·7 
-3 !![d~e1t· 
-1:1 .. 2 646 .. 8 1674 .. 0 1653 .. 0 -1 .. 8 14 .. 0 Other ................ 
4 SDI:Self ... 
Ideal ............... -168 .. 9 
-292-5 1653 .. 8 15092 .. 7 -l9o7 -14 .. 8 
5 Counseling 
44 ... 5 Contact ............ -1 .. 1 -1 .. 8 -19·7 2tJ.7 z .. a 
6 Team Contact .. 3·1 3lo7 14 .. 0 -14.,8 7o8 ~·5 
174 
Table 37.. Sums of Squares of Cross Products for Group 2 (Terminals) 




Goal Status ...... 49-3 4-5 •70e8 -156 .. 6 7.,2 8 .. 6 
2 ~ .................... 4-5 11956 .. 4 -671 .. 3 -5806 .. 6 10<>..3 153·3 
3 ~tSelf-Other •70e8 -671 .. 3 5006.,0 8993·5 33·5 -59e6 
4 SDI:Self-Ideal -156.,6 ·5806.,6 
-
8993·5 61946 .. 8 -110 .. 9 -256 .. 0 
5 Counseling 
Contact ............. 8 .. 6 153·3 -595 .. 7 -256 .. 0 16 .. 1 38 .. 6 
6 Team Contact .... 7e2 100.,3 33·5 -110 .. 9 38e9 16.1 
175 
Table 38. Sums of Squa.res of Cross Products for Group 3 (Transfers) 
in Battery #3 (Non-Intellectual) 
Variable l 2 3 4 5 6 
{l) (2) (3) {4j {~j {b} {7J 
l Pre-Vocational 
Goal Statusu 61.6 51.1 -19 .. 4 -16.2 
-·1 7 .. 0 
2 SSHA. """"'""'"" 
-
57 .. 1 17228 .. 8 -9!J4.6 -8lt75.2 64 .. 2 100.8 
3 SDI: Self ..Other. 
-
-3.9 .. 4 -944.6 5925·3 6873 .. 2 29.6 63·9 
4 SDI:Se1t-Ideal -16 .. 2 •8475e2 6873e2 6o9;.o 15 .. 2 ·33·9 
5 Counseling 
64.2 Contact ........... ..1 29·6 15.2 !!4 .. 8 14.2 
6 Team Contact. 7.0 16o.a 63 .. 9 
-33·9 14 .. 2 54 .. ; 
Table 39.. Sums of Squares o:f Cross Products for Total Population 
in Battery ~3 (Non-Intellectual) 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(1} (2} (3) UJ (5) (§) ('7) 
1 Pre-Vocational 
Goal Status .... lit2.1 76.,6 -12fe0 •335e8 6.7 2le4 
2 SSHA .. ., .. .,.,.,.,.,., 76.6 .40652 .. 6. -947 .. 1 -14544.1 212 .. 6 356e4 
-
3 .§.!?!:Self-Other 121.0 -947el 19Sl8e9 17546 .. 2 62 .. 3 25e5 
4 SDI:Selt-Ideal 
-
33 .. 6 -14544.1 17546 .. 2 136041 .. 4 -113-9 ... 29<).6 
5 Counseling 
Contact., .... .,., .. 6e7 212.6 62.,3 -113 .. 9 104 .. 5 38.6 
6 Team Contact. 21.4 356.,4 25e5 -290.8 38 .. 6 121.,4 
Table !toe S'l.l'ms of' Squares of' Cross Products for Group 1 (Failures) in Battery #4 (Total 
Sample) 
Variable 1 2 3 4 ; 6 1 8 9 
-· 
{lJ {2} {3} UiJ (;J (OJ {7J {SJ {9} {10} 
1 High School 
-519.6 -1Wt.7e4 -1326.2 7078 .. 6 •7642e7 3255e9 Credit Ratio •• 36228.4 98.; ... 921~2 
2 High School 
266.0 Activities ..... ,. 98.; 8.3 ... 15.1 18.2 1·3 13e0 -27.2 38e9 
3 Coop .. C2 
-519~6 •l5el 1347·5 783.,2 481.2 13()2.2 7926 .. 8 5489.2 541~5 
4 
:7 ....... -1~7.4 18.2 783.2 2212 .. ; 1358 .. 1 1793·9 9563·5 10672.9 170$2 
5 COOEe C2 
10~4 5818e9 8049e4 42;.2 Level ...... ., ... .,. -921.2 1·3 481.,2 1358·1 1511.7 
6 Otis Gamma .. .,. ... 1326.2 13 .. 0 13()2.2 1793·9 lOWt-.4 5053·9 16913.1 21084e4 1691e7 
1 SA!:Verbaloeee 1~7078e6 
-
-~.2 7926 .. 8 9563·5 5818.9 16913.1 ~ao.5 81SA.t4e1 8588e8 
8 SAT:Mathema.t ... 
- ioa.1~··••• -7642.7 266.0 ;489.2 10672·9 80Le .. 4 21084.4 81844.1 245115.4 8532.2 
9 Grade Point 
Index ............. 3255·9 38e9 541.5 770.2 423 .. 2 1691.7 8588.8 8532.2 a>;o.,o 
~ 
Table ltl. Sums of Squares of Cross Produc'lis for Group 2 {Terminals) in Battery 1f4 (Total Sample) 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
(l) (2) (3) (4} (;) (6) (7) (a} (9) (lo} 
----~~--·- - ........ ~.,.··~" ~--· --·---~ 
1 High School 
a,.6 .. 2 1384e2 -1391 .. 4 ~edit Ratio ... 72818.; 398-6 -926.4 S>389el -4500.0_ 2694.2 
2 High School 
Activiti~u~ .... " .. 246 .. 2 2:lel 2 .. 5 lOeB 19.2 15o2 702.8 8.o 3·1 
3 Coop .. 02 
Vocabulary., ... " 1384.2 2 .. ; 4561 .. 0 1495e9 17LJ4e4 745-4 26867.0 •l853e0 1096.,0 
4 000J2e 02 
Speed ....... ., ••• -139le4 10.8 149; .. 9 573Qe6 4447e3 3151e3 2288le3 14190·5 14;2 .. 4 
; 
398 .. 6 19e2 1744e4 IM47 .. :; 5876 .. ; 2676e5 2348; .. ; 13551 .. 0 1204..4 
6 ~Ga:mma .... .,,. -926.4 15.2 145 .. 4 3157·3 2676 .. 5 9080 .. 5 37244.; 49618.0 1700.,4 
1 SAT:Verbal., • .,. 20389e1 702.8 26867 .. o 22881 .. 3 ~48; .. ; 37a44.; 575706 .. 3 ~2392.0-19126.0 
8 SAidlfatheme:t-
ica1 ......... -4500.0 a .. o ... 1a;3 .. o 14l90o5 1355le0 49618e0 2;2992e0 934304•5 l0553e5 
9 Grade Point 
Index ............ 2694.2 37·5 1096.0 1432e4 1204,4 176o .. 4 19la3.,o 10553.0 2717e5 
!::i 
Q:) 
Table 1.,.2. S\uns of Squares ot Cross Products for Group 3 ( iransfers) in Battery :/14 ( Total Sample) 
1 High School 
Credit Ratio .. 81974.9 372 .. 8 -zna.8 ... 12]6.6 -305ol 355o6 -15641·3 395~.8 767o5 
2 High School 
Activities .... 372o8 24el -24.2 ,a .. ; 24 .. 1 -19 .. 1 -219.,8 oolOOe3 1o7 
3 Cooe .. 02 
Vocabulary ....... 2778 .. 8 ... 2.,. .. 2 5519.8 4182.9 2949·3 3518.9 l.J.7026el l7137e 7 2004.0 
4 Coop., 02 
Speed ............ -1276.6 ;a.; 4182.9 a;oo.8 4755 .. 0 J/:;o2.9 55462.; 17199.6 266;.4 
5 Oooe.. 02 
Level • .,.,.,., ... ,.. ... 305 .. 1 24el 2949e3 4755.0 5982e1 3358e2 45129 .. 2 228Sk>-4 2;12 .. 6 
6 Otis Gamma ..... 355e6 •l9e1 3518.9 46o2 .. 9 3358 .. 2 10586 .. 9 52195.,1 52l!Ole4 257le0 
7 SAT:Verba1 ........ 1;6ql.,; -219.8 
-
4702f3e1 55462.; 45129.2 ;2J.~l 844456e4 375Q19e1 31803e3 
8 ~tMathemat .. 
ioaleeoeee 395~.8 -100.3 17131·1 17199 .. 6 22890.4 524o1e4 3150l9ell0a306le2 18842.2 
9 Grade Pcin t 
Index ...... .," ..... 767.5 1 .. 7 2004.0 2663.4 2312.6 2571e0 31803e3 18842.2 3831e0 
-
51 
Table 43.. Sums of Squares of Cross Products fot• Total Population in Battery #4 (Total Semple) 
Variable 
i 
1 High School 
218 .. 6 ... 4,64 .. 6 13328.6 3~17.0 10~3·9 Credit Ratio 192179.,0 708e5 -1072o7 -2601 .. 1 
2 High School 
-42·5 56 .. 5 Activities.,., 708 .. 5 52.,5 42 .. 9 ... 1 .. 7 3,31 .. 6 109 .. 9 53 .. 4 
3 COOJ!e C2 
6590e 7 927il4e8 6431-9 Vocabulary .... 1072..7 ... 42"5 la:>54.,4 7365 .. 6 5929 .. 6 28564 .. 5 
4 CoOJ!o C2 
Speed ........ ., 2801 .. 1 56·5 7,36; .. 6 17957 .. 2 11710 .. 0 111,38.0 l0552_5.6 52278 .. 6 8682.6 
5 CoOJ!e C2 
Level ............ 218 .. 6 42·9 5929~6 11710.,0 14299·3 8347 .. 4 88193· 1 53105.6 709le9 
6 Otis Gamma .... 484 .. 6 •le7 6590e7 111,38.0 8347.,4 264;; .. 8 325257 .o 134715 .. 1 10309 .. 1 
7 §!!:::Verbal • ., 13328.,6 331 .. 6 92744.,8 10552;.,6 88193el 12;2;7e0 17516~7 8,33110e6 105496.,8 
8 ,!!!::::Matheme.t ... 
icaJ...,.,. 3~17 .. 0 109e9 26564 .. 5 52278e6 53105e6 134775ol 833110;~ ~196e9 67686.1 
9 Grade Point 





aij.~> wij$ wijai~ ELmJD!JJTS FOR EACH OF mE BATTERIES 'WI moUT 
REGARD 10 GROUP 
182 
2lhmer• 
1ca1. 5080.8 17~~9~4 5513e8 15441.2 6516.5 3496.5 11163~~ 7683.9 
3 Abstract 
Reason• 
tng.. 5617·3 5513.8 13777·4 19221.7 8916.2 3622.7 5318.4 5478.8 
4 Space. 19083.1 15Wtlo2 19221.7 156~9.0 51445•4 8734.8-1072;.,2 11~7.6 
5 lhl~chan-
1ca1 •• 10027.5 6516.; 8916.2 51445.4 43770•4 ·64·9 ·5102.1 11117.5 
6 Cler ... 
1caloo 1328.3 3496e5 ;622.7 87;4.8 •64•9 309~.2 6762o5 •75ol 
1 Spell-
ing ... 12435e1 11163e3 5318e4 -10725e2 •5102e1 6762o5JU92l~D9 3114Be2 
8 Sent-
ences. 13193.0 7683e9 5478o8 17697.6 11117•5 •15o1 31l4Bo2 41525.1 
183 
Table 45• The Within. Groups Sums of lq;11ares of Cross Products J:at~t:t.A 
for Battery #1 lDiT) without Regard to Group 
l Verbal 2289o9 916o7 1162 .. 8 3846.2 1676 .. 3 708 .. 8 134 .. 1 715-7 
2 Numer-
ioal .. 916 .. 7 313·3 461 .. 6 1518 .. 2 634 .. 8 260 .. 4 229·1 275 .. 2 
3 Abstract 
Reason-
i:ngu 1162 .. 7 461.6 592 .. 7 1965 .. 9 873o0 373 .. 9 374e7 310 .. 2 
4 Space 3846o2 1518 .. 2 1965 .. 9 6;;2 .. 2 2937 .. 6 1266 .. 8 12!.3o4 1~ .. o 
5 ll!eohan· 
ioal 1676 .. ; 634 .. 8 813 .. 0 2937 .. 6 1433·5 651 .. 4 553·7 587 .. 9 
6 Cler-
ical 708 .. 8 200.4 373 .. 9 1268.8 651 .. 4 304 .. 5 237.,.6 262.6 
7 Spell-
134·1 314·1 1243.4 237e6 2;6 .. 9 234 .. 6 mg .. 291e3 ;;; .. 7 
8 Sent-
ences 715 .. 7 275 .. 2 370e2 1240.0 587 .. 9 262.6 234 .. 6 S...3e5 
Table 46.. The Within Groups Sums of Sq,uares ot Cross Products Jlatr-iz W""l 
tor Battery fl ( DA. !) 'Wi thob:t. Regard to Group 
1 Verbal OcoO ...o.o .o.o ...o .. o -o.o o.o ...o .. o -04110 
2 Numeric-
al ..... ...o.o o .. o ... o .. o ...o .. o ...o .. o ...o .. o ... o.o ... o .. o 
3 Abstract 
Reason-
ing ..... ...o .. o -o .. o o .. o ...o.o ...o.o -o.o ...04110 o.o 
4 Space ...o.o ... o .. o ... o .. o o .. o ... o .. o .. o.o o,.,o -o.o 
5 lfechan-
ical .... -o.o ... o .. o ..o.o ...o.o o.o o.o o .. o ... o .. o 
6 Cleric-
al ....... o .. o ...o .. o ... o.o ...o .. o o ... o o .. o ..o ... o OeO 
1 Spell-
mg ....... ... o .. o .o.o ...o .. o o .. o o ... o ...o .. o o .. o ...o .. o 
8 Sent-
ences ~ .. o ...o .. o o .. o ..o .. o ...o .. o o .. o ...o.o o .. o 
Table 47• The Within Grours Sums ot Squares ot cross Products Katrix W•lA 
tor Battery #1 DAT) without Regard to Group ----
-
Variable 1 2 ; 4 5 6 1 8 
{1) {~) (3) {4) (;) (6) (7) {8) (9) 
1 Verbal OeO OeO OeO o.o OeO o.o o ... o o.o 
2 Numer-
ical .... o,..o OeO o.o o.o o.o -o.o o.o o.o 
3 Abstract 
Reason• 
ing .... o.o o.o o.o OeO o .. o OoO o.o o ... o 
4 Spaceee o ... o o ... o o ... o o.o o ... o o.o o .. o 011>0 
5 Keehan• 
ioal ... o.o o.o o ... o o.o o.o 0"0 o .. o o.o 
6 Cleric-
al ..... -o.o -o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o ... o.o 
1 Spell-
ing .. ., .. ... o.o o .. o o.o o .. o o.o o .. o o.o o .. o 
8 Sent-
enoefl!,. o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o OeO o .. o .. o.o 
Table 48.. The 'iUthin Groups Sums of Squares of Cross Products Matrix lY- for Battery t2 (KPR) 
~thout Regard to Group ---
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
u1 <~> <;> <4> t5} <61 . t1) ~m (9) uo> u1) 
1 Outdoor 70958e3 206~.2 -10565.7 21613.0 -6970.2 10782.0 ·5l49e3 -36182 .. 3 ·7983e2 •305~ .. 6 
2 Mechan-
ical.. ao~.2 -~6oo.6 -2618.1 18554·4 .a~64-3 2512.1 -36aoe2 -18452e5 -14595·3 -1;695 .. 9 
3 Compute.-
tional -10565.7 -2618.,1 2;195e9 7010 .. ; 416.,1 -7001.1 
-3516 .. 7 -4645.8 ·3325·3 15148e3 
4 Scien-
tific .. 21613 .. 0 18554.4 7010e3 49391e3 •9611.,6 =4115 .. 5 •l057le3 ... 265q2.,6 305e5 ... 13354.,6 
5 Liter-
ary .... 
-6970 e 2 -1~64 .. 4 416.1 -9611.6 21913.6 699.2 2261.6 -198.8 -746;.0 1179-4 
6 Artist-
ic ..... 10782.0 2;12e1 -7001.0 -411;.; 699.2 27930.0 3296.0 -11482.4 -14765·3 -10867.2 
1 Musical ·51~.3 -36ao .. 2 -3516 .. 7 -10571.3 -2261 .. 6 3296 .. 0 17133·2 262 .. 8 -6184.2 ·3657·5 
8 Persua-
siveu 36162 .. 3 -18452 .. ; -464; .. 8 -26'7(2 .. 6 -196.8 -11482 .. 1.,. 262 .. 6 676\>1 .. 3 804e7 19893·4 
9 Social 
Service 
-7963·2 -14595·3 -3325 .. 3 305·5 -7465 .. 0 -14765·3 -6184 .. 2 804.7 67090.0 -10286 .. 7 
10 Cler-
ical •• •30524 .. 6 -13695•9 15146.3 -133;4.,6 1179.4 -10867.2 -3657•5 19893•4 -10266.,7 ~E96.7 
.... 
~ 
Table 49.. The llithin Groups Sums ot Squares of Cross Products Matrix A tor Battery :f/:2 (KPR) 
without Regard to Group -
Variable 1 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 a 9 10 (1) {2J (;) {4) (?) ( (7) (8) (9) uo) (llj 
1 Outdoor 545e4 ·993·3 38.,4 ~·1 462.8 -13 .. 5 ... 12:).,3 •l25e9 -159 .. 0 -213·9 
2 Keehan-
icalu 
-993 .. 3 2043 .. 8 l78e7 .. q86.,6 -ll31e4 ... 1~.6 ~8 .. 2 J.p;.o 357e2 618.5 
3 Compute.-
tional 38e4 178 .. 7 ~9 .. 8 150e4 -282 .. 5 -172.8 45.2 182.,8 62 .. 0 333·0 
4 Scien· 
tifi. c .. ~1 -788.8 -150 .. 4 329·4 493·2 99 .. 8 ... 113.,8 -an.,o -147·3 -396.4 
5 Liter ... 
462 .. 8 -1131.1 ary ••• -282 .. 5 !93 .. 2 753e8 183e9 ... 168.,; ·325·1 -219.1 -634 .. 7 
6 Artist-
ic .. ., .... •13e5 -12,;) .. 6 -172.8 99.8 183 .. 9 106.9 -30.4 -11 .. 6 -Ltl .. 5 -211.6 
7 Musical -12;.,3 278 .. 2 45.1 -113 .. 8 -168e5 
-30·4 39&5 66 .. ; 51 .. 0 132.,0 
8 Persua-
sive.., 12; .. 9 !p3.0 182 .. 8 ... 2',)1.,0 -32;.,6 -115e7 66.,5 -161 .. 9 87 .. 6 307e4 
9 Social 
Service -159,.0 357 .. 2 62.0 -147·3 •219el -41·5 5le0 87 .. 6 66 .. 0 173·5 
10 Cler-
ica1 .. 
-2'/3 .. 9 818.; 333.0 -396 .. 4 -634.7 ... 211.6 132.0 307·4 173·5 586 .. 4 ..... ~ 
Table 50.. The llithin Gz-oups Sums of Squares of Cross Products of Matrix ,. ..... 1 tor Battery #"2 '(KPR) 
without Regard to Group -
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
u> _ ---~ _ ~~~~_(g}~~. ( 3) Oit_ ~ _1;> _ {b) t7J {l:1J (9J {10) (11) 
1 Outdoor ........... o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o .. o o .. o o.o OoO 
2 Mechanical .......... o.o o.o o .. o o.o o .. o o .. o o.o o.o OoO o.o 
3 Computational ... o.o o .. o o.o ...o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o OoO -o.o 
4 Scientific ••••• o .. o o .. o -o .. o o .. o o .. o o.o OoO o .. o o.o o .. o 
5 Literary ............ o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 
6Artist1c ........... OeO o.o o.o o .. o o.o o .. o o .. o 0~0 qo.o o .. o 
1 Musicaloeoeeeee o .. o o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o o .. o 04110 o .. o o .. o 
8 Persuasive •• .,.,., o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 
9 Social Service., o.o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o 
10 Clerical ........... o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o<lito o.o 
,..... 
m 
Table 51@ llie 'Within Groups Sums of' Squares of Cross Products ltiatrix rlA for &ttery #2 (KPR) 
without Regard to Group -
Variable 1 2 3 4 ; 6 7 8 9 10 
(1) {2) {3) (4) (;) \0} (7) (8) (9J {10) (11} 
1 Outdoor •••••••• o.o ... o.o o.o ... o.o ...o ... o ... o ... o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2 Mechanical •• " •• ...o.o o.o o.o ...o.o ...o.o ...o.o o.o 0$0 o.o o.o 
3 ~putational •• ...o.o o.o o.o ...0~0 ...0&0 ...o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o 
4 Scientit1Coeoee o.o ... o.o ...o.o o.o o.o o.o ... o.o ... o.o ... o.o ... o.o 
; Literary ••••••• o .. o ... o.o ...o.o o .. o o.o o.o ... o.o ... o.o ... o.o ...o .. o 
6 Artistic ........ ... o.o o.o o.o ... o .. o ...o.o ...o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 
1 Vusice.l ......... ...o .. o o.o o.o •OoO ...o.o ~.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o 
8 Persuasi?eeeeoo ...o .. o o.o 0$0 ... o.o .. o.o ... o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
9 Social Service. ...o.o o.o OoO ... o.o .. o.o ... o .. o ...().,() o.o o.o o.o 
10 Clerical ...o.o o ... o o.o ... o.o ... o.o ... o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o 
,.. 
$ 
Table 52. The lH. thin Groups Sums ot Squares of Cross Products 
Matrix W tor Battery +3 (Non-Inte1leotual)~thout 
Regard to Group 
Variable l 2 3 4 5 
\1J ~21 ~3~ !41 t~~ t~ 
1 Pre-Vocational 
Goal Statusu 138.9 6o1119 •131e4 -341 .. 7 6.0 
2 SSHA. .................. 
-
6o.9 . 40716.;0 -969-1 -14574 .. 3 8J9 .. 0 
3 sm~selt-
ot"h'er ................ 
-131 .. 4 -969.1 126o5 .. 3 11520 .. 5 61&3 
4 SDI:Selt-
Ideal .... "~ .... "" •34le7 -14574~~>3 175m .. ; 131989 .. 4 -115.4 
5 Frequency ot 
Counaeling 
6 .. 0 61.3 -115 .. 4 104.4 Contact .......... ID9o0 
6 FrequEmcy ot 




19 .. 3 





Table 53· The Within Groups Sums of Squares of Cross Products 
Matrix A for Battery 13 (Non-Intellectual) 'Without 
Regard to Group 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 
=::. ~lJ !2~ :: !~I ~m ~~l !2l : 
1 Pre ... Vocational 
Goal Statusu. 3o2 15.7 4.4 5o9 0.1 
2 SSHA •••••••••• 15-7 7~5 22410 30.3 :; .. 5 
-3 SDI=Self.., 
Other .............. 4 .. 4 22 .. 0 1:;.6 21,; .. 1 1.0 
4 !!!_~Self· 
5·9 :;o .. :; Ideal ................ 25·1 52 .. 0 1 .. 5 
5 Frequency of 
Counseling 
Contact .. ., ., • ., •• 0 .. 1 :; .. 5 1 .. 0 1.5 0 .. 2 
6 Frequency of 





10 .. 6 
7 .. 2 
13 .. 9 
0 .. 5 
:;.a 
Table ;4. The Within Groups Sum!'~ of Sqttares of Cross Product~:~ 
Hatri.x Tf"'l for Battery #3 (Non-Intellectual) without 
Regard to Group 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 
[1} rm [31 ~~ ~~l I~ 
1 Pre-Vocational 
Goal Statusu o.o o.o o.o o.o -o.o 
2 ~o o o o 0 e e eo o.o o.o -o.o o.o ... o.o 
3 SDI:Self.,. 
- o.o o.o .-o.o -o.o Other ................ -o.o 
4 SDI:Self· 
Ideal ............ o .. o OeO -o .. o OeO 0410 
5 Freqtte.ncy of 
Counseling 
Contact .......... .. o.o ... o ... o ...o.o o.,o o.o 
6··Freqtte.ncy of 











Table 55· Groups Sums o:f. Squares ot Cross Products 
Matrix tor Battery 1'3 (Non-Intellectual) without 
Regard to Group 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ld (2) (;) (4) (5) l6l l7) 
1 Pre-Vocational 
Goal Status • ., o.o Oel o .. o o.o o.o o .. o 
2 SSHA. ................ o .. o o .. o OeO o.o o.o OeO 
-3 Sl>It Self· 
-Other>eeeoo•••• o.o OeO o .. o o.o o.o o~~o 
4 SDI: Self• 
--Ideal .. ., ........... o.o o.,o o .. o o.o o.o o .. o 
5 Frequency or 
Counseling 
Contact .... "."' -o"o ... o.o ...OeO ...o.o .o.,o ... oeO 
6 Frequency of 
Team Contact. o .. o o.o o.,o o .. o o.o o.o 
Table 56. The lilthin Groups Sums of' Squares of Cross Products :Matrix W for Battery 14 (Total 
Sample) without Regard to Group 
1 High School 
... 1914.2 -4115.4 -82].6 -2330·1 21398.2 6717.6 Credit Ratio 190995e2 717.5 •l897e0 
2 High School 
52.4 -;6.8 67-3 50.6 455·9 Activities. o 7l7e5 9el 113·1. 78ol 
3 Coop. C2 
•• -1914.2 -36.8 11428.2 6462.0 5174-9 ;;66.; 81821.9 21374.0 3841.5 
4-.-~-
... 4J.l5e4 67-3 6462.0 16463-9 1056oe3 9554 .. 1 87907ol 42Q6; .. o 4866.0 
5 Coo2" C2 
Level ............. ... azr .. 6 50e6 5175e0 l056o.; 13370.; 7079e1 1J.f433e6 li!t490o8 39110"'2 
6 Otis Gamma... -1897.0 9 .. 1 ;;66 .. 5 9554 .. 1 7079e0 2472le3 106352.6 123103.8 6o2;.2 
1 SAT: Verbal" ... 2330 e 1 
-
455·9 81821.9 87907el 7~33e6 106352 .. 6 1542943e2 7092;5.,2 5952le0 
8 SAT~ lllath-
-eiatical ..... •21398 .. 2 113·1 21374.0 42)6,3.0 4Lr490e8 123103.8 709255• 2 mY7481eO 379~.0 
9 Grade Point 
Index ........... 671'1 .6 78.1 3841.; 4866.0 39J.t0e2 6o23e2 5952le1 379~e0 8578e5 
.:0 ~ 
!fable 57 e The Within Groups Sums of' Squares of Crou Products Matrix A f'or Battery #4 (Total 
Sample) 'Without Regard to Group 
~ 
\J1 
Table 58 .. !l'he Within Groups Sums of Squart:JI.i of Cress Products tor Battery :/14 (Total 
S~le) without Regard to Group 
Variiil.ble (1) 
1 High School 
Credit Ratio o .. o ... o.,o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o o .. o ...o .. o ... o.o 
2 High School 
Aotiv.l ties .... ... o .. o o .. o o .. o ... o .. o ...o .. o o.o ... o .. o o .. o ... o.o 
3 
o.o ...o.o o .. o ...o .. o ...o.o o .. o ...o.o ..o.o ... o .. o 
4 
---------
o.o ...o .. o -o.o ... o .. o -o .. o -o .. o o.o o.o -o .. o 
5 Ooo2• C2 
Lewl ........... ... o.o ... o .. o o .. o o.o o .. o ... o .. o o.o o.o ... o.o 
6 Otis G~ ... ...o.o ..o.o o .. o ...o.o -o .. o ...o .. o -o .. o ...o .. o o .. o 
7 SATt Verbal. ... o.o -o .. o -o.o o.o o.o o .. o -o.o -o .. o ... o.o 
8 SAT: Math-
~tioal., .... o .. o ... o .. o .. o .. o .. o.o ... o.o -o .. o ...Q.,O '!"OeO ... o .. o 
9 Grade Point 
Index ............ ., ... o .. o o.o .. o.o .. o .. o -o.o .. o.o o .. o ..o.o ... o.o 
~ 
a-. 
fable 59• The Within Groups Sums of Squares ot Cross Products :latrix w-lA for Battery 




l High School 
Credit Ratio ...o.o o.o ... o.o ... o.o .. o .. o -o.o ... o.l ...Oel ... o.o 
~ High School 
Aotiritielllu ... o.s o.o ...o.; ..0.9 -Oe7 •Oe9 -10.5 -6.1 -2.3 
; Coo~ C2 
Y•• ...o .. o o.o o.o ...0 .. 1 ... o .. o ...Oel ...o.a ..0 .. 4 ...0.2 
4 
--~-·--~-
..o.o ... o.o ..o.o o .. o -o .. o ..o.o ... o.o ... o.2 .. o.o 
5 
oe •• •• ...o.o o.o o.o ...o.o ... o.o ...o .. o ...o.l o.o ...o.o 
6 otis Gamma. e ...o.o o.o ... o .. o ..o.o ...o.o -o .. o ..o.4 ...o.; ..Oel 
1 SAT~ Verbal .. 
8 SA!: ll!ath-
... o.o o.o ...o .. o ...o.o ...o.o ...o.o -o.o ...o.o ... o .. o 
eatioa1 .... ...o.o o.o ...o .. o ...o.o ...o .. o ...o.o ...o.o ...o.o -o.o 9 Grade Point 




DISCRIMINANT SOORES FOR EACH STUDEIT IN mE ORIGINAL SAMPLE 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATI~ 
Battery :J/:1 (nAT) Discriminsnt Scores 
REPORT DESCRiPTION 
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:?CJ?,?,Qfi11 1'1il+ 
?C)?,/;.(1-:J,] l 00+ 
?tf':ll!.(}8ll. 00+ 
?934131100+ 
?9?,!~ 1311 00+ 
?94l~171100·t­
?93l.c/f'\ 11 00+ 
?944?21100+ 
?0':\4?31 ., 00+ 
?934?61100+ 
?9-:<t,.-=<QJ H)O+ 
?C)?,;J.IJ.() 1 1 00+ 
?Cl ?.!.~C)() l 1 ()() + 
?C)?,~.s J 11 no+ 
? 9 3 tt 6 6 1 l 0 0 + 
?C)347t:;11C'0+ 
::>9'-lL~. 7n 11 OO+ 






, q?, t) ~ ~? 1 n c1 + 
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? 9 '1 W--1 7 ? I (J (J+ 
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:;·::.J?Jn7? 1 CHl+ 
? 9 -~ 0 H 1 ? l (HJ + 
? q -~ n R t;. ? ·: no+ 
:>9~£lRA/1 Oil+ 
?9:109'-'I?J n + 






/9'2'! ~0?1 O•i+ 
?9~'1 ':j?/1 00+ 
? 9 ~ l '·i ·~? 1 \)() + 
? ":s 1 '4 6 :? l (l 0 + 
::arn t~ ? ? 1 o 0 -r-
/':J';;lt+~-1?1 CJO+ 
?9~14Lr/'l00+ 
/ 1 1 l !.,t. f) ? J u 0 ~t 
?9-..)14B2ltlU+ 
?W-n .:~9 ?1. no+ 
7 Sl '"; 1. 5 ? ? 1 0 0 + 
/'-i'"i 1 i)i.J./ 1 (JU+ 
?Ci-:.jl t;t::,?lD(J+ 
/ :; ·:~'If; 'I? 1 li'.J+ 
'J'-=i ·>, 1 A 7 ? '! 0 0 + 
?';1'·-i'fhB/ l U·.J+ 
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':lnt,.IJ&):/11 no 1 1?79 6'368 
~t1.lc0 r:; f, 1.1 on 9C:.07 70'38 
~nt:.I"\:'.R 111"10 1f'lb68 5728 
?,rib()Q()110f1 87S4 6038 
?, {) lt 10 7 J 1 () () J 1 7(,6 6528 
?.'l!J.170 J] ()() 8707 6648 
., n t .. 1 R 9 1 , n n 9()91 7608 
?, 0 It;;> 1 ?, }1 () () J. n ?.44 65l~8 
?.04?761100 ll ?'+2 4358 
?,f'ilc ?Q() 1 10() 8R?4 8008 
?,()l!-2G?.ll 00 10Fl56 6178 
., <1 h ' o c:; 1. 1 n n 9?.32 5158 
?, 0 lt 3 () tq J () () ~.0?38 7168 
?r1b.117~1()!J 97A'3 5029 
'3nt.,13531 no 10'302 £r.899 
?'1(!.1r.;(l?,1f)() 7t:;Ci() 49Rq 
?,"1t .. ?t=.R~1 nn 8lL&)() l~?49 
·:}, n 1,. ? c, 6 ·::n o n 7?,?Cj 5609 
':i04?7R4100 8419 5569 
401.~.~()fl310fl 8A74 5939 
?,1)1+':114'4100 8L1Al 7389 
':.\0L!.~4 l '3 l 00 100613 5909 
'=I () lL '3 A 4 3 1. () I) 9930 524·9 
~.nt~~A04 1 on 9?111 l}7'39 
3n /J.t:~n 9 3 J on 9727 8179 
?,f)LtA?O?,J nn 8Fl17 5549 
":~0ttlr.3831 on 8o69 6519 
30£,\!+6531()0 8630 6809 
'3()L~l~?.() 11. ()() 9359 5129 
~(~<+ 11 ?321 nn 10??7 5659 
'=\OL~0702100 9'?67 5899 
'4('\h()7?,?J ()() JJ.f-.99 9369 
30MlRB?l nn 9?64 5549 
.,,Ob.] 7A :> 1 no J.?nL~4 8779 
':\ilL!-? l~ 1 2 1 0 () 9323 7029 
-:a. no.. 2 r, 2 2 1 n ~\ 8tt fl7 5859 
?,(ib.?7l?1 ()() 9119 7289 
., n L> 2 8 1 ?1 no 8081 7329 
?.0lt28L~/1 00 9975 7369 
?,'')It?,() 6 2100 9148 7259 
30t~-,552100 8066 5289 
40t+?,57?J no 9762 7279 
'-l0L!- ":165? 1 00 1111:'8 5219 
':\flb.':iP,0?1 Qfl 8599 6269 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATI, 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 212 
':.l.f1Lt">RP:?1 00 81'iL.'2 53£~9 
':lnt.,.':\R9?l!l0 9?27 5449 
':l(llt~.?/f.?1 ()(! 9fl02 L!./+49 
?..fllJ.ttt+7?1nO 8906 5509 
?,(\ ht,AL~.? 1 on 10?R0 LJ.l.,t.Q<;l 
~()b. Lt r. ~ ? ., () () RRR';) 6929 
'=\ L,cn 1??, 1. nn 8r<52 5849 
';; b.()L.. ~ '41 ()() lO"'n2 3979 
?.,(l4()79?J()() 97l!.4· 8119 
?., () t, () ? Q 1 1 () () 9?4A 10119 
,, 
,, ~~ 0 fl71. 1 0 (J 7]36 8899 
".:\0410.,]]00 10878 5369 
-.; n 4. J 1 ~.,. 1 J on 8<)72 7479 
-::;n4J15110n 9155 6019 
?,iJlJ.1 Rn 11. nt: 7182 6899 
?,()4?391100 1 0()L}4 7'309 
?0tJ.?..?7J JOn 7f,37 5979 
'2.( lt?, c.;?. 1 1 nn l3PlJ.() 1()3?.9 
",(1{,119?1 (1!1 <)b.?!) 6230 
?,()41593100 9()34 5400 
';l,flq.1 7<)'4 1 (1() l0AS9 r-,t;.?O 
., n ~.,. :un ·:n o o 8717 70.!f.O 
304.203 ·:non 8R30 l~020 
3042123100 9170 5860 
·~nil. 3 981 1 on 11738 4·900 
-::;044?31100 11168 7160 
301+lt391100 9()1}9 7150 
?, () !;.!..~. c; 1 1 1 () 0 11?39 6610 
?.nLJ..nH~?l n::• 7n74 6400 
3rJtVI:;t, .. ?1 00 91 12 6550 
?flll.!"lR1 ?1 00 J 1 04.R 6120 
~()4.14-::;?1 ()() 9 1'-i?, 5ue00 
~()Lt-199~~] 00 8771 l~ 770 
304?.09?100 9LJ..87 5210 
?,l1h:;?f,7?100 8C41 5410 
'VH;-4 1. 9 ?1 0 () 9972 5980 
?,0lr-4?.~l?l00 J).fll>r3 6580 
'1(H~4'.q;.>1 00 10?89 5590 
'A l.!ltf'()?1 ()() 11?!:17 qcno 
?,('l!J.4f'7?1 ()() 9A7l 6080 
?,04011?,4'1 00 796L~ 5'~60 
':1,()4(1f'l"1 ()() 8l,.9L~ !.t.3 ':30 
?,()L}J!7??, 1 i)() 6A95 4.L,c 5 () 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATIC 
Battery #~ (Non-Intellectual) Discriminant Scores 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 21~ 
2931431000+ 270+ 221+ 
2931381000+ '.529+ 311+ 
293314-1 000+ 306+ 291+ 
2931711000+ 152+ 141+ 
293371100\J+ 157+ 160+ 
2934::>61000+ 187+ 170+ 
293180100U+ 24Lt+ 239+ 
2934671000+ 207+ 238+ 
293368100u+ 225+ 236+ 
2934101UOu+ 289+ 352+ 
293212100u+ 226+ 276+ 
2933L,c81U00+ 227+ 2L,c9+ 
2932231000+ 282-,'- 3i..•2+ 
2930191000+ 150+ 207+ 
2930421000+ 172+ 219+ 
2934841000+ 289+ 22+ 
293129100U+ 300+ 23+ 
2930771000+ 366+ 129+ 
2934371000+ -=!43+ 91+ 
293486100U+ 393+ 249+ 
2931691000+ 358+ 148+ 
2934201000+ 325+ 146-1· 
293131100U+ 317-,'- 154 ...... 
2930401000+ 358+ 183+ 
293273100l)+ ~54+ 209+ 
293287100U+ 334+ 161+ 
293296luOu+ 397+ 287+ 
2931811UUU+ 3 7 Lt·+ 254+ 
2932841001)+ 396+ 271+ 
29335610Uu+ 322+ 176+ 
2932401000+ 326+ 145+ 
2932261000+ 380+ 295+ 
2930151000+ 375+ 244+ 
2931111000+ 378+ 317+ 
2930"181000+ 335+ 218+ 
293297100U-1· 320+ 161+ 
2934691000+ 252+ 119+ 
2934161000+ 346+ 316+ 
293390100\.J+ 367+ 355+ 
293<4·21100ll+ 341.+ 291+ 
293Uu3100u+ 479+ 171+ 
2Si3u73luu,;+ t~ 71 + 142+ 
293142100u+ £?55+ 101+ 
2'i31U51UUV+ 446+ 76+ 
293237100V+ 422+ 115+ 
293139100U+ 460+ 216+ 
2933931000+ 426+ 136+ 
2934l.,01000+ 349+ 6-
293084lVUU·I- 35~+ 20-
2931191000+ 4')9+ 255+ 
29323320Uu+ 236+ 179+ 
293243200()+ 284+ 271+ 
293376200U+ 270+ 225+ 
2932102000+ 257+ 220+ 
2'-)3433200(;+ 252+ 253+ 
2933912000+ 237+ 249+ 
293269200U+ 199+ 132+ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATIC 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 214 
293271.}2()UU+ 303+ 3554· 
2931162uuu+ 16U+ 157+ 
2 ':i 32Ld 200u+ 289+ 34-9+ 
2':/3L~3l2U0v+ 2i;.~-J+ 255+ 
2932H5200.J+ 236+ 2LI-1+ 
2':134852000+ 40"/+ 213·i~ 
2932562000+ 431+ 24!?+ 
2'13u':ib2Uvv+ '+28+ 245+ 
2931572000+ 1+24+ 207+ 
2':13lU320Uv+ 385+ 267"1" 
2934-612001.1+ 385+ 265+ 
293340200U+ 335+ 196+ 
293i.,c"/9200u+ 340+ 130+ 
29307220UU+ 341+ 2£.,2+ 
Z93238200v+ 338+ 159+ 
2932662000+ 4-27+ 245+ 
2931902000+ '326+ 173+ 
29309720ULJ+ 324+ 134-+ 
2':133532UUU+ 334+ 173+ 
29317620vv+ 415+ 264+ 
2':132242UUU+ 399-:~ 28 7·1· 
2932152U0v+ 341+ 156+ 
2'::133~5200l;+ 381+ 274+ 
2930762000+ 3"17+ 227-." 
2930162000+ 409+ 230+ 
2931832U0U+ 356+ 174+ 
2931.~362000+ '-3L.c4+ 132+ 
2934872CJ0u+ 268+ 98+ 
29 317£~2000+ LtOO+ 286+ 
2932042000+ 383+ 259+ 
2932112000+ 340+ 215+ 
2SI346U2UUv+ 430+ 301+ 
293299200u+ 373+ 233+ 
29343':12UUU+ 367+ 287+ 
2':1~424(::UUV•'- 36U+ 151+ 
293U292UOv+ 321+ 1S6-t· 
2933122UOU+ 399+ 309+ 
2933002000+ 327+ 178+ 
2931222000+ 304+ 107+ 
2933822000+ 395-.'- 275+ 
2 9 3L.\ 75 20 00+ 335+ 161+ 
2933672000+ 378+ 273+ 
293ll82uOO+ 34<:3+ 142+ 
2931362000+ 319+ 155+ 
29321820U(;+ 389+ 282+ 
293£~512000+ 322+ 14-6+ 
2'i~u;;.,c:vu-.J+ 3(j7+ 2?3+ 
293u622vUu+ 344+ 160+ 
29327!;i2uUJ+ 329+ 169+ 
2931342U0~J+ 271+ 96+ 
2932022000+ 358+ 64+ 
29318L~2000+ 336+ 1"{3+ 
2932072000+ 3tJ2+ 137+ 
293154200()+ 340+ 179·1-
2Si325o2\)u<.H- 2ci6+ 120+ 
2':1340U20UU+ 358+ 227+ 
2':1326FL.0vU+ 3bl+ 235+ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATI, 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 21, 
2 9 34·vLr20UU+ 327-1· 1"19+ 
2933u62Uv\.~+ 3':12+ 306+ 
29 311A20Uu+ '344+ 172+ 
2':13349200U+ 287+ 70+ 
i.:''::i34i!·620uu+ 124+ 173+ 
2'i316520Uu+ 322+ U'l+ 
293133200U+ 172+ 252+ 
2932902000+ 289+ 179+ 
2 9 3 3 6 2 2 !) u >J + 366+ 331+ 
2930212000+ 383+ 21£.c+ 
2'7::53os,::,;uv+ 319+ :HO+ 
29:H45200U+ 3:51+ 351+ 
29302220UU+ 359+ 299+ 
2Si3465200U+ 380+ 353+ 
293Lt.l8 200Ci+ 326+ 24lH· 
293126200U+ 361+ 299+ 
2934832000+ 312+ 205-t· 
2933352u0u+ 386+ 341+ 
2 9 3 3 ·1 2 d: u u :_J + 379+ 31Li-"lt. 
29331"12uvu+ 3 7 8-1- 231+ 
2:i3<J612u00+ 308-.~ 184+ 
2Y325920liv+ 350+ 28 7·1-
2 9 3092 2(;0v+ 359+ 315+ 
2'J32802000+ 377+ 348+ 
293:.HI::l2uuu-l- 3':14+ 2':16+ 
2jl3j6920uu+ 3'92+ 326+ 
2SJ3U 1J 120\N+ LJ.97+ 106-.6 
2932722000+ 490+ 195+ 
29:Ht>52U0U+ 430·1- 51+ 
2932212CJ0U+ q.30+ 65+ 
2933162000+ 41:35+ 191+ 
2930552000+ 512+ 159+ 
2':1'ili-5U20uu+ 414+ 81+ 
293063200u+ 4L1-l+ 66+ 
293166200;;.,'- '362+ L,cO~ 
2932632000+ 502+ 185+ 
29311520Uu+ 418+ 39·+· 
2931952000+ L!-82+ 200+ 
293Ldl2UOU+ -<+53+ 2"1·4+ 
293CJ::i2200U+ 507+ 248+ 
2934962\Jl)U-."' lf.}l + 201+ 
293033200U+ 492+ 242+ 
2931082000+ 352+ 64+ 
2931U1200U+ 432+ 196+ 
2931102000+ 451+ 235+ 
293U862uuu+ 4::;3+ 234+ 
2 9 ;I 3lJ t\2\.J Uu+ 4/l+ 235+ 
2'1 34 f32UUv-l· L,< l:L:: + 231+ 
293u2./2<10u+ 4':to+ 241+ 
2930~)4200u+ 407+ 91+ 
2':>134592U0u+ Li,lJU+ 116+ 
293146200U+ uA3+ 20'(+ 
2:t3452200u+ 465+ 224+ 
2934o920UU+ l,c\.)3+ 177+ 
2931592vUU-t- it84+ 2 3'1·+ 
2932173UiJU+ 259+ 191+ 
293Uu53UUU·l'- 2':>12+ 293+ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATIC 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 216 
2931973000+ 246+ 213+ 
293384300u+ 2o3+ 201+ 
2933883000+ 285+ 371+ 
2';13t:083uvu+ 2Sl8+ 345+ 
2932553000+ 169+ 185+ 
293247300()+ 283+ 356+ 
2933943000+ 307+ 355+ 
2932323000+ 216+ 230+ 
2932393000+ 239+ 234+ 
2930833000+ 247+ 244+ 
2934193000+ 300+ 387+ 
2930L.•5300U+ 218+ 226+ 
2932273000+ 279+ 386+ 
2931123000+ 166+ 205+ 
2931483000+ 399+ 209+ 
2930123000+ 394+ 228+ 
2933203000+ 276-.'- 14+ 
293081300u+ L.-01+ 196+ 
2930543000+ 348+ 115+ 
2931563000+ 367+ 107+ 
2931703000+ 317+ 163+ 
2 9 304!.• 30 00+ 386+ 252+ 
2933793000+ 392+ 291+ 
2931583000+ 333+ 173+ 
293352300u+ 329+ 181+ 
2931643000+ 387+ 266+ 
2933263000+ 323+ 174+ 
293380300U+ 330+ 128+ 
2934283000+ 360+ 173+ 
29308730UU+ 393+ 282+ 
2930653U0U+ 37?+ 262+ 
2932983000+ 407+ 252+ 
2932223000+ 381+ 269+ 
2933313000+ 328+ 181+ 
29334·53000+ 332+ 1"74+ 
2931413000+ 331+ 155+ 
2933283000+ lt07+ 260+ 
293L.,94300U+ 328+ 198+ 
2934683000+ 262+ 98+ 
2934453000+ 394+ 279+ 
2930373000+ 308+ 158·1-
2932443000+ 265+ 76+ 
2931493000+ 298+ 58+ 
2933U13Ulh.i+ 357+ 180+ 
2':)3373300()+ 391+ 230+ 
2Sl3182300u+ 286+ 53+ 
2930753000+ 317+ 187+ 
29334230UU+ 347+ 169+ 
2932163000+ 387+ 256+ 
2934433000+ 389+ 259+ 
2930093\.JOO+ 391+ 293+ 
293166300U+ 277+ 106+ 
2933!;)53000+ 325+ 152-.'-
2930503000+ 422+ 289+ 
2933113000+ 339+ 177+ 
2933153000+ 334+ 169+ 
2931203000+ 359+ 247+ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATI~ 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 211 
2933243000+ 301+ 78 ..... 
2 '1 3 0 6 ., 3 0 u u + 313+ 15 !5-i-· 
293370300U+ 317+ 149+ 
29333230UU+ 326+ 128+ 
2932363000+ 288+ 85+ 
293046300\J+ 385+ 267+ 
293L~173000+ 275+ 60+ 
2932053000+ 385+ 300+ 
2930363000+ 317+ 198+ 
2931253000+ 315+ 229+ 
2933303000+ 399+ 302+ 
2931503000+ 398+ 363+ 
2934323000+ 372+ 326+ 
2933103000+ 339+ 208+ 
2934763000+ 230+ 73+ 
2931923000+ 297+ 207+ 
293074-3000+ 311+ 211+ 
293137300U+ 301+ 186+ 
293U3430UU+ 364+ 293+ 
2934913000+ 370+ 318+ 
2930393000+ 317+ 256+ 
2932373000+ 367+ 273+ 
2930603000+ 326+ 177+ 
2932763000+ 256+ 111+ 
2932813000+ 280+ 103+ 
2930483000+ 489+ 110+ 
2934023000+ 548+ 5+ 
29 34-88 30 00+ 445+ 74+ 
2930433000+ 417+ 57+ 
293099300U+ 493+ 174+ 
2931273000+ 488+ 189+ 
2931323000+ 499+ 209+ 
2931073000+ 487+ 158+ 
2930173000+ 369+ 7-
2932423000+ 373+ 30-
2933543000+ 409+ 48+ 
2933413000+ 518+ 129+ 
2934813000+ 550+ 233+ 
2934993000+ 465+ 196+ 
2933893000+ 431+ 94+ 
2930863000+ 522+ 195+ 
2934073000+ 367+ 54-
2931243000+ 446+ 82+ 
2930563000+. 488+ 163+ 
2931613000+ 493+ 1"84+ 
2930183000+ 414+ 106·1-
293<.,80300\J+ L~44+ 52+ 
2934383000+ 488+ 193+ 
293L~U13000+ 474+ 151+ 
2934153000+ 514+ 167+ 
2934713000+ 524+ 195+ 
2930913000+ 469+ 158+ 
2932283000+ 43.3+ 1L.~5+ 
2932343000+ Ld2+ 129+ 
2933213000+ 406+ 118+ 
2931063000+ 450+ 223+ 
2933223000+ 416+ 147+ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATI4 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 218 
2932133000+ L~13+ 91+ 
29 3~· 72 300;.1+ 473+ 232+ 
293329300u+ 401+ 114+ 
2':1338330UU+ 473+ 191-1'· 
2930713000+ 44l~+ 2Lr8+ 
2932943000+ 412+ 110+ 
29 3U95 3U UU-1· 4~4+ 220+ 
2932003000+ 441+ 121+ 
29333630uu+ 464+ 197+ 
2934U63UUU+ 472+ 244+ 
293L}033JUU+ 472+ 256+ 
2931213000+ 481+ 258+ 
2931623000+ 435+ 158+ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATIO 
Battery f4 (Total Sample) Discrim.mant Scores 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 
2930011100+ 
2 9 3 C 2 '( 1 ;i. 0 CJ + 







































































































































































BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATI( 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 22> 
2':134081100+ 196+ 48-
2934131100+ 43+ 185+ 
293413110U+ Lt-3+ 185+ 
2934201100+ 106- '.:.37+ 
2934391100+ 88+ 101+ 
2934401100+ 1112- 358+ 
29344<H200+ 750+ 4·2-
293446110u+ 18- 107+ 
2934521200+ 47- 185+ 
2934661100+ 4lJ7+ 297+ 
293475110:_;+ 19- 437·1-
293476ll()l)+ 260+ 228+ 
2930032100+ 336- 256-l· 
2930092200+ 426- 212+ 
2930142100+ 917- 449-
2930202200+ 300- 327+ 
2930212100+ 176- 338+ 
2930362100+ 169- 252+ 
293037210U+ 2- 2£,c0"l'-
2930492100+ 395- 208+ 
2930552100+ 397- 366"1'-
2930702100+ 669- 339+ 
293u61l::1Uu+ 7+ 320+ 
2930822200+ 414- 306+ 
2930842100+ 44L,c- 246+ 
29308521UU+ 425- 393+ 
2930892200+ 304- 34·8+ 
2930922200+ 451- 364+ 
2930942200+ 55- 35LJ-+ 
2930952100+ 499- L1-06+ 
2931212100+ 727- 330+ 
2931312200+ 210- 321+ 
293133210U+ 556- 3'14+ 
2931342200+ 239- 381+ 
293138220U+ 462- 233+ 
2931412200+ 27+ 73-
2931LJ-2210U+ 205- 47+ 
2931442100+ 204+ 2t!5+ 
293149210V+ 449- 276+ 
2'.:i31522100+ 10+ 204+ 
29315l.,2100+ 362- 324+ 
2931::J52l(.HJ+ 435- 383+ 
2931662100+ 56- 248+ 
2931672100+ 141- 261+ 
2931682100+ 744- 432+ 
2';;31752100+ 335- 224+ 
2'73l'/621UU+ T:.H 260+ 
29317721UU+ 32- 300+ 
2'-)32042100+ 84- 225+ 
2932102100+ 167- 375+ 
2932192100+ 204- 298+ 
2932242100+ 428- 138+ 
2932272200+ 370- 328+ 
293228220U+ 6 -to- 238+ 
2932312100+ 233- 595+ 
2932442100+ 315- 156+ 
293247210\J+ 573- 36Lt·""~~ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATI~ 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 221 
2932532100+ 289- 276+ 
293263210iJ+ 96- 121+ 
293267210v+ 402- 55-
293268220CH 80- 263+ 
2932712100+ 43+ 220+ 
2932732100+ 32'+- 312+ 
2932792100+ 815- 417+ 
2932872100+ 67- 591+ 
2932882100+ 279- 492+ 
2932912100+ 48j- 511+ 
2932942100+ 517- 384+ 
2933062100+ 436- 555-l· 
2933222200+ 485- 257·1· 
2933232100+ 692- 246+ 
2933352100+ 271- 475+ 
2933392200+ 355- 273+ 
2933462200+ 70- 272+ 
2933472100+ 45+ 297+ 
29334·821()0+ 33LI-- 50+ 
2933572100-.'- 117- 262+ 
29335922\JV+ 535- 197+ 
2933612200+ 489- 532+ 
2'73365210\J+ 21I.J.·- 259+ 
2933662200+ 7- 111+ 
2':1336o21UV+ 97+ .;cl()-."-
2Si3372220CJ+ 75+ 206+ 
2933732100+ 390- L}4-
2933772100+ 124- 433+ 
2933792100+ 141- 319+ 
2933802100+ 238- 9-
2933842100+ 1939- 194+ 
2933852100+ 150- 122+ 
293388210(H 117- 1-4-9+ 
2933912100+ 134+ 91-
2934v222UU+ 190- 387+ 
2934052100+ 271- 587+ 
2'1340621\Jv+ 81- 22o+ 
2034072200+ 494- 181+ 
293410210U+ 78- 189+ 
29341221Uv+ 399- 391+ 
2934142100+ 519- 305+ 
2'::13L.-162100+ 418- 217+ 
2934312100+ 424- 369+ 
2934352200+ 410- 126+ 
2934362100+ 419- 278+ 
293447210U+ 485- 655+ 
2934L~8210U+ 4+ 112+ 
2934542200+ 312- 286+ 
2 9 3£.~5 7 22 Ov+ 306- 196+ 
2934-602100+ 234- 338+ 
2'::134622200+ 112- 252·1· 
2':134632100-1- 165+ 20(J+ 
293464210U+ 67- 235+ 
293£.<69 21 00+ 833- 217+ 
2934722100+ 492- 466+ 
2934732200+ 283- 118+ 
2934.f7220U+ 81+ 392+ 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COMPUTATIO 
REPORT DESCRIPTION 222 
2 9 3 4-, 6 2 z () \) + ld- 21'8+ 
293UV43luu+ 1121- 277+ 
2'-:.J3vu53lu0-l- 673- 191+ 
293U063100+ 594- 383·1· 
293liV831UU+ 1z·ro- 34-3+ 
2930103200+ 1390- 4c13+ 
2Si:3Vl?::>2UU+ 1173- 402+ 
2930163200+ 1033- 141+ 
2SI3Jl732u0+ 1125- 137+ 
2SI30ll:l3lu0+ 349- lt~O+ 
29303032UV+ 720- 223+ 
2'i3u3it32U0+ 759- 81+ 
2930413200+ Lt02- 197+ 
293t..A73luu+ 352- 330·1-
2;;3uS032UU+ su·t- 302+ 
z.,:;OS1:>2uU+ /jl;-8- 127+ 
273u;,33100+ 639- 425-l-
2930573100+ 844- 546+ 
2930593100+ 778- 40+ 
2930613100+ 820- 65-
2930623100+ 492- L~66+ 
2930663100+ 1209- 93+ 
29310S31UU+ 725- 3Lr3"'"' 
2':>+311331Uu+ 843- 666+ 
2931193100+ 653- 442+ 
2';131223100+ 952- 263+ 
2':/312332U0+ 948- 337+ 
2':131263100+ 733- 2L~4+ 
2931:373100+ 831- 220"'"' 
2931463100+ 1272- "{67+ 
2>'31503100+ 1310- 501·1-
2931513100+ 758- 166+ 
2931533100+ 1()()1- 293+ 
2931583100+ 373- 123+ 
29315931U'J+ 616- ::)06"'r 
2931623100+ 711- 452+ 
2':13163310U+ 599- 378+ 
2'731ll3200-l· 926- 306-1-
2931193100+ 332- 433+ 
2';131843100+ 935- Lj. ::56-J· 
2931863200+ 2L~4- 229+ 
2931873100+ 3Lr0- 347+ 
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